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1. Executive Summary

A workshop focused on screening of personnel and divested items at the 
checkpoint was held at Northeastern University (NEU) in Boston on May 12-
13, 2015. This workshop was the twelfth in a series dealing with advanced 
development for security applications (ADSA12).  The workshop was a con-
tinuation of the irst workshop, ADSA01.
The topic of screening of personnel and divested items at the checkpoint was 
chosen as the workshop topic in order to support the Department of Home-
land Security’s (DHS) objective of improving the performance of existing tech-
nologies and to improve the passenger experience at checkpoints. Another 
goal of the workshop was to support DHS’s objective to increase the partici-
pation of third parties, such as researchers from academia, national labs, and 
industry other than the incumbent vendors, in algorithm and system develop-
ment for security applications.
The following topics were addressed at the workshop:
• Emerging hardware. 

• Emerging algorithms and processes.

• Improving the passenger experience.

• Assessing and using risk.
The topics were addressed from the perspectives of the following stakehold-
ers:
• Passengers
• TSA
• Airlines
• Airports
The key indings from the workshop on what can be done to improve the 
experience for the stakeholders at the checkpoint, per the editors of this 
report, are as follows.

• The perspectives listed above can be synthesized into three competing 
goals:

 ○ Strengthen security,
 ○ Increase operational ef iciency, and
 ○ Improve passenger experience.

• Increase the use of risk-based screening (RBS), including screening some 
passengers less and other passengers more.
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• Implement better concepts of operations, for example using walkthrough 
screening systems.

• Integrate (fuse) systems and data. 
• Develop improved millimeter wave (MMW) imaging, nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR), nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR), X-ray hard-
ware, reconstruction software, and automated threat resolution (ATR) 
algorithms, for example, using higher resolution imaging and iterative 
reconstruction techniques.

• Implement vendor-neutral airports, in part using standards such as digi-
tal image communications for security (DICOS).
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2. Disclaimers

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency 
of the United States government. Neither the United States government nor 
 Northeastern University nor any of their employees makes any warranty, ex-
pressed or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the ac-
curacy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, 
or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. Reference herein to any speci ic commercial product, process 
or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation or favoring 
by the United States government or Northeastern University. The views and 
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or re lect those 
of the United States government or Northeastern University, and shall not be 
used for advertising or product endorsement purposes.
This document summarizes a workshop at which a number of people par-
ticipated by discussions and/or presentations. The views in this summary are 
those of ALERT and do not necessarily re lect the views of all the participants. 
All errors and omissions are the sole responsibility of ALERT.
This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department of Home-
land Security under Award Number 2013-ST-061-ED0001. The views and 
conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors and should 
not be interpreted as necessarily representing the of icial policies, either ex-
pressed or implied, of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.
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3. Introduction
The Explosive Division (EXD) of US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
Science & Technology Directorate (S&T), in coordination with the Transporta-
tion Security Administration (TSA), has the objectives of improving the per-
formance of existing technologies and to improve the passenger experience at 
checkpoints. One tactic that DHS is pursuing to achieve these objectives is to 
create an environment in which the capabilities and capacities of the estab-
lished vendors can be augmented or complemented by third-party algorithm 
and hardware development. A third-party developer in this context refers to 
academia, National Labs, and companies other than the incumbent vendors. 
DHS is particularly interested in adopting the model that has been used by 
the medical imaging industry, in which university researchers and small com-
mercial companies develop technologies that are eventually deployed in com-
mercial medical imaging equipment.  
A tactic that DHS is using to stimulate third-party algorithm and hardware 
development is to sponsor a series of workshops addressing the research op-
portunities that may enable the development of next-generation technologies 
for homeland security applications.  The series of workshops are entitled “Ad-
vanced Development for Security Applications (ADSA)”. The workshops are 
convened by Professor Michael B. Silevitch as part of the DHS Center of Ex-
cellence (COE) for Awareness and Localization of Explosives-Related Threats 
(ALERT) at NEU. 
ADSA12 was held on May 12-13, 2015 at NEU.  The workshop focused on 
screening of personnel and divested items at the checkpoint. The workshop 
was a continuation of the irst workshop, ADSA01.
This report discusses what transpired at the workshop and details a summary 
of the indings and recommendations.
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4. Discussion
4.1 Objectives
The objective of the workshop was to improve the performance of screening 
passengers and divested items for explosives. The issues that were addressed 
centered on the following points.
• Emerging hardware.

 ○ X-ray imaging, including the following modalities and methods:
• Single or few-view projection systems (AT),
• Computed tomography (CT) for the checkpoint,
• X-ray backscatter (XBS),
• Diffraction and scatter,
• Phase contrast imaging, and
• Photon counting X-ray detectors.

 ○ MMW imaging using meta-materials.
 ○ Standoff trace detection.
 ○ NQR.

• Emerging algorithms and processes.
 ○ Reconstruction and ATR.
 ○ Concepts of operations.
 ○ Secondary alarm resolution.
 ○ Computer simulations of scanners, objects, and testing.

• Improving the passenger experience.
 ○ Improving throughput and reducing divestiture.
 ○ Integration at the checkpoint.
 ○ Managed inclusion and exclusion.

• Assessing and using risk.
 ○ RBS.
 ○ Game theory.
 ○ Deterrence.
 ○ Over- versus under-screening.
 ○ Controlled cognitive engagement.

The purpose of this section is to summarize the discussion and recommen-
dations in response to these and related questions that surfaced during the 
workshop.
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4.2 Stakeholder Perspectives

The discussion at the workshop was centered on the perspectives of the fol-
lowing stakeholders.

• Passengers (non-terrorist) perspective:
 ○ Faster, predictable screening with reduced divestiture.
 ○ Fewer pat-downs and bag opening.
 ○ Assured that lying is safe.

• Airport perspective:
 ○ Reduced total operating cost due to:

• Labor,
• Purchase price and maintenance costs, and
• Secondary inspection. 

 ○ No events at my airport.
 ○ Passengers getting on their lights.

• Airline perspective:
 ○ Passengers getting on their lights.
 ○ Passengers wanting to ly.
 ○ No events on their speci ic airline.

• Government perspective:
 ○ No incidents.
 ○ Equipment with actual and perceived perfect detection and no false 

alarms.
 ○ Terrorists deterred to even try to take down planes.
 ○ No explosives detected because terrorists are not trying.
 ○ Happy passengers, airlines, and airports.
 ○ Systems designed with increased detection performance, including 

more categories of explosives, reduced minimum mass, and reduced 
minimum sheet thickness.

 
4.3 What We Did Hear?

We agreed on the following observations.

1. The perspectives listed above can be synthesized into three competing 
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goals:
a. Strengthen security,
b. Increase operational ef iciency, and
c. Improve passenger experience. 

2. There are portals in European airports that can screen 500 people per 
hour. However, not all the goals listed in the previous point may be simul-
taneously achieved.

3. Integrated checkpoints exist today, especially in Europe.
4. RBS is essential to security. 
5. Under-screening is a better use of limited security systems than over-

screening.
6. Behavior detection is more important in spite of contrarians. 
7. Vendor neutral airports and the involvement of third parties1 is desired.
8. An open platform checkpoint test bed is under development.
9. We cannot afford perfect security; however, it is not clear what is adequate 

and acceptable to politicians and to the public.
10. CT at the checkpoint is desired; stationary CT may allow for a reduced 

footprint and reduced operating expenses.
11. NQR and NMR may be useful for screening electronics and bottles. 
12. War gaming teaches the following:

a. It is acceptable to fail in a training environment;
b. It is not acceptable to fail in an operational environment;
c. Assumptions are the mother of all screw ups;
d. Need to bring in an intelligent adversary for training; and 
e. Ex-terrorists are available for hire.

13. Simulations of detection equipment are useful.
14. Standoff trace detection is desired.
15. Controlled cognitive engagement behavioral screening is effective, ef i-

cient, equal, and enjoyable.
16. Managing risk is necessary. 
17. Detection needs to be able to be lexible and adaptable.
18. TSA wants third party software and algorithms at the checkpoint, includ-

ing the support of vendor-neutral airports using consensus standards; DI-
1 First party is TSA. Second parties are incumbent vendors of security equipment. Th ird parties are 
academicians, national labs, and industry other than the incumbent vendors.
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COS may not be necessary or suf icient to achieve this goal.
19. Remote screening and process automation are desired. 
20. Portable (handheld) devices may augment the capabilities of extant 

equipment. 
21. Monitoring operations in one place (denoted a dashboard) is desired.

4.4 Additional Audience Comments on “What We Heard”

We heard the following observations, but we did not reach consensus.

1. There may be issues with how technology developed by third parties will 
be deployed.

2. Incentives from the TSA are needed to raise the bar after passing accep-
tance tests to improve performance.

3. The Secretary of DHS said that security hardware/technology is a com-
modity.

4. An application programming interface (API) needs to be developed to al-
low for the deployment of third party algorithms.

5. TSA needs to better engage stakeholders.
6. Game theory should be applied to transportation security of icers (TSOs) 

to prevent vigilance decrement, and to make sure they are prepared for a 
real event and do not miss it.

7. Data integration is more important than physical integration.
8. Testing will have to change to support ATRs that can rapidly adapt to 

changes in risks and threats and to support fused systems.
9. Parallel processing (testing) is required to get new equipment to airports 

faster.
10. We need to detect malicious intent to take down an airplane. We do not 

want to detect other criminal activity.

4.5 What We Did Not Hear?
1. Metrics for measuring and use risk for RBS. 
2. How algorithms will adapt in real time.
3. Video tracking of people and their divested items. 
4. How to develop, deploy, and test layered security.
5. Is THz (Tera-Hertz inspection) applicable?
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6. Can economies of scale be applied to aviation security; also we need to 
consider applications to mass transit, securing federal buildings, US Se-
cret Service (USSS), etc.

7. Protecting the checkpoint and other airport assets.
8. What threats need to be detected?
9. Human factors. 
10. We need to hear from the airlines, TSOs, and airports.
11. How to quantify deterrence and displacement.
12. The speci ications for high- and low-risk security lines.
13. What risks are the politicians willing to accept?
14. Different concepts of operations.
15. How to deploy equipment when the number of TSOs is limited.

4.6 What Can Be Done?
1. Increase the use of RBS, including screening some passengers less and 

other passengers more.
2. Implement better concepts of operations, for example using walkthrough 

screening systems.
3. Integrate (fuse) systems and data. 
4. Develop improved MMW, NMR, NQR, X-ray hardware, reconstruction soft-

ware and ATR algorithms, for example using higher resolution imaging 
and iterative reconstruction techniques.

5. Implement vendor-neutral airports, in part using standards such as DI-
COS.

4.7 Resources
1. Contact the following people with ideas and funding requests:

a. Laura Parker, DHS, laura.parker@dhs.gov
b. Frank Cartwright, TSA, Frank.Cartwright2@tsa.dhs.gov 

2. Other resources:
a. TSA’s long range BAA: https://www. bo.gov/index?s=opportunity

&mode=form&id=52af31df223ac9ef141f3130ab09c878&tab=co
re&_cview=1

b. DHS SBIR portal: https://sbir2.st.dhs.gov/portal/public/Menu.
action?page=sbir_current_solicitations
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c. DHS’s long range BAA: https://www. bo.gov/index?s=opportunity
&mode=form&id=5bce6c00742b4c0c00a478d8063e3e5e&tab=co
re&_cview=1

d. TSA’s request for information (RFI) for checkpoint enhancements: 
https://www. bo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=f4f794
bec81e1949a1d5f72f3542b1ad&tab=core&_cview=1

e. DHS’s APEX program for the checkpoint: https://www. bo.gov/index
?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=724e08edebe2284ad069274c49d4
380b&tab=core&_cview=0

f. Other requests for proposals: www. bo.gov

4.8 ADSA13

The following topics should be considered for ADSA13 and other ADSA 
workshops in addition to the topics listed in Section 5.5.

1. Trace and standoff detection.
2. Securing mass transit and federal buildings.
3. Portable devices for USSS. 
4. Fusing orthogonal technologies.
5. The explosives list.
6. Laboratory and red-team testing.
7. Third party development of ATR and reconstruction algorithms.
8. Machine learning.
9. Trading off probability of detection (PD) for probability of false alarm 

(PFA). 
10. Concepts of operations.
11. Measuring and using risk.
12. Deterrence.
13. Case studies.
14. Airport and airline perspectives.
15. Weapons detection.
16. AATR (adaptive ATR).
17. Civil rights.
18. Game theory (under- and over-screening), including validating assump-

tions.
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19. Video tracking of people and divested items.
20. System of systems including PD and PFA for the entire checkpoint, airport, 

etc.
21. Network connectivity and systems architecture.
22. Third party development and effects on incumbent developers.
23. Role of regulators.
24. Assuring performance of equipment in the ield, including correlating im-

age quality to detection performance.
25. Value of X-ray spectral detectors.
26. Effect of detecting a needle in a haystack.
27. Development of tools, measurements, and standards to evaluate detection 

(alarm & localization) algorithms.
28. Insight into human decision-making and the operator’s role within check-

point security.
29. X-ray diffraction, phase contrast, etc.
30. Anomaly detection versus threat detection.
31. Space/siting requirements.
32. Role of the Safety Act.
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7. Appendix: Notes

This section contains miscellaneous notes about the workshop itself and the 
inal report.

1. The timing in the agenda was only loosely followed because of the amount 
of discussion that took place during the presentations and to allow for ad-
ditional times for participants to network.

2. Some of the presenters edited their material (mainly redacted informa-
tion) after the workshop.

3. The minutes were edited for purposes of clarity. All errors in the minutes 
are due to the editors of this report and not due to the speakers them-
selves.  Minutes were only recorded during the question and answer pe-
riod for each presentation.

4. PDF versions of the presentations from this workshop can be found at the 
following link: https://my iles.neu.edu/groups/ALERT/strategic_stud-
ies/ADSA12_Presentations/.
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8. Appendix: Agenda
8.1 May 12, 2015 - Day 1

TIME TOPIC SPEAKER AFFILIATION
Introduction

7:30 Registration/Continental Breakfast

8:30 Welcoming remarks - ALERT Michael Silevitch ALERT / NEU

8:35 Welcoming remarks - DHS Laura Parker DHS

8:40 Setting the Stage Carl Crawford Csuptwo

Perspectives

8:55 The Aviation Checkpoint of the 
Future (S&T’s APEX Screening at
Speed Initiative)

Chris Smith DHS

9:40 EU Perspectives on the
Checkpoint

Guido Peetermans Intl. Air Transport 
Association

Concept of Operations

10:10 Historic and Recent Work on 
Checkpoint Technology Integration

Steve Wolff Wolff Consulting 
Services

10:40 Break

11:05 Improving Throughput and Reducing 
Divestiture; Integration at the 
Checkpoint; Managed Inclusion and 
Exclusion

Amir Neeman AN Consulting

11:35 Bin Return Systems Colin James MacDonald Humfrey

12:05 Lunch

12:55 Capability Gaps and Secondary
Screening

Matthew
Merzbacher

Morpho Detection

1:25 Putting Passenger Experience at 
the forefront: Qylatron (TM) Field 
Results

Alysia Sagi-Dolev Qylur Intelligent 
Systems

Third Party Involvment

1:55 Common Interfaces and Networks Frank Cartwright TSA

2:25 Ef iciency and Detection Bene its of 
3rd Party Add-Ons to AT Systems

Jon Glickhouse 
Brian Whitty

TSA

2:55 X-Ray Testbed Andrew Cox Sandia National 
Laboratories

3:15 Break
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TIME TOPIC SPEAKER AFFILIATION
Using Risk

3:40 TSA’s Risk Based Approach to 
Passenger Screening

Kenneth Fletcher TSA

4:10 Risk Based Screening Andrew Cox Sandia Natl. Labs

4:40 Under-Versus Over-Screening Sheldon Jacobson University of Illionis

Special Topic

5:10 Application War Gaming to Avaiation 
Security

Graeme 
Goldsworthy
Diederik Stolk

Goldsworthy, Stolk & 
Associates

5:55 Reception

6:30 Adjourn

8.2 May 13, 2015 - Day 2

TIME TOPIC SPEAKER AFFILIATION
7:30 Continental Breakfast

8:00 Call to Order, ADSA13, Future 
ALERT Task Orders

Carl Crawford Csuptwo

Emerging Hardware

8:10 Metamaterials for MMW Jonah Gollub Duke University

8:40 Multibeam X-Ray CT for the
Checkpoint

Brian Gonzales Xinray Systems

9:10 Bene its of Spectral Detectors 
and Non-Rotating Gantries

Carl Bosch Surescan

9:40 Break

10:05 Multi-Energy X-Ray Detection
Applied to Liquid and Solid 
Explosives

Tim Rayner Multix

10:35 Metal Artifact Correction 
Methods for Liquid CT Scan

Xin Jin Nuctech

10:55 Checkpoint Technology Enabling
Effective Screening of Bottles 
and Portable Electronics

Pablo Prado One Resonance 
Sensors

11:25 Standoff Trace Detection Christian P luegl EOS Photonics

Algorithms

11:40 X-Ray Simulation Tools Taly Gilat-Schmidt Marquette University
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TIME TOPIC SPEAKER AFFILIATION
12:00 MMW Reconstruction Jose Martinez-Lorenzo NEU

12:30 Lunch

1:20 Object Composition 
Identi ication via Mediated-
Reality Supplemented 
Radiographs

Ed Jimenez Sandia National 
Laboratories

1:40 Simulating XBS for Personnel
Screening & Handheld X-Ray
Backscatter Imaging

Dan-Cristian Dinca AS&E

Assessing Risk

2:00 Finding a Needle in a Haystack:
Toward a Psychologically 
Informed Method for Aviation
Security Screening

Thomas Ormerod
Coral J. Dando

University of Sussex
University of 
Wolverhampton

2:30 Applications of Conversational
Game Theory to Aviation 
Security

Vicki Bier University of 
Wisconsin-Madison

Next Steps and Closing Remarks

3:00 Summary and Next Steps Harry Martz

Carl Crawford

Lawrence Livermore 
National Lab
Csuptwo

4:20 Closing Remarks - ALERT Michael Silevitch ALERT / NEU

4:25 Closing Remarks - DHS Laura Parker DHS

4:30 Adjourn Carl Crawford Csuptwo

Note: The timing in the agenda was only loosely followed due to the amount of discussion that 
took place during the presentations and to give additional time for participants to network.
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9. Appendix: Previous Workshops

Information about the previous eleven workshops, including their inal 
reports, can be found at:
www.northeastern.edu/alert/transitioning-technology/strategic-studies
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of ADSA12. Any errors are due to the editors of this report and not to the participants  them-
selves.  
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11. Appendix: Presenter Biographies

Vicki Bier
Vicki Bier holds a joint appointment in the Departments of 
Industrial and Systems Engineering and Engineering Phys-
ics at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. She has directed 
the Center for Human Performance and Risk Analysis (for-
merly the Center for Human Performance in Complex Sys-
tems) since 1995, and chaired the Department of Industrial 
and Systems Engineering since 2011. She received a B.S. in 
Mathematical Sciences from Stanford University in 1976, and 

a Ph.D. in Operations Research from the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy in 1983.

Carl Bosch 
Mr. Bosch is the Chief Technology Of icer for SureScan Cor-
poration where he provides leadership for the system design 
and algorithms for explosive detection.  He has more than 
35 years of experience leading product development activi-
ties for complex systems in the aerospace, medical device 
and aviation security industries. With his leadership and in-
novation the SureScan x1000 became the irst ixed source 
CT scanner to achieve TSA certi ication. He was previously 

employed as Vice President, R&D at Neoprobe Corporation, Columbus, Ohio 
where he lead the design of intraoperative surgical gamma detection probes 
and pulse wave Doppler ultrasound blood low measurement devices. Prior to 
joining Neoprobe, he led product development activities in the Nuclear Medi-
cine and Positron Emission Tomography (PET) diagnostic imaging modalities 
for GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.  Mr. Bosch also held a series 
of technical and managerial positions with GE Aerospace developing space-
craft and related ground systems.  He received his B.S.E.E. degree from Lehigh 
University in 1977 and his M.S in Systems Engineering from the University of 
Pennsylvania in 1980.
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Frank A. Cartwright
Frank Cartwright is a Technology Portfolio Manager for the 
Transportation Security Administration. He has approxi-
mately 15 years of government service as a systems engineer 
supporting the requirements and strategic system develop-
ment of Checked Baggage systems, Cargo (i.e. Intermodal) 
systems, and Passenger Screening Systems, and is currently 
supporting the Mission Analysis Division as the Technology 
Portfolio Manager within the Requirements Branch

Andrew Cox
Andrew Cox is currently works at Sandia National Labora-
tories as a Systems Analyst/Engineer.  His work primarily 
involves leading the development and transition of leading 
edge technologies into practice for DHS operational agen-
cies.  Prior to his work at Sandia, Andrew spent 8 years at 
TSA where he led the Systems Analysis Branch. 

Carl R. Crawford
Carl R. Crawford, Ph.D., is president of Csuptwo, LLC, a tech-
nology development and consulting company in the ields 
of medical imaging and Homeland Security. He has been a 
technical innovator in the ields of computerized imaging for 
more than thirty years.  Dr. Crawford was the Technical Vice 
President of Corporate Imaging Systems at Analogic Corpo-
ration, Peabody, Massachusetts, where he led the application 
of signal and image processing techniques for medical and 

security scanners.  He developed the reconstruction and explosive detection 
algorithms for a computerized tomographic (CT) scanner deployed in air-
ports worldwide.  He was also employed at General Electric Medical Systems, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where he invented the enabling technology for helical 
scanning for medical CT scanners, and at Elicit, Haifa, Israel, where he devel-
oped technology for cardiac CT scanners. He also has developed technology 
for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), single photon emission tomography 
(SPECT), positron emission tomography (PET), ultrasound imaging (U/S), 
dual energy imaging and automated threat detection algorithms based on 
computer aided detection (CAD). Dr. Crawford has a doctorate in electrical 
engineering from Purdue University. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Electri-
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cal and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), is a Fellow of the American Association 
of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM), and is an associate editor of IEEE Transac-
tions on Medical Imaging.

Coral J. Dando
Coral Dando is a Professor of Psychology at the Institute of 
Psychology at the University of Wolverhampton, UK. She is 
a Chartered Scientist, a Chartered Psychologist, a Consultant 
Forensic Psychologist (HCPC registered), a National Teaching 
Fellow of the Higher Education Academy, and an Associate 
Fellow of the British Psychological Society. Coral completed 
her PhD in 2008 following a career with the Metropolitan Po-

lice, London. She has published widely in the area of witnesses/victim and 
suspect interviewing, and detecting deception. Coral’s research has attracted 
over £1.6 million of national and international funding. She has designed and 
delivered interview-training courses for security/investigative organisations 
worldwide, and co-designed and delivered several high pro ile interviewing 
research and evaluation projects funded by the US Dept. of Homeland Secu-
rity, and UK Centre for the Protection of National Security.

Dan Cristian Dinca
Dan Cristian Dinca is a Principal Scientist working for AS&E 
since 2005. Prior to that, Cristian completed his Ph.D. in Phys-
ics from Michigan State University.  He is involved in research 
and development of new products and improvement of exist-
ing products with the main focus on designing X-ray imag-
ing systems and their critical components. Cristian was the 
lead scientist in developing a miniaturized X-ray backscatter 
system, a large high energy X-ray transmission gantry, a back-

scatter X-ray source based on carbon nanotube emitters, and algorithms for 
material identi ication using X-rays. He is the author of more than 40 peer-re-
viewed scienti ic and technical articles and 30 conference proceedings papers 
and presentations.  Cristian holds three patents and has two more pending.
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Kenneth Fletcher
Kenneth Fletcher was named the Chief Risk Of icer in Febru-
ary 2014. In this new position he is responsible for developing 
and driving the long-range strategic vision and objectives for 
TSA with respect to risk-based security and risk management 
activities, and implementing enterprise risk management 
across all areas of the agency. Since joining TSA in January 
2003, he has held a variety of ield and headquarters posi-
tions including Deputy Assistant Administrator for the Of ice 

of Risk-Based Security, Senior Advisor to the Administrator, Deputy Federal 
Security Director at Baltimore-Washington International Thurgood Marshall 
Airport and Chief of Staff for the Of ice of Training and Quality Performance. 
Prior to joining TSA in January 2003, he worked for ive years at Motorola as a 
senior production supervisor, quality manager and senior program manager 
for new product introduction. Fletcher is a veteran, having served in the U.S. 
Navy for 23 years before retiring in 1997. He is married and has three chil-
dren and ive grandchildren.

Taly Gilat Schmidt
Taly Gilat Schmidt, Ph. D., is an Associate Professor of Bio-
medical Engineering at Marquette University. Her research 
interests include medical imaging system design, optimiza-
tion, and reconstruction. Dr. Schmidt earned an undergradu-
ate degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of 
Illinois at Urbana Champaign, after which she was employed 
in the Edison Engineering Program at GE Healthcare. Dr. 

Schmidt received her M.S. and Ph. D. in Electrical Engineering from Stanford 
University.  She directs the Medical Imaging Systems Laboratory at Marquette 
University, which is currently conducting research funded by the NIH, DHS, 
DOE, and GE Healthcare.

Jon Glickhouse
Jon Glickhouse is a program analyst for Advanced Technol-
ogy projects in the Of ice of Security Capabilities within the 
Transportation Security Administration.  He served as a Sys-
tems Engineer and Project Manager for the previous four 
years in the Department of Homeland Security.  Jon graduat-
ed from Tufts University in 2009 with a Bachelor’s of Science 
in Mechanical Engineering.  He currently lives in Arlington, 

VA and is an avid New York sports fan.
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Graeme Goldsworthy
Graeme Goldsworthy is a trainer and consultant in the ar-
eas of international development, intelligence, defenses and 
(water) con lict. Over the years, he has contributed to many 
simulations for defense organizations concerning the Middle 
East crisis, as well as the comprehensive approach. Graeme 
Goldsworthy is a co-director of Goldsworthy, Stolk & Asso-
ciates. Most recently, he worked on a series of exercises for 

NATO’s 1st German Netherlands Corps (GNC), as well as the Joint Taskforce 
planning exercise “Joint Challenge” for the Netherlands Defence Academy. He 
recently completed Ex Adept Cormorant for the ACSC at the UK Defence Acad-
emy. Graeme is on the original design team of the Rapid Campaign Analysis 
Toolset (RCAT) for Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl) in the 
UK. Graeme is an experienced landmines and ERW clearance specialist who 
has worked since 1993 in the area of Humanitarian Mine Action (HMA) in 
SE Asia (Cambodia), Latin American (El Salvador, Nicaragua, Guatemala, and 
Honduras), and Sub-Saharan Africa (Rwanda and Angola).

Jonah N. Gollub
Jonah N. Gollub received a B.A. degree in physics from Reed 
College in 2000, and a Ph.D., also in physics, from the Uni-
versity of California, San Diego in 2009. His thesis work in-
volved characterizing the hybridization of metamaterials 
with magnetic materials. From 2010 to 2012 he worked as a 
lead modeling and simulation scientist at a startup company 
developing surface metamaterials with applications targeted 

toward imaging and biological detection under DARPA, MDA, Army, and NSF 
funded efforts. He joined Duke University as a research scientist in 2013 and 
is currently focused on developing real-time millimeter wave imaging ap-
proaches which utilize frequency diverse antennas and compressive imaging 
techniques.

Brian Gonzales
Dr. Brian Gonzales is XinRay System’s imaging scientist and 
is responsible for algorithm development for XinRay’s mul-
tibeam checkpoint CT. Brian has nearly ten years of research 
experience in iterative reconstruction techniques and non-
conventional X-ray CT systems.
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Sheldon H. Jacobson
Sheldon H. Jacobson is a Professor and Director of the Simu-
lation and Optimization Laboratory at the University of Illi-
nois at Urbana-Champaign.  He has a B.Sc. and M.Sc. (both 
in Mathematics) from McGill University, and a M.S. and Ph.D. 
(both in Operations Research and Information Engineering) 
from Cornell University.  Dr. Jacobson has been working on 
the design and analysis of aviation security systems using 
operations research models since 1995.  His research has 

included the design and analysis of performance measures for aviation secu-
rity systems, as well as the economic analysis of the cost and bene it of 100% 
checked baggage screening using federally certi ied screening devices.  He has 
briefed the Of ice of Science and Technology Policy (in the executive Of ice of 
(former) President George W. Bush) on issues related to the cost and bene it 
of checked baggage screening strategies.  His research is featured in the video 
“Aviation Security: Researching the Risk,” which was awarded an Award of 
Excellence (“College or University” and “Video News Release” Categories) in 
the 13th Annual Communicator’s Award Competition, 2006.  He has received 
numerous awards for his research, including a John Simon Guggenheim Me-
morial Foundation Fellowship and the Award for Technical Innovation in In-
dustrial Engineering from the Institute of Industrial Engineers.  His aviation 
security research has been published in a wide spectrum of journals, including 
Naval Research Logistics, Transportation Science, and SIAM Journal on Con-
trol and Optimization. He has published over 220 refereed journal articles, 
book chapters, professional publications, and conference proceedings, and 
delivered over 360 presentations/seminars/panels/posters at conferences, 
research labs, workshops, and universities around the world.  He has received 
research funding from several government agencies and industrial partners, 
including the National Science Foundation, and is a Fellow of the Institute of 
Industrial Engineers (IIE), and the Institute for Operations Research and the 
Management Science (INFORMS).

Jose A. Martinez-Lorenzo
Jose A. Martinez-Lorenzo received the B.S/M.S. degree in 
2002 and the Ph.D. degree in 2005, both in electrical engi-
neering from the University of Vigo, in Spain. He joined the 
faculty at University of Oviedo in Gijon, Spain in 2004, where 
he was an Assistant Professor in the Department of Signal 
Theory and Communications.  In 2006, he joined Bernard M 
Gordon Center for Subsurface Sensing and Imaging Systems, 
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at Northeastern University. In 2010 he was appointed as a Research Assis-
tant Professor in the ECE Department at Northeastern.  Since August 2013, 
he holds a joint appointment in the Departments of MIE and ECE as a Ten-
ure-Track Assistant Professor. He is an active member of ALERT (Awareness 
and Localization of Explosives-Related Threats) a DHS Center of Excellence 
awarded to Northeastern.  Prof. Jose A. Martinez-Lorenzo has authored over 
140 technical journal and conference papers. His research is geared towards 
the understanding, modeling and solving complex engineering problems, 
with an emphasis on mechanical and electromagnetic sensing and imaging 
methods for security and biomedical applications (i.e. explosive detection, 
breast cancer detection) . He has received funding from multiple agencies, in-
cluding: DHS, DARPA, NSF, US Army, and the European Space Agency (ESA). 
He led the team that won the best paper award, in the 2012 IEEE Conference 
on Technologies for Homeland Security, for the paper on “A compressed sens-
ing approach for detection of explosive threats at standoff distances using a 
Passive Array of Scatterers.”

Matthew Merzbacher
Dr. Merzbacher is Director of Product Quali ications at Mor-
pho Detection (part of the SAFRAN group), where he is re-
sponsible for detection testing across Morpho’s products for 
explosives and radiation detection. In addition to maintain-
ing an active technical career, Dr. Merzbacher is chair of the 
ANSI standards group on image quality for CT-based explo-
sives detection systems and chaired the NEMA DICOS Threat 
Detection Working Group. He joined InVision Technologies in 

2003 as a Research Scientist in the Machine Vision group before taking over 
as manager of that group. Dr. Merzbacher has a Ph.D. in Computer Science 
from UCLA, specializing in data mining. He has several patents on image pro-
cessing for explosives detection.

Amir Neeman
For over 25 years, Amir has been involved in aviation security, 
homeland protection, and speci ically security technologies. 
His diverse background as an airport operator (with 4 years 
as Head of TSO unit at Ben Gurion International Airport), a 
government regulator (with 8 years as Head of TSE Evalua-
tion and Implementation Branch with the Israeli Security 
Agency), an equipment manufacturer (with 4 years of EDS 
Product Management group Leader and Founding VP Prod-
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uct Management at Qylur Intelligent Systems), and a strategic advisor to TSA 
for a decade (as Head of Security Practice at LeighFisher) enabled him to ac-
quire a holistic approach that is critically required to develop and implement 
successful and sustainable security solutions. Amir is an expert in systems 
analysis and Transportation Security Equipment (TSE) design, development 
and implementation, TSE test and evaluation, business analysis and change 
management for large and complex project teams. He is also a globally rec-
ognized expert in complex security operational issues and TSE development, 
implementation, testing and use. Amir holds an MBA (major in technology 
management) from Technion Institute of Technology, Israel and is a former 
Israeli Defense Forces Explosive Ordinance Of icer.

Thomas C. Ormerod
Tom is Professor of Psychology and Head of the School of 
Psychology at the University of Sussex. He is a chartered psy-
chologist and Fellow of the British Psychological Society with 
over thirty years of experience in decision-making research 
in domains such as engineering design, medicine, crime in-
vestigation, infrastructure protection and security screen-
ing. Tom has developed and evaluated many processes, tools 

and training packages for supporting business and workplace excellence in 
diagnostic/investigative expertise. He has held over £2m of external funding, 
from UK Research Councils, US Government Department for Homeland Secu-
rity and industry (e.g., Axa plc., British Gas, American Airlines, CaseCentre). 
Tom is widely published in the area of investigative decision- making, and 
has worked with a number of UK police forces on projects to develop support 
tools for experienced and less experienced investigating of icers (e.g., the use 
of policy/decision logs in serious crime investigations, with Warwickshire Po-
lice). He has developed security-screening processes for transportation and 
infrastructure protection, and the use of these methods has been expanded to 
contexts such as routine interviewing of sex offenders on license in the com-
munity.
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Laura Parker
Laura Parker is a Program Manager in the Explosives Division 
of the Science and Technology Directorate at the Department 
of Homeland Security (DHS) as well as the Program Manager 
for the ALERT Center of Excellence, a DHS-sponsored consor-
tium of universities performing research that address explo-
sive threats lead by Northeastern University.  She works on 
multiple projects for trace detection of explosives and algo-
rithm development for improved explosives detection.  Pre-

vious to her present position at DHS, Laura worked as a contractor providing 
technical and programmatic support of chemical and biological defense and 
explosives programs for several Department of Defense (DoD) of ices.  She 
also worked in several DoD Navy laboratories in the ield of energetic materi-
als.  She obtained her Ph.D. in chemistry from the Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity.

Guido Peetermans
At the International Air Transport Association (IATA), Guido 
is responsible for the Smart Security program, a joint ini-
tiative of IATA and ACI, the Airports Council International. 
In close cooperation with regulators, screening authorities, 
airports, airlines, solution providers and members of the re-
search community, the program aims to provide a roadmap 
for passenger-friendly security checkpoints at airports, while 
strengthening security and improving operational ef iciency. 

Prior to joining IATA in 2005, Guido held several senior management posi-
tions in international computer software and consulting companies on both 
sides of the Atlantic, with a focus on human performance and organizational 
change management. Guido holds a Master degree in Law and a Master De-
gree in Information Systems from the University of Antwerp, Belgium.

Christian Pfl uegl
Dr. P luegl is a co-founder and current Chief Operations Of i-
cer at Eos Photonics. Dr. P luegl received his Ph.D. in Electrical 
Engineering in 2005 from the Vienna University of Technol-
ogy, Austria and his M.S. in Applied Physics from the Univer-
sity of Regensburg, Germany in 2002. From 2006 to 2010, he 
worked as a Research Associate at Harvard University in the 
group of Prof. Federico Capasso. Dr. P luegl has authored or 
coauthored more than 50 technical papers and more than 
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100 conference proceeding papers/presentations. He has also authored or 
co-authored numerous granted and provisional patents.

Pablo Prado
Dr. Prado is the CEO and co-founder of Once Resonance Sen-
sors, LLC (ORS). He is an expert in Nuclear Magnetic Reso-
nance and Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance technologies, 
with over 20 years of experience on the development and 
commercialization of security and industrial devices. Prior 
to launching ORS, Dr. Prado held a number of senior leader-
ship positions in the technology industry. He was the Senior 
Manager and the New Product Introduction Lead at GE, VP of 

System Development at T2 Biosystems, VP of Engineering at Quasar Federal 
Systems, and CTO at Progression, Inc. He is the inventor on 8 issued patents, 
has written 2 book chapters, and 40 peer-reviewed articles. He has presented 
his work at more than 50 international conferences. He holds a Physics Ph. D 
from the University of New Brunswick in Canada.

Tim Rayner
Dr. Tim Rayner is the founder of Bagtronics Ltd, a UK-based 
consultancy specializing in security system business devel-
opment with clients that includes both US and EU based se-
curity companies.  Prior to forming Bagtronics, Dr. Rayner 
was the Director of Technology for R&D programs at Rapis-
can Systems Ltd in the UK. Before this he worked in senior 
research and development roles at Daylight Solutions, QR-
Sciences, General Electric, InVision Technologies and Quan-

tum Magnetics. Dr. Rayner has over twenty- ive years’ experience in the se-
curity business, developing technologies and sensors for various applications 
based on transmission and backscatter x-ray, including multi-spectral x-ray 
detection, quadrupole resonance (QR), magnetic resonance (MR), computed 
tomography (CT) and mid-IR absorption spectroscopy.  
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Michael B. Silevitch
Michael B. Silevitch is currently the Robert D. Black Profes-
sor of Engineering at Northeastern University in Boston, an 
elected fellow of the IEEE, the Director of the Homeland Se-
curity Center of Excellence for Awareness and Localization of 
Explosives Related Threats (ALERT) and the Director of the 
Bernard M. Gordon Center for Subsurface Sensing and Imag-
ing Systems (Gordon-CenSSIS), a graduated National Science 
Foundation Engineering Research Center (ERC). His training 

has encompassed both physics and electrical engineering disciplines. An au-
thor/co-author of over 65 journal papers, his research interests include labo-
ratory and space plasma dynamics, nonlinear statistical mechanics, and K-12 
science and mathematics curriculum implementation. Prof. Silevitch is also 
the creator of the Gordon Engineering Leadership (GEL) Program at North-
eastern University, a graduate curriculum offered through the College of En-
gineering, with the mission of creating an elite cadre of engineering leaders.  
He and the current GEL Director, Simon Pitts, were recently awarded the 2015 
Bernard M. Gordon Prize for Engineering Education by the National Academy 
of Engineering (NAE). 

Chris Smith
In his 14 year career with the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion (FAA), Dr. Smith performed and managed a range of 
research and development projects related to the airworthi-
ness of ixed-wing aircraft and rotorcraft.  Following the 1997 
report of the White House Commission on Aviation Safety 
and Security, Dr. Smith was appointed manager of the newly 
formed Aging Systems Research Program.  In 1999 the Aging 
Airframes Research Program and Aging Systems Research 
Programs were combined into a single Aging Aircraft Pro-

gram under Dr. Smith’s direction.  Dr. Smith managed the FAA’s Airworthiness 
Assurance Research Branch from 2002 through February 2005. In July 2005, 
Dr. Smith joined the TSA’s Transportation Security Laboratory (TSL) as the 
Conveyance Protection Product Lead, where he oversaw research, develop-
ment, test and evaluation of projects on passenger aircraft vulnerability and 
mitigation. From January 2011 through December 2014, Dr. Smith served as 
the TSL’s Chief Engineer, responsible for all developmental test and evaluation 
(including vulnerability assessment and detection device performance).  Dr. 
Smith also served as a member of the Transportation Security Lab’s Senior 
Management Team.  Currently Dr. Smith is the acting Director of the Explo-
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sives Directorate within DHS S&T.  In this role Dr. Smith is responsible for 
managing explosive detection and mitigation research and developing explo-
sive screening technologies for the Transportation Security Administration 
and other DHS components. Dr. Smith received his Ph.D. in Aerospace Engi-
neering from Rutgers University in 1990.  Dr. Smith is also a 2004 graduate 
of the Federal Executive Institute’s Leadership for a Democratic Society Pro-
gram, and a 2010 graduate of the Harvard Kennedy School’s Senior Executive 
Fellows Program.

Diederik Stolk
Diederik Stolk (Dutch national) has extensive experience in 
the training and preparation of military staff for offensive 
and stabilization operations. Over the past year he has de-
veloped and executed several military exercises focused on 
the comprehensive approach for the Dutch as well as German 
Armed Forces, including: The Netherlands Defence Academy 
Advance Command and Staff course’s Comprehensive Opera-
tions Planning Directive exercise Joint Challenge and several 

1 German-Netherlands Corps/NATO exercises, including Exercise Reliable 
Sword and Noble Ledger. Mr Stolk has also successfully developed and im-
plemented multiple training and exercise formats for the Dutch Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs as well as the Dutch Ministry of Security & Justice. His work 
predominantly focuses on enabling effective collaboration and information 
sharing within complex multi-stakeholder work environments, mitigating 
risk and using strategic insight for decision-making. He has a background 
in International Relations and has worked as a consultant for multiple think 
tanks and NGOs. Diederik is a co-director of Goldsworthy, Stolk & Associates.

Steve Wolff
Steve Wolff has 30 years experience developing & marketing 
advanced security detection solutions based on X-ray, radio 
frequency and neutron inspection technologies. His 12-year-
old consultancy helps companies with planning, develop-
ment, trials, government and industry outreach strategies. He 
cofounded the Association of Independent Aviation Security 
Professionals, whose work led IATA to select him to lead a 
team to develop IATA’s initial Checkpoint of the Future vision.  

He serves on various advisory boards and as an expert witness in security 
technology lawsuits.  He was elected Vice Chair for the 2015 Gordon Research 
Conference. Mr. Wolff was a cofounder of - and V.P., Marketing & Engineering 
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for - Quantum Magnetics and InVision Technologies (both now Morpho Detec-
tion) where he helped bring the successful CTX-5000 and other products to 
market.
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12. Appendix: Questionnaire

Attendees were asked to ill out a questionnaire providing feedback on the 
workshop.  The questions are listed below; the answers appear in the next 
section. Responses are grouped by question and then by person; the irst re-
spondent is response A for each question, the second respondent is B, and so 
on.

1. What is your relationship to ALERT?
2.  If you are an industry representative, please indicate if you would be inter-

ested in becoming an industrial member of ALERT and Gordon-CenSSIS?
3. How would you rate the ease of the current registration process for the 

ADSA events?
4. How satis ied are you with the format of the ADSA workshop?
5. How satis ied were you with the topics and focus of the ADSA12 presenta-

tions and discussion?
6. Which technologies discussed during this workshop show promise?
7. What promising emerging technologies were not discussed at the work-

shop?
8. What should be done to expedite the deployment of emerging technolo-

gies?
9. How should risk-based screening and game-theory be used at the check-

point?
10. How can third parties be involved in the development of new explosive 

detection equipment?
11. What did you like and dislike about this workshop?
12. Please rate your overall satisfaction with the ADSA12 Workshop.
13. Do you have recommendations for future workshop topics?
14. What would you like to see changed for future workshops?
15. What other comments do you have?
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13. Appendix: Questionnaire Responses

Question 1: What is your relationship to ALERT?

A ALERT team member

B Industry

C Government

D ALERT team member

E National Lab Representative

F Industry

G Industry

H ALERT team member

I Government

J Academia

K Industry

L Other: Consultant

M Academia

N Academia

O ALERT team member

P Industry

Q Industry

R Industry

S Industry

T Industry

U Industry

V Industry
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W Government

X Industry

Y Government

Z Industry

AA Academia

AB Industry

AC Government

AD Industry

AE Government

AF Academia

AG Industry

AH Industry

AI Government

AJ Industry

AK Industry

AL Industry

AM Industry

AN Industry

AO Industry

AP Industry

AQ Academia

AR ALERT team member

AS Industry

AT Industry
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AU ALERT team member

AV Industry
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Question 2: If you are an industry representative, please indicate if 
you would be interested in becoming an industrial member of ALERT 
and Gordon-CenSSIS?

A No response

B I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership (Implant Sciences Corp).

C No response

D No response

E No response

F I am already an industrial member.

G I am not interested in membership.

H No response

I No response

J No response

K I am not interested in membership. 

L I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership (Wolff Consulting Services, Steve Wolff)

M No response

N No response

O No response

P I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership (Reveal division of Leidos).

Q I am not interested in membership (Tracense Systems, Ricardo Osi-
roff). 

R I am not interested in membership (IDSS). 

S I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership.
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T I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership (Goldsworthy, Stolk and Associates). 

U I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership.  

V I am not interested in membership. 

W No response

X I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership (Triple Ring Technologies).

Y No response

Z I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership (VOTI - Simon Archambault).

AA No response

AB I am not interested in membership. 

AC No response 

AD I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership. 

AE No response

AF No response

AG I am not interested in membership. 

AH I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership. 

AI No response

AJ I am not interested in membership.

AK I am already an industrial member (Rapiscan Systems).

AL I am not interested in membership.

AM I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership. 
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AN I am not interested in membership.

AO No response

AP I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership (Schafer Corporation). 

AQ No response

AR No response

AS No response

AT I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership. We are in the process of pursuing this 
already.

AU No response

AV I would be interested in becoming a member or learning more about 
the bene its of membership (Detection Technology / tomi.falt@
deetee.com). 
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Question 3: How would you rate the ease of the current registration 
process for the ADSA events?

A Extremely Easy

B Extremely Easy

C Very Easy

D Very Easy

E Very Easy

F Very Easy. For repeat offenders, would be nice to make it “one check”, 
which it almost is.

G Extremely Easy

H Very Easy

I Very Easy

J Extremely Easy

K Very Easy. Registration is straight forward......... Receiving periodic no-
ti ications and reminders is helpful. 

L Very Easy

M Extremely Easy

N Very Easy

O Extremely Easy

P Very Easy

Q Very Easy

R Very Easy

S Very Easy

T Moderately Easy

U Very Easy

V Very Easy
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W Very Easy

X Extremely Easy

Y Slightly Easy. S&T Directorate’s Chief Learning Of icer has to approve 
conference fee which is coupled to registration process.

Z Very Easy

AA Extremely Easy

AB Moderately Easy

AC Very Easy

AD Very Easy

AE Slightly Easy. Due to the new registration cost, we had to treat this as 
training and request much further in advance than previously.

AF Very Easy

AG Very Easy

AH Extremely Easy

AI Very Easy

AJ Very Easy

AK Very Easy

AL Very Easy

AM Very Easy

AN Very Easy

AO No response

AP Very Easy

AQ Very Easy. Just some clicks, so it’s quite easy.

AR Very Easy

AS Extremely Easy
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AT Extremely Easy. I registered late, after my link had expired thanks to 
speedy email replies and assistance from Melanie - extra thanks to 
her!

AU Extremely Easy

AV Very Easy
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Question 4: How satisfi ed are you with the format of the ADSA work-
shop?

A Disatis ied 

B Satis ied 

C Very Satis ied

D Satis ied

E Satis ied

F Very Satis ied. Loved the mix of TSA/Academia/Industry Only thing 
that was missing was student posters or a mixer. We need to hire!

G Satis ied

H Satis ied

I Very Satis ied

J Very Satis ied

K Satis ied. The format serves to stimulate dialogue amongst the audi-
ence, which keeps things dynamic and interesting. 

L Very Satis ied

M Satis ied

N Disatis ied. There needs to be more time for small-group discussion 
-- e.g., maybe breakout sessions. Also, those people who are new to the 
group, or presenting really novel and different ideas, should probably 
be early in the program if possible, to allow plenty of time for discus-
sion of their ideas AFTER their presentations...

O Satis ied. Switching agenda timing on second day was a problem.

P Satis ied

Q Satis ied

R Very Satis ied

S Satis ied 
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T Satis ied. It would have been great if there were more time for vi-
gnettes instead of only presentations and plenary discussions. This 
led certain presentations being highjacked for questions by certain 
participants.

U Satis ied

V Satis ied. Need to keep the agenda of speakers. If there is going to be a 
change make the notice as soon as possible.

W Neither Satis ied nor Disatis ied. Too many presentations, not enough 
time for discussion. Too many vendor presentations trying to sell me 
something.

X Neither Satis ied nor Disatis ied. Too many questions during the talk, 
speakers should be able to say the things before being asked about 
them. 

Y Very Satis ied

Z Satis ied. 2 day format is well suited. 1st day challenges/concept/pro-
cess oriented 2nd day technology oriented. 

AA Neither Satis ied nor Disatis ied. Schedule was too packed... Some of 
the talks were promoting products more than presenting new ideas.

AB Satis ied. There were maybe a few too many interupting questions of 
the speakers. Sometimes it may have been better to let them get to the 
crux of what they were doing irst. 

AC Satis ied

AD Satis ied

AE Satis ied. The overall format of having presentations and discussions 
is good, but has its laws.

AF Satis ied

AG Satis ied

AH Very Satis ied

AI Satis ied. The TSA presentations were of little use. Recommend work-
ing with them in the future to ensure that their talks are not a waste of 
time for participants.
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AJ Satis ied

AK Very Satis ied

AL Very Satis ied

AM Satis ied

AN Satis ied

AO Satis ied

AP Satis ied

AQ Satis ied. Interesting presentations, nice scope, the mutual breakfast 
gives it a nice touch. 

AR Satis ied. Because I’m local and sometimes have teaching con licts, I’d 
prefer it if the general schedule was more as advertised - but ADSA is 
always worthwhile.

AS Very Satis ied

AT Satis ied

AU Satis ied

AV Satis ied
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Question 5: How satisfi ed were you with the topics and focus of the 
ADSA12 presentations and discussion?

A No response

B Satis ied

C Satis ied

D Satis ied

E Satis ied

F Very Satis ied

G Very Satis ied

H Satis ied

I Very Satis ied. Since we at S&T and TSA are NOW very focused on the 
checkpointof the future, this was perfect.

J Satis ied

K Very Satis ied. The topics and focus are very timely because they are 
well aligned with the DHS’s on-going Screening at Speed Apex Pro-
gram. 

L Satis ied. Good mix of US policy, Eu perspective and technology devel-
opment.

M Neither Satis ied nor Disatis ied. 

N Disatis ied. My own interests are far a ield from the details of speci ic 
screening technologies. That’s one reason why I think a system with 
breakout sessions might be better...

O Very Satis ied

P Satis ied

Q Satis ied

R Satis ied

S Satis ied
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T Satis ied. The topics were good from a technical point of view. More 
emphasis could have been given to the human factor within airport 
security.

U Satis ied

V Very Satis ied

W Satis ied. Please request TSA provide representatives from the Of ice 
of Security Operations (OSO), which represents the airports, to pres-
ent to the group. They can provide actual issues that are occuring at 
the checkpoints to help the group develop a solution.

X Satis ied

Y Very Satis ied

Z Satis ied

AA Satis ied. Good overall topic. 

AB Satis ied

AC Satis ied

AD Satis ied

AE Very Satis ied. Very important topical area, but is reaching well be-
yond strict explosives detection issues.

AF Satis ied

AG Satis ied

AH Very Satis ied

AI Satis ied

AJ Very Satis ied

AK Satis ied

AL Very Satis ied

AM Satis ied

AN Satis ied
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AO Satis ied

AP Satis ied

AQ Satis ied

AR Satis ied

AS Very Satis ied

AT Satis ied. I thought it was a nice mix of regulator point of view, in-
dustry contributions and progress, and points of view on risk-based 
screening issues. When I looked at the agenda, initially I thought Day 
2 would be more interesting technically, but I actually got more out of 
hearing the govt and regulations side. I also really enjoyed hearing the 
Ormerod/Dando presentation on verbal screening methods. It was a 
well-rounded review of checkpoint security issues.

AU Satis ied

AV Satis ied
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Question 6: Which technologies discussed during this workshop show 
promise?

A No response

B 3rd party algorithms, “multi-cell” tunnel

C Not sure.

D No response

E No response

F ConOps discussions were the most interesting. Too often, the technol-
ogy tries to force the solution rather than itting it.

G AS&E Mini Z.

H No response

I XinRay was particularly interesting to me.

J Multibeam X-Ray CT.

K Many topics were of interest, but it’s hard to say which ones will make 
it all the way to the inish line and be incorporated into actual prod-
ucts. 

L Integrated checkpoint for higher risk passengers. Checkpoint CT. Mo-
bile remote controlled integrated detection/ communications system.

M No response

N No response

O mmWave standoff & RBS.

P Multibeam X-Ray CT for the Checkpoint (Xinray). Multi-Energy X-Ray 
Detection Applied to Liquid and Solid Explosives (Multix).

Q High-speed CT.

R Pro iling assessment and improvements (Needle in a haystack...) 
Some of the mmWave concepts have long range potential, but are far 
from practical at this time.

S No response
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T No response

U CT

V Multibeam X-ray CT for the checkpoint, bottle screener and standoff 
trace detection.

W No response

X No response

Y No response

Z Most of them, but more precisely the carbon nanotube based x-ray 
sources.

AA Unfortunately, very little.

AB Multispectral X-ray. Wargaming.

AC CT at checkpoint vendor(forgot the name, but Brian gonzales present-
ed). 5 box technology xray.

AD CNT CT (XinRay), Multix (AT upgrade kits), EOS Photonics QCL, Flat 
Planel AIT.

AE No response

AF Millimeter wave radar and Xray backscatter.

AG Risk based screening.

AH CT systems not requiring rotating gantries, and all teh iterative recon-
structive techniques for CT systems.

AI XinRay, Multix, OTAP, and APEX. 

AJ Third party ATR roadmap. 

AK Dual Energy and Multi-energy X-ray imaging systems, mmWave, trace, 
spectroscopy. 

AL Remote Screening and Process Automation. 

AM Our technology (ScanTech) was indirectly discussed and I feel shows 
this most promise.  My purpose was to engage in the discussion and 
understand methodology of AT quali ication.
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AN No response

AO No response

AP Qylur. Handheld xray that went to an ipad. 

AQ CT for checkpoints. 

AR Multi-energy CT.

AS Risk-based screening.

AT X-ray CT for checkpoint -- seems necessary with high probability of 
success. Dynamic conversational interviews for people screening.

AU X-ray diffraction. Energy-sensitive X-ray detectors.

AV Multi-cell machine (Qylatron), multibeam CT, risk based screening, 
standardization. 
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Question 7: What promising emerging technologies were not discussed 
at the workshop?

A No response

B MassSpec’s designed speci ically for checkpoint.

C Not sure.

D No response

E No response

F No response

G No response

H No response

I CAT, ETD, BLS. 

J No response

K Not sure...

L X-ray diffraction for cabin baggage. Near IR, other standoff detection 
systems not related to the current checkpoint strategy.

M No response

N No response

O Stand-off trace explosives was only touched upon brie ly with one 15 
minutes presentation.

P No response 

Q ETD.

R No response

S No response 

T Any that were able to provide insight into human decision-making/ 
the operator’s role within checkpoint security.

U No response
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V X-ray based AIT, terahertz imaging. 

W No response

X No response

Y Development of tools, measures and standards to evaluate detection 
(alarm & localization) algorithms.

Z No response

AA No response

AB No response

AC No response

AD X-ray diffraction for SSCP (XDi).

AE No response

AF No response

AG No response

AH No response

AI Mass Spec (soon-to-be ready model(s)). 

AJ No response

AK No response

AL Ops Monitoring Dashboard. 

AM An in depth discussion on the use of check point as the central choke 
point and subsequent integration, both physically and via software, 
would have been welcomed.

AN No response

AO No response

AP No response

AQ No response

AR Not sure.
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AS No response

AT No response

AU Don’t know. 

AV No response
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Question 8:  What should be done to expedite the deployment of 
emerging technologies?

A No response

B Government spending forecast for next 3-7 years.

C This question is a very complex one and requires dedicated discussion 
between TSA, S&T and ALERT.

D No response

E No response

F More quick-look pilots.

G No response

H No response

I S&T and TSA need to join forces and be VERY FOCUSED on their proj-
ects, and fund several avenues that show sign of promise now.

J Partner with a Homeland Security Research center such as Kostas to 
pilot the emerging technologies.

K The Gov should continue to promote and encourage technology devel-
opment type projects where industry collaborates with academia and 
national labs. 

L Parallel testing of new technologies in the lab and ield environment.  
Current process is very serial/ linear and takes too long. More speci-
ication information/ less SSI for new technology developers. Much 

shorter turnaround on BAA proposals - some companies are still wait-
ing for 2013 BAA funding.

M No response

N No response

O Very dif icult discussion!  Needs a sidebar session.

P No response

Q (1) Government funding to mature new technologies. (2) Making gov-
ernment requirements known to industry to allow vendors to match 
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their products to the actual requirements instead of lying in the dark. 
(3) Making government testing and certi ication processes clear and 
understood so industry and vendors can prepare properly instead of 
having protracted processes. (4) Expedite everything!

R More de initive funding of development and transfer to capable indus-
trial partners.

S No response

T More multistakeholder meetings and research, stimulated by funding 
and incubators.

U No response

V It is up to the TSA to streamline their processes.

W Industry should be able to support TSA in writing requirements.

X No response

Y No response

Z Easier access to clear standards.

AA We need better direction as to what is needed. Technology develop-
ment seems too much like buckshot...

AB Easier routes to testing by agencies such as TSA.

AC Better collaboration with S&T and TSA. 

AD Expedite T&E processes.

AE No response

AF No response

AG No response

AH Streamline the certi ication and acquisition process. 

AI Require TSA to write unambiguous requirements; streamline the test-
ing and certi ication process, and allow airport authorities to partici-
pate more directly in the process.

AJ It would be helpful if TSA/DHS indicated what level of funding was 
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available, what is currently being funded.... Instead...they operate too 
much as a black box...it is hard for private companies to take risk in 
this scenario.

AK No response

AL More trials with end users (i.e. at airports). 

AM Allow more stream of commerce testing in a secondary fashion i.e. 
keep existing technology in place and layer a system in training.  In 
addition, facilitate access to threats via a local government agency. 

AN No response

AO No response

AP Industry should leverage shared costs and the CRADA process better 
to have equipment tested at a more rapid pace. TSA (and other DHS 
entities) should embrace information sharing and give requirements 
to industry earlier in order for the equipment to be designed in line 
with the future technology roadmap.

AQ No response

AR More DHS task orders run through ALERT. 

AS No response

AT No response

AU More R&D funding. Expedited testing and evaluation process from 
TSA.

AV Reward vendors for better performance. More transparent and faster 
certi ication process.
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Question 9: How should risk-based screening and game-theory be 
used at the checkpoint?

A No response

B No response

C Not sure about game-theory, but there are several opportunities for 
RBS to be implemented at the checkpoint, speci ically to conduct 
screening at an appropriate level based on the passenger’s vetting 
status.

D No response

E No response

F That is a policy question, not a technology question.

G No response

H No response

I No response

J Educate (rather than train) screeners and intel folks.

K Both have a place at the aviation security checkpoint as part of the 
overall DARMS concept. They serve to continue to propagate the lay-
ered security approach, which keeps the adversaries guessing about 
the actual levels of screening they’re being subjected to. 

L Risk based screening - need 3 lanes to keep costs manageable: a lane 
each for PreCheck, elevated risk and everyone else.  Costly, slow tech-
nologies would only be needed for a small subset of lanes (related to 
selectee/ BDO/ random passenger assignments) and data manage-
ment would be easy. It seems to me that there is a danger of over-
complicating the process without understanding how well the best 
combination of technologies and operators can work today. Need to 
spend more time looking at end-to-end performance, rather than just 
certifying individual technologies.

M No response

N I think game theory is better used IN ADVANCE of the checkpoint -- 
e.g., to determine which technologies should BE at the checkpoint.  
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Risk-based screening, on the other hand, shows a lot of promise, in my 
mind -- and much better than rule-based screening (such as exempt-
ing little old ladies, or families with young children).

O As a secondary, supportive screening process to sensor based plat-
forms.

P I believe risk-based screening means less security, random checks 
should be more appropriate. Game theory could probably be used to 
demonstrate that.

Q Very carefully and only after the risk-based screening demonstrates 
that it is as good as blank screening. The de inition of risk level for 
each passenger should be the compound result of many factors in-
stead of having one single factor determine that an individual is con-
sidered a risk, i.e. every passenger paying in cash is a risk. Extend pre-
check to foreign nationals

R Very Carefully!

S No response

T As an underlying principle/rationale to stimulate checkpoint deci-
sion-making.

U No response

V As exactly as it was presented at the workshop.

W No response

X No response

Y As interim measures to accommodate detection equipment that can-
not yet process the thru-put demands.

Z If RBS is used too widely, the deterrent effect of security checkpoints 
is diminished. Game theory has shown that the security of the check-
points themselves should be discussed. 

AA Risk-based screening is the future of checkpoint screening, and all 
aspects of security.  game theory is just a special case of of this.

AB Authorities need to ind a mechanism to allow risk-based algorthims 
on equipment, so different standards and false alarm rates can be ap-
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plied. Then the risk-based screening could be almost invisible to the 
traveller/terrorist. 

AC No response

AD Apply risk assessment to modi ied and tailored dynamic screening 
process. Game theory can help develop the overarching rules and use 
modeling to evaluate alternatives.

AE The system, as a whole, should be able to treat individuals, based on 
intelligence for the individual and their destination for the light, with 
varying levels of risk. Those varying levels should elicit varying lev-
els of screening. This could involve different detection devices, differ-
ent detection algorithms, different points on the ROC curve, different 
detection requirements, etc. Exactly how TSA Pre-check has already 
done this, and how effective it is, is not known.

AF No response

AG No response

AH An intelligent combination of psychological pro iling via interviews 
which alters the PD/PfAR ratios of screening systems accordingly.

AI First, how’s about de ining RBS? For some, RBS is about downsizing 
the TSA workforce by using technology to replace some percentage of 
the screener population; for others, it’s about managing the differing 
passenger and baggage risk levels to proportionately reallocate exisit-
ing resources to deal more with higher risk probabilities and less-so 
for lower risk populations. So, which is it? The same term cannot be 
used to mean both: One de inition is purely economic, while the other 
suggests equal or better security for less cost over time. Going with 
the latter, I’d say that game-theory is most useful for modeling expect-
ed behaviors: If I move my knight there, I can expect these 3 possible 
moves from my oponent on the next turn, and so on. If I move an air-
craft carrier battle group into this part of the world, I can reasonably 
expect a certain set of reactions from certain states freindly and un-
friendly in that region. I’m not so sure that works as well against im-
provised tactics with improvised attack vectors and weapons planned 
by people who may be truly insane. It’s dif icult to account for the 
black swans in these simulations - who would have ever considered 
packing PETN into a printer catridge, shipping them as freight, and 
using the timer board from a cell phone as a trigger? Apparently, only 
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the people who thought to do it. In fact, that’s true for ever near-miss 
since, and including, 9-11.

AJ No response

AK No response

AL I don’t see the need for game theory at the checkpoint other than for 
emergency response training from time to time. Security screening 
would de initely bene it from applying Risk-based screening concepts 
such as dynamic allocation of detection algorithms and methods.

AM As a layered approach: This system will need to mature signi icantly 
before it is ready for deployment.  I am concerned of the criteria integ-
rity given the simplistic model presented.  Once mature, I believe it is 
a viable tool.

AN No response

AO No response

AP Cautiously. Both are strong future options but need to be tested in op-
erational environments prior to mass rollout.

AQ With care. Statistic is always dif icult when applied to single occur-
ances. And the wargaming session showed that it can be easily ma-
nipulated.

AR No opinion.

AS By evaluating per- light risk level.

AT Dynamic interviews as described in the Ormerod/Dando talk. Not 
sure about game-theory, and I certainly hope our best and brightest 
are holed up somewhere playing war games to think of how to defeat 
our security systems for the purpose of making them stronger. Not 
sure if a semi-open forum like an ADSA meeting is the best place for 
an exercise beyond the illuminating 5 minute one we did, but such 
brainstorming must be very useful at some level.

AU With care.

AV Should utilise all available information and de ine level of screening 
based on risk.
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Question 10: How can third parties be involved in the development of 
new explosive detection equipment?

A No response

B Build components for modular systems.

C If standards are developed and open architecture is a part of the de-
sign, third parties could be involved at any stage of the equipment’s 
function or operation.

D No response

E No response

F By quick proof-of-concept, followed by CLOSE integration. Expecting 
it all to plug-and-play together is adding an immense layer of com-
plexity for very little value and will probably foul the experiment.

G No response

H No response

I No response

J No response 

K These ADSA conferences allow for networking and interaction be-
tween third parties and industry, government, and academia stake-
holders. The opportunities are there for third parties to convince the 
stakeholders of the merits of their new ideas, and technologies.  

L Integration (data integration) requires multiple vendors (who com-
pete) to work together as no one company has all the scanning solu-
tions.  A knowledgeable organization can act as a facilitator to bring 
these parties together, but they need to be trusted by the equipment 
suppliers.  Large system integrators have historically not been well 
trusted/ liked/ effective at doing this. Third party algorithm develop-
ers are seen by vendors as a threat to their business.  If this is desired, 
then there needs to be a good cost/ revenue model that offers a ben-
e it to both the hardware and algorithm development out its.  Also the 
issue of proprietary information needs to be well worked out.  One 
possible model here is the OptoSecurity add-on for liquids inspection: 
the company worked with various hardware vendors to develop Type 
C LAGS solutions.
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M No response

N No response

O Too dif icult a question for a survey!

P Third parties could perform simulations to help in system develop-
ment and/or software development for the new EDS.

Q Only as sub-contractors for the primary vendor and not as “after-sale” 
add-on. 

R By incentivizing standards rather than dictating them.  Current stan-
dard was developed under duress, forcing industry into NEMA’s DI-
COM.  It was then orphaned by the govt in hopes that industry would 
just march forward.  Industry, however, is required to only do what 
makes the most business sense. If you want industry to adopt DICOS 
or even develop and adopt new standards for full operation, the govt. 
has to tie meaningful incentives to developing and implementing the 
standards.

S No response

T Multiple ways, but one way could be in the red-teaming of equipment 
and it’s application.

U No response

V New and enhanced algorithms for all areas.

W No response

X No response

Y No response

Z In order for third parties to be involved, a standardized output data 
format for every type of machine should be implemented. Unless it is 
forced upon it, the industry will be hesitant to use since the potential 
gain vs risk of loss to other companies is not in their favor. 

AA No response

AB Easier routes to certi ication. 

AC No response
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AD 3P algorithms, 3P testing, common element architectures, etc.

AE It depends on how TSA intends to pursue modularity and become a 
true system integrator, given that the airports ultimately are the in-
tegrators. Someone who is a third party now, could become a prime 
contractor simply by virtue of the TSA taking over the role of integrat-
ing components of a system. On the other hand, the TSA could hire a 
prime contractor as the system integrator, and then all other entities 
(current system vendors, current third parties, etc.) become third par-
ties.

AF No response

AG No response

AH Particularly via software development, testing, and re inement.

AI Push for standardization so that software and peripherals, to include 
things like sources and detectors, can be plug-n-play alternatives that 
can be swapped out to do anything from local pilot tests or lane recon-
igurations to a sub-24hr response to a real world threat that could be 

implemented with an e-mail to the FSDs.

AJ Third parties can develop ATR solutions. A dataset should be available 
to third parties to help to qualify/select ATR developers that can make 
valuable contributions to DHS goals.

AK No response

AL Providing more opportunities for small players to test new concepts 
and/or products into operations without the constraints of wide-
spread deployment. 

AM Allow regional national labs to conduct the preliminary 3rd party test-
ing.

AN No response

AO No response

AP NVLAP accreditation programs. Industry testing at accredited labs 
prior to entering into the testing process at TSA (broader DHS). Pro-
viding replay tools for the government to independently assess the 
algorithms on the detection equipment.
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AQ Who is ment by “third parties”?

AR More DHS task orders run through ALERT. 

AS No response

AT Given non-SSI but representative data, third parties could be used 
to prove concepts that companies don’t have the time and resources 
to devote to. They could also be used to implement special-purpose 
algorithms in a consultant kind of role. Or we could work toward 
making the irst “80%” of ATD more generic - standardize data and 
let third parties streamline the easy stuff while hardware vendors 
utilize the system-level details needed to squeeze out performance 
on the hard stuff. I dunno, just brainstorming on the ly...

AU In close relationship with the OEMs.

AV Use of standard interfaces (hardware and SW) will reduce threshold.
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Question 11: What did you like and dislike about this workshop?

A No response

B No response

C I liked that there was a lot of dialog and everyone could hear the 
concerns of OEM, academia, and government. However, I disliked the 
inability of some of the presenters to get to the good parts of their 
presentation without being interrupted. Maybe it requires better 
facilitation or moving certain slides to the beginning of the deck. 
Overall, a great workshop, though.

D Presentations were either delayed or slightly out of order according 
to agenda.

E I did not like that presentations could be interrupted any time with 
questions. I understand that the session is meant to be a forum, but it 
sometimes caused presentations to be hijacked by prolonged dis-
cussions of a few details. Also, I think it is the reason for the timing 
issues of the sessions. I would propose the following: (a) provide the 
speaker with 10-15min of “protected” time where no questions are 
asked. This will allow the speaker to introduce all key points of his/
her brief, and (b) open loor to questions/presentation of supporting 
material after this period.

F Disliked the size - was a little too big to have the intimate conversa-
tions. Disliked not having any time to hallway discuss without miss-
ing speakers. Liked the variety and openness - overall really liked 
this edition

G I like the variety in the topics discussed. I disliked that speakers were 
unable to get through most of their presentations prior to being dis-
rupted by questions.

H No response 

I Overall it was great, thanks for everything. Being very picky, I dis-
liked having only one idle in the center of the conference room, 
chairs were packed all the way to the wall/window, there was abso-
lutely no room to try to leave from the sides. And more importantly, 
could hardly hear half of the questions, and even some of the speak-
ers.  Need a much better sound system, need microphones!!!
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J No response

K I liked seeing more presentations, and participation from our govern-
ment (S&T and TSA) customers. I would encourage more of this in 
future ADSA’s. 

L Likes: (1) The free low of information/ discussions rather than the 
“sit and watch” that we often get at conferences, and (2) The variety 
of topics, including some very innovative subjects. Dislikes: No par-
ticipation from real end-users (operators, airports), which prevents 
developers seeing the perspective of people using the systems.

M No response

N Too much sitting and listening, not enough opportunity for small-
group discussions. 

O I liked most of the workshop. The topic was extremely timely and 
thought provoking.

P Like: more interesting talks.

Q The hall is not adequate. Everybody should seat at a table to allow for 
laptops, written notes, etc. It is not a seminar but a working shop. Of-
fer hotels closer to the workshop venue. We should have more hands-
on users (TSIF, airport security of icers, operators and such) present-
ing their perspective.

R I felt the Qylar presentation was a glori ied sales pitch that did not 
belong in such a workshop. The system presented has no real track re-
cord of achieving required performance.  (Aviation regulators have far 
more sophistication in testing detection systems.  Being only tested 
by other less knowledgeable customers does not carry anywhere near 
the same weight). The irst several minutes of the talk expounded on 
how patriotic the company was and how it was founded to help with 
the security problem (same as everyone in the room).  Those were 
minutes that could have been spent making up for how behind sched-
ule the rest of the conference got.

S No response

T Liked: (1) networking; (2) getting insights into technologies and 
methods; and (3) catering. Disliked: (1) Lack of showcasing and vi-
gnettes/break-out sessions; and (2) Technical detail (sometimes it 
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was too technical).

U No response

V Like:  The manner in which Carl ran the workshop.  The support staff 
was very helpful and were not seen. Dislike:  Having to pay $250 to 
attend, the food and refreshments were much lower grade then when 
attendance did not cost the participates. No dinner or speaker was 
disappointing for networking.  Wonder what the $250 was spent on?

W Too many vendor presentations, not enough time to debate/discuss 
potential solutions to TSA’s problems.

X Open format, however, as mentioned above too many interruptions.

Y Liked that the presentations were forced distillations and kept to 
about 20 minutes.

Z Variety of topics addressed. Informal discussions. Chairs were not 
as comfortable as they could have been. (we are sitting all day long). 
Started a little early (personally). 

AA Diversity of participants is a plus.  Highly variable quality of presenta-
tions is a minus.

AB Like- interesting discussions that aren’t too technical. Dislike - there 
are maybe too many questions to speakers at the start of the talk 
which leads to off-topic discussion. 

AC No response

AD Open and interactive discourse is good but perhaps a bit more struc-
ture to guide and focus the discussions?

AE It is annoying that the agenda timeline is treated as optional, but Carl 
did a better job of sticking to it than previously, and that is appreci-
ated. Due to transportation issues, I had to leave early, and due to the 
agenda slipping on day 2, I missed some interesting talks.

AF No response

AG No response

AH Likes: The range and depth of the people participating, and the fact 
that they are almost all directly involved in the ield. Dislikes: Not too 
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much to say - subjects discussed are very relevant and the length of 
the workshop is just right.

AI Like the fact that people can interrupt and ask questions. Did not like 
that some folks interupt to grandstand. Also, like having it look and 
feel like less of a dissertation contest and more of a converstion about 
what everyone needs to be working on to solve the problems that 
we’ve been faced with for over ten years already: Detection perfor-
mance and throughput. It all rolls up into those two issues. Find the 
bad stuff, and get the people off to thier gates as quickly as possible. 
If folks are working on things that do not roll up to these two simple 
issues at some point, then we don’t need to hear about it.

AJ No response

AK No response

AL Very good discussions and interactions throughout the workshop. On 
the other hand, every speaker should be given the opportunity to go 
beyond their irst slide and pass the message they want to pass on. 
For example, in the Smart Security presentation, the speaker didn’t 
get  the chance to explain what this program was all about and seek 
buy in from the audience. There needs to be a better balance between 
interaction and presentation.

AM I like the discussions but I’d rather the speaker to inish the presenta-
tion.  Often times we were bogged down on arguing perspectives and 
completion of the full presentation was ignored. 

AN No response

AO No response

AP Interesting presenters and discussions.  Pace was too frantic. The 
agenda should be restructured to have fewer one off presentations 
and more panel style discussions.  There were various talks (BDO, 
emerging equipment, TSA priorities) that could have been more ben-
e icial with the one slide format followed by a panel discussion.

AQ Like: contacts, easy Networking, the friendly organization team. “Dis-
like”: on Occasion the time in between breaks was a little bit long.

AR Pros: networking, technical talks. Cons: because of schedule shuf ling 
(for understandable reasons), I missed some talks I was interested in.
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AS Good selection of topics, excellent networking opportunities.

AT I like the breadth of topics and speakers, esp the US and EU regulator 
presence. I did not particularly like the disruption to the second day’s 
schedule caused by the hour+ free-form discussion about the next 
ADSA meeting that was inserted at the start of the day. Laura Parker 
mentioned at the end that there is no time for open discussion at these 
meetings -- it just needs to be scheduled if it is wanted/needed, and 
doing so would be a good idea, better than requiring people to switch 
times and shorten their talks.

AU The schedule issues, especially in the second day.

AV Liked broad range of technologies and presenting authors. Also good 
discussions. Would have liked to hear well organized panel discussion 
on related topic(s).
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Question 12: Please rate your overall satisfaction with the ADSA12 
Workshop.

A No response

B Satis ied

C Very Satis ied

D Satis ied

E Satis ied

F Very Satis ied. Good mix of folks, good discussion, nice variety of top-
ics, not too many “geek talks”, but enough.

G Very Satis ied

H Satis ied

I Very Satis ied

J Very Satis ied

K Very Satis ied. I think Carl does a good job keeping things moving, and 
asking the occasional provocative question or two...

L Very Satis ied. Good topics and very good networking.

M Satis ied

N Satis ied. It provided a good opportunity both for networking, and for 
learning about new ideas.

O Very Satis ied

P Satis ied

Q Satis ied

R Satis ied. Somehow, we need to get the presenters to stop showing up 
with standard presentations only to be disrupted by the questions. I 
recognize that Carl sent out the instructions in advance, but obviously 
that’s not working. Perhaps a phone converstation with each present-
er to emphasize they should only have 3-4 slides, get their concept out 
there fast and expect a lot of Q&A. That might help with the chronic 
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time problems we run into as speakers squander all sorts of time with 
the normal opening niceties only to ind they can’t get past their sec-
ond slide.

S No response

T Very Satis ied. For me it was a great introduction into the sector and 
to understand current trends within airport security (speci ied on 
checkpoints).

U No response

V Satis ied. The food and refreshments were a disappointment.

W Satis ied

X Satis ied

Y Very Satis ied

Z Satis ied

AA Satis ied

AB Satis ied 

AC Satis ied

AD Satis ied

AE Very Satis ied

AF Satis ied

AG Satis ied

AH Very Satis ied

AI Satis ied. Great bunch of very smart and eager people. Keep the sales-
man in their seats next time and require that presentations must ad-
dress proposed solutions and/or progress toward these - only.

AJ Satis ied

AK No response

AL Very Satis ied
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AM Satis ied

AN Satis ied

AO No response

AP Satis ied

AQ Satis ied

AR Satis ied

AS Very Satis ied

AT Satis ied

AU Satis ied

AV Satis ied
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Question 13: Do you have recommendations for future workshop top-
ics?

A No response

B No response

C No

D No response

E Explosives detection in uncontrolled large crowds. This is a critically 
important, and incredibly dif icult problem.

F Maybe have a separate meet-students day (the afternoon of the day 
before or the morning of the day after)? I’d be up for that.

G No response

H No response

I Security System Architecture. 3rd party and API support. CAT.

J No response

K Staying on similar topics that revolve around the Gov’s “Screening at 
Speed” initiative is my recommendation for upcoming ADSA work-
shops. 

L Perhaps a bit more time for networking between sessions.

M No response

N No response

O Adhere more to the agenda.  I understand that the workshop format 
does make it dif icult and would not want to change it too much.  How-
ever, I would make sure EVERYONE has a “so what, who cares?” slide.

P No response

Q No response

R No response

S No response
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T Airport security decision-making. Trend analysis of terrorism. Crisis 
response in case of a threat.

U No response

V Third party algorithm development. Other forms of imaging besides 
MMW for AIT. How to make the present screening devices more open 
source.

W No response

X No response

Y No response

Z No response

AA No response

AB No response

AC No response

AD A bit more structured open and interactive discussion could help stay 
on time and on topic.

AE Testing statistics. Testing of adaptive systems. Anomaly detection vs 
threat identi ication

AF 2 sections; 1- with more technical depth, 2- with more commercial 
aspect.

AG No response

AH Emerging technologies (these are usually included, anyway) and al-
ternative CONOPS might be interesting.

AI I think we beat that horse well enough at the end.

AJ No response

AK No response

AL More emphasis on real-life test cases and user interface.

AM Not at this time.
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AN No response

AO No response

AP All topics have currently focused on steady state activities- there has 
been no focus on what would happen in an enhanced threat environ-
ment.  Without discussing threat, there should be a way to discuss the 
delta between what happens at the checkpoint (or anywhere else in 
the aviation node) on a daily basis and what would need to happen in 
the enhanced threat environment.  How can algorithms be adjusted, 
how can the detection sensitivity be turned up, etc.  This would allow 
the OEMs, academics, other industry partners, and TSA to have dis-
cussions and outside the box thoughts on what can be leveraged that 
is currently in place or what would be desireable for enhanced steady 
state.

AQ Resilience/security of the checkpoint/airport itself (result wargam-
ing).

AR No response

AS Regulatory environments in different markets.

AT I like the extension of the checkpoint topic for ADSA 13.

AU Allow more time for the second day discussions at the beginning and 
the end of the second day. Make clear to the presenters that this is a 
workshop, not a conference.

AV No response
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Question14: What would you like to see changed for future work-
shops?

A No response

B No response

C Nothing

D Perhaps have presentations adhere to a more strict template.. besides 
technical content also provide perhaps some background, then the 
presented state of the art, and clearly mention how this state of the 
art is an improvement over current methodologies.

E No response

F Location. I know it’s not happening, but Boston has limitations. Hotels 
are extremely hard to come by and it’s a long trip for many of us.

G No response

H No response

I A better sound system so we can hear everyone, speakers as well as 
those who ask questions.

J No response

K Companies would send more participants if there were no registra-
tion fee charged, as with previous ADSA workshops. 

L If practical, it might be useful to have tables/ integrated chair/ tables 
for people to take notes, use laptops etc.

M No response

N Time for small-group discussions or breakout sessions.

O Not much other that what was said in questions 1-12.

P No response

Q (1) See previous comments on venue and accomodations. (2) Some 
social activity during the irst night.

R No response
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S No response

T More space for showcasing, breakout sessions, later start time 09:00. 
Multiple rooms in order to have longer presentation sessions and run 
dual events.

U No response

V Better food and refreshments.  Bring the dinner back.  I do not care 
about the open bar.

W The workshop should end earlier on the irst day. By 4:00 people are 
glassy-eyed and thinking about happy hour, which isn’t fair to the pre-
senters.

X No response

Y No response

Z No response

AA Fewer talks, more opportunity for interaction.

AB No response

AC No response

AD A better structure of agenda (e.g. irst day focus on technology, 2nd 
day focus on processes, people)? So agenda is a bit more organized 
and can help with time management.

AE Scale back expectations and number of speakers for a 2-day work-
shop, or consider 3 days with roughly the same number of speakers.

AF No response

AG No response

AH No response

AI Carl should wear a tuxedo and give away prizes like a gameshow host! 
Thanks Carl! Great job!

AJ No response

AK No response
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AL Give a chance to every speaker to say his main messages before enter-
taining questions. 

AM Shorten presentation but allow completion before discussion.

AN No response

AO No response

AP See above statement about panel discussions.

AQ No response

AR No response

AS No response

AT No response

AU See recommendations at #12.

AV No response
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Question15: What other comments do you have?

A No response

B No response

C None

D No response

E No response

F Thanks again & congrats on an effective workshop.

G No response

H No response

I Thank you for a job well done.

J No response

K No response

L No response

M No response

N No response

O No response

P No response

Q No response

R No response

S No response

T I very much appreciated the support of organising staff, the coffee and 
catering was excellent. The location was good. Internet connection 
could have been better.

U No response

V No response
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W No response

X No response

Y No response

Z No response

AA No response

AB No response

AC No response

AD No response

AE No response

AF No response

AG No response

AH No response

AI No response

AJ No response

AK No response

AL No response

AM No response

AN No response

AO No response

AP No response

AQ No response

AR No response

AS No response

AT No response
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AU No response

AV No response
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14. Appendix: Acronyms

TERM DEFINITION
2D Two dimensional

3D Three dimensional

ACI Airports Council International

ADSA Advanced Development for Security Applications (name of workshops 
at ALERT

ADSA01 First ADSA workshop held in April 2009 on the check-point application
ADSA02 Second ADSA workshop held in October 2009 on the grand challenge 

for CT segmentation
ADSA03 Third ADSA workshop held in April 2010 on AIT
ADSA04 Fourth ADSA workshop held in October 2010 on advanced reconstruc-

tion algorithms for CT-based scanners.
ADSA05 Fifth ADSA workshop held in May 2011 on fusing orthogonal technolo-

gies
ADSA06 Sixth ADSA workshop held in November 2011 on the development of 

fused explosive detection equipment with speci ic application to ad-
vanced imaging technology

ADSA07 Seventh ADSA workshop held in May 2012 on reconstruction algo-
rithms for CT-based explosive detection equipment

ADSA08 Eighth ADSA workshop held in October 2012 on automated target 
recognition (ATR) algorithms

ADSA09 Ninth ADSA workshop held in October 2013 on new methods for 
explosive detection

ADSA10 Tenth ADSA workshop to be held in May 2014 on air cargo inspection
ADSA11 Eleventh ADSA workshop held in November 2014 on air cargo inspec-

tion
ADSA12 Twelfth ADSA workshop held in May 2015 on explosive detection at 

the checkpoint
ADSA13 Thirteenth ADSA workshop held in October 2015 on explosive detec-

tion at the checkpoint
AIT Advanced imaging technology. Technology for ind objects of interest 

on passengers. 
ALERT Awareness and Localization of Explosives-Related Threats, A Depart-

ment of Homeland Security Center of Excellence, at NEU
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TERM DEFINITION
APEX DHS name for projects of primary importance.  In this report, it refers 

to the APEX checkpoint program, which is also known as Screening at 
Speed (SaS)

API Application programming interface
AT Advanced Technology; a TSA term for equipment deployed at the 

checkpoint
ATR Automated threat resolution
BAA Broad Agency Announcement; a DHS and TSA term for a request for 

proposals
BDO Behavior detection of icer
BLS Bottled liquid scanner
CAT Credential Authentication Technology
CERT Certi ication test performed by TSL for checked baggage systems 

(EDS)
CGUI Common graphical user interface
COE Center of Excellence, a DHS designation
CONOP Concept of operations
CREATE A DHS Center of Excellence
CT Computed tomography
DARMS Dynamic aviation risk-management system
DHS Department of Homeland Security
DHS S&T DHS Science & Technology division
DICOS Digital image communications  for security; a standard for sharing 

results from screening equipment
DT&E Developmental test and evaluation
ECAC European Civil Aviation Conference
EDS Explosive detection system; a TSA term for systems to detect explo-

sives in checked baggage.
EMD Enhanced metal detector
ETD Explosive trace detection
ETP Explosives trace portal
EXD Explosive detection directorate of DHS
FA False alarm
FOC Full operational capability
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TERM DEFINITION
HME Homemade explosive
HVAC High voltage and air conditioning
HW Hardware
IATA International Air Transport Association
IED Improvised explosive device
IMS Ion mobility spectrometry
KTN Known Traveler Number
MMW Millimeter wave imaging
MRI Magnetic resonance imaging
MS Mass spectroscopy
NEU Northeastern University
NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance
NQR Nuclear quadrupole resonance
OSARP On screen alarm resolution protocol/process
OSC Of ice of Security Capabilities
OSR On screen resolution
OT&E Operational test and evaluation
PD Probability of detection
PFA Probability of false alarm
PPV Positive predictive value
Pre-check A managed inclusion program developed by TSA
QR Quadrupole resonance
QUAL Quali ication test performed at TSL to enable equipment to be listed 

on a quali ied products list
RBS Risk-based screening
SaS Screening at speed
SOP Standard operating procedure
SPOT Screening of passengers by observation techniques
SSI Sensitive security information
STIP Security technology integrated program
T&E Test and evaluation
TBD To be determined
TCO Total cost of ownership
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TERM DEFINITION
TDC Ticket and document checker
THz Tera-Hertz inspection
Trace Synonym of ETD
TSA Transportation Security Administration
TSL Transportation Security Lab, Atlantic City, NJ
TSO Transportation security of icer; scanner operator
WTMD Walk-through metal detector
XBS X-ray back scatter
XRD X-ray diffraction
Zeff Effect atomic number
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15. Appendix: Minutes2, 3, 41

The ADSA12 minutes were edited for purposes of clarity. All errors in the min-
utes are due to the editors of this report and not due to the speakers them-
selves.

15.1  Day 1 Minutes: May 12, 2015
Speaker: Carl Crawford 

Q: If you are a terrorist, why do you want to be deterred?

C: You should say the government wants to deter you. 

CC: If the job is done and we did a good job, then a terrorist will say it’s not 
worth trying. 

C: There’s another point for the airport. They want to reduce the space dedi-
cated to checkpoints. That is key. 

C: They want to facilitate the experience, i.e., Pre-check. They want to make 
the experience more pleasant for the passenger. 

C: Even if the line is longer in pre-check, it goes by fast. 

CC: I don’t want TSA operators to hassle me.

C: Practice (???), particularly when it comes to TSA (???). You can’t neces-
sarily (???) facilitate the use of checkpoint EXD (???) clear or not clear. The 
element of training (???).

C: One thing I don’t see here is cargo. This is passenger-centric. Checkpoint 
should incorporate cargo, palletized cargo, in addition to passenger screen-
ing. 

C: Checkpoint is usually what is going on upstairs. 

C: I think the airport perspective should add risk-based screening; it stands 
on its own as risk management.   

2   “Q” indicates a question made by an ADSA11 attendee. 
3   Inaudible or missing portions of the minutes will be indicated in parentheses as (???).
4   “C” indicates an answer or comment made by an audience member.
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CC: I think everything is in my irst bullet (faster). We will talk about risk 
based screening. How do you measure risk and how do you use it?

C: Ask Guido.  

C: I think that the airport TSA’s perspective is cost and they want no events. 
That is what they are trying to do with all the instrumentation, minimize the 
impact on the passengers.  

CC: What do you mean no event?

C: Nothing to happen at the airport. Logan is an example. They exercise re-
sources that no events transpire.  

CC: From deterrence point of view, you might want to add (???). 

Q: What are the tradeoffs versus the threats (???)?

CC: Are you admitting that you will delete items on the threat list?

C: We have to mitigate those new threats (???). Part of the debate is trading 
off and risk assessment by trying to detect the consequences. Maybe a more 
risk based approach than (???). 

CC: How fast does it have to be deployed?

C: Depends on the nature of the threat. If it is imminent, then we act immedi-
ately. If not, we have time to adapt.  

CC: So there is a bullet missing about how fast. 

C: There is change and politics in the situation. Whatever we develop must 
be lexible so we can move on with the work.  

C: Carl, when people talk about checkpoint of the future, there is that as-
sumption that you will fuse technology together. Checkpoint of the future is 
the integration of this technology.  

CC: We’ve had two ADSAs dealing with that. 

C: I would add that I don’t think physical integration is the best way to go, 
but data integration may be. Rather than looking at individual boxes (???), 
that includes Tim’s point about human factors. 

CC: Human in the loop? 
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C: You need to have operators to know where you are at and it won’t be 
100% consistent.  

C: In Europe, where we have the airports and regulators (???). Airports are 
more concerned with false alarms and cost. The regulators (???). It’s not the 
same perspective, it’s not the whole story.  

CC: What do airports say about getting planes off the ground?

C: I don’t know if the risk is so low. 

C: (???) there should be two separate bullets. Airports are a business and 
then TSA (???). It is two different perspectives and you have to satisfy both of 
them. 

C: This group, we tend to be more airport-centric but checkpoint is federal, 
borders.  

C: Remember the people operating the equipment at the airports are $13/hr 
TSOs. 

CC: … Who are very proud to do their job. 

Speaker: Christopher Smith

Q: What is the number today? 300 bags/hour?

CS: We will get to that. 

Q: Who is developing DARMS?

CS: TSA. They are engaging a number of different players to develop DARMS, 
such as MITRE and Sandia, large system integrators. 

C: The reason I ask is because this group should enter into that dialogue. 
There is a lot of technology here. 

CS: That invitation is at the end of my presentation. There will be an industry 
day. I will say “yes, there is money for checkpoint work”. TSA won’t pick their 
favorite child; S&T is looking at TSA’s issues and decided the greatest return 
on investment is at the checkpoint. There are issues at cargo and checked 
baggage, but this is where it really lies. Passengers ind the checkpoint more 
problematic than their checked baggage. 
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Q: How does intelligence igure into all of that?

CS: That is a question I am going to leave for TSA to answer. 

C: That is a remarkable amount of numbers. That is 4 per minute. Those 
numbers are not my experience. 

CS: The experience varies. We want to eliminate the pause and pose of the 
AIT and eventual do a walk through. 

C: One of the biggest challenges for passengers is where is there an inter-
agency link for criminal checks, ID validation? That is the biggest holdup. 

CS: That is the hardest part. Managing information at the checkpoint. I have 
con idence they will get there eventually. 

Q: We are talking about lanes and not (???). Is that the right way to measure? 
Is there a difference between lanes that goes faster than others? 

Q: Shouldn’t you measure by the footprint?

CS: The footprint (???).

Q:  (???)

CS: Maybe you can come up with a lane that is four inches (???). 

Q: It looks like you’re going back to a “one-size- its-all” methodology. They 
will all go through the same lane with the same technology?

CS: That is for TSA to answer. It is a brittle system. What happens if the 
metal detector breaks? I would love to see and we will see the carry-on bag 
systems have Automatic Threat Detection so that the screeners job is not 
“Where’s Waldo”, but is on-screen resolution of threats. The human factors 
are pretty good at that. Looking at a complex bag image and inding the 
threat is not what humans are good at. 

C: I am pleased to hear that because the concept of (???), depending on a 
variety of concepts (???).

CS: You have Automatic Target Detection at (???).

Q: How much does that have to be reduced to, to be acceptable?

CS: If we cut it in half, I think we are doing pretty well. PFA is machine and 
human. If it were just the machine, it would count the screener assist (???).
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C: We at TSA go out twice a year and validate the numbers. They are prob-
ably a little less than here. The false alarm rate depends on the vendor, (???) 
half for one vendor and half for another. 

CS: It is no longer a human and computer coming together for a false alarm 
rate. We are taking the human out of the loop. They’re going from screener to 
resolution.  

C: Different categories of items make it complicated. 

Q: What has been successful as a new screener/operator? 

CS: TSA has a lot of experience (???) carry over to the carry-on bags.

Q: Where does weapons detection come in here?

CS: It will be part of the Automatic Target Detection here. I can’t tell you how 
they plan to do it. 

Q: Operator or automatic?

CS: The item is highlighted on the screen and then the screener will look at it 
and verify.  

Q: By 2020?

CS: We will have deployable technology. Don’t expect 450 airports have all 
the technology at that point.  

Q: It is an ambitious timeline. Are there mandates in place now to put 
DARMS into place?

CS: The money doesn’t say “DARMS” but says “risk-based security”, yes. 

Q: If 2020 is the goal, do you have a timeline slide of how to get there? Or just 
the end goal? 

CS: You’d be surprised how many companies have, on their own dime, actual-
ly gotten the products to a high-maturity level. It is not waiting in the wings. 
It is there. It is in a position where S&T and (???) can throw money and this 
can be validated. We are con ident.  

Q: What are the standards for weapons detection? (???) is spelled out (???) 
spurred development in the ‘90s. Can you comment on the timeline for 
weapons detection?
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CS: TSA can.  

Q: CT at the checkpoint (???). Has TSA committed to putting them at the 
checkpoint?

CS: No they want to ill the gap. They want to work a little bit on reduced size 
CT as well as x-ray diffraction systems, and on multi-view systems. There are 
options. I mentioned CT because there are CT systems out there.  

C: It is a high bar. 

CS: Yes. 

Q: Is it solved? The question is: “Do you have the technology under control 
and we can all go home?” Is new technology needed?

CS: “What are you going to deploy in ive years?” They ask that. What else am 
I going to do? Maybe people in the room can come up with something else 
that does the job. It is variations on electromagnetic (???). 

C: One important piece is the STIP piece. DARMS will only work if STIP is up 
and running. 

Q: What is STIP?

C: It allows our equipment to talk to each other. We don’t have to manually 
pull info off the equipment. 

C: Chris is doing a great job of ielding these TSA questions. Hold some of 
those questions for me. One question to answer about the technology and 
getting there is that we don’t have all the answers. We need your help and 
input. We will solicit that information. 

CS: We want the technology to be agile. We would like to have software that 
is upgradable so we can adapt in days and not weeks and months. We can get 
new hardware in months not years. Staying ahead is always dif icult.  

Q: Previous slides talked about third party algorithms. I assume that is one of 
the opportunities. Have you picked the winners for the hardware?

CS: No. We have candidates that need development. This is not the solution 
but the framework for the solution.  

Q: I count ten requirements up there and a few not listed, such as cost and 
TRL10 or usability. If you had to drop some requirements or (???); what is 
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the irst priority? 

CS: All of what you talked about is false alarm. 

C: Staf ing is nine; two of the people screen the items, and seven people are 
dynamic, and AIT is automatic. 

CS: Yes; administration, passenger, work, etc. 

C: Nine people for two passengers. 

Q: Sharing resources?

C: We design checkpoint systems that share the AIT and walkthrough and 
alarm resolution. 

C: An alternative approach (???). The solution is not based on a reduction 
(???), but intelligent automation for detection. You’ve been through one of 
these systems in Europe (???). Not giving up the (???). It’s not the boxes, but 
the integration of them with automation. 

CS: I look forward to hearing that presentation. I don’t understand how you 
can improve security with carry-on bags and threats but not identify it.  

C: Take that of line. 

Q: This is exciting and I think an interesting challenge. 10 years ago, Mat-
thew and I wrote a proposal for the CAMBIA project. That was a signi icant 
challenge to achieve, not impossible but dif icult. What has changed from a 
requirement’s perspective to think this is achievable. Have we made advanc-
es yet?

CS: I am going to get myself in trouble. TSA made the decision to invest in 
one type of technology and they committed to that. That technology, I don’t 
believe, will last forever. No technology does. Vendors are anticipating the 
end of that lifespan and are looking to the next thing. That is what presents 
the opportunity.  

C: That was an economic situation and now the budget has gone down 50% 
in the last two years. I am giving a mixed message now. 

CS: Look at that cost chart. The cost is in the screeners. There are challenges 
there and I think it is do-able. TSA has a harder job with the architecture and 
standards in place, and changing the CONOPS so the new equipment works 
for them.  
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C: The discussion has been focused on the technology and equipment side. 
The agility would require changes in management. Now there is CRT and 
pre-certi ication, and it can take a year to get (???).

CS: The agility will be a tough one. It will require more than existing technol-
ogy.

Q: One aspect here is that it is taking so long for companies to go through the 
announcement and award process. That is a two year process. (???) will play 
into the timeline for TSA?

CS: I will leave that to Frank and TSA. I hope you all come to the industry day 
on June 15th and (???) how we are going to do business.  

Q: Before people submit whitepapers, can they contact S&T?

CS: I say “no” because we are not in the business of coaching individuals. We 
broadcast in an open sense. If you have question about what we want, ask 
them here today and submit your white papers.  

C: There is no incentive to do any better. There needs to be a continuous 
improvement program. 

CS: Absolutely. There has to be strong incentives. S&T’s perspective is (???) 
and I will ask you to do that when you submit your whitepapers. That’s what 
I am going to fund. Upgrade to a higher standard. Hopefully the technology is 
there and TSA will have to provide incentives for the next spiral of technol-
ogy development.  

C: This isn’t the only market for vendors. How do you protect the MBTA sta-
tion? There is a huge market you can go to after. Agile technology is not up 
to TSA; it is up to the scientists and engineers. We need to think about taking 
those risks. 

CS: The Secretary of Homeland Security suggested that detection equipment 
is a commodity to be shared across DHS’s components; irst responders on 
all levels and develop technology that comment on all of these things. There 
will be certain customization with the products. The market is big.  

Q: You mentioned APIs. Is there a framework for developing or standardizing 
APIs? 

CS: That is something we will talk about on the 15th. I hope you’ll be the irst 
out of the gate, maybe with DICOS? 
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C: There needs to be more infrastructures with DICOS.  

CS: Absolutely. My approach is that we will try to do it a little different and 
improve upon what we do, and have a quality product introduced in ive 
years. We will fumble through the standards a bit (???).  

Speaker: Guido Peetermans

C: The airport is trying to tailor this nationwide, we need to replicate this 
across the board.

GP: If you use building blocks from the portfolio, you can meet those require-
ments, whether you are a business traveler or a casual traveler. 

C: TSA makes those trade-offs, but an airport is very invested in its own 
needs. TSA needs to balance solutions across the nation. 

GP: Someone made a point this morning about a footprint as well.  

Q: Are you saying detection requirements are different?

C: They might be. 

GP: Within current regulations, you can meet those requirements. You can 
still improve ef iciency. 

C: It’s a key point. The European member states have detection require-
ments. Footprints are larger. 

GP: They want to set themselves apart. The security staff even wears busi-
ness dress.  

Q: What’s the staff level?

GP: Every airport is different. 

Q: Is this developed for the future? Is it meeting the increase?

C: Yes it is. I was part of that design team. For them, it was a way to survive. 

Q: I had a question on meeting security requirements. In this arrangement, 
when the operator is a scanner, it’s dependent on how they perform. How 
much testing has been done on operator ef iciency?
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GP: The actual screening is very conventional. This is purely an operational 
concept. 

C: You are saying they meet current standards. 

GP: You could argue they have a pretty good detection rate. 

C: A lot of people in this room have tested technology. 

Q: There was a comment about inding an airport to test equipment. What if 
it fails?

GP: There is a whole process of trials. 

C: It goes to TSL. 

C: The strategy of testing in the airport, it was progressive; involving both 
the regulators and the airport. 

C: We certainly have a linear test system in the US. I think there needs to be a 
lot more parallel technology. We still have this very linear process. 

C: I don’t disagree with anything that’s been said so far. I am afraid to say it 
but I will say it anyway: “The rami ications are tremendous”. I can’t speak for 
a lot of the other agencies, but we try to get them through the testing pro-
cess. 

Q: Are all of the passengers screening the same?

GP: They are the same. Several individual states are willing to listen and ex-
periment. The UK has been willing to listen to industry about how fast things 
are going to happen. 

Q: Can you talk about scalability? This is still half as many passengers as 
Atlanta. What happens with smaller airports and cost ef iciency?

GP: There is not a single solution that works for any particular airport. Ev-
eryone is going to handle things differently.  

C: I think this example needs to be measured in a speci ic way. I think the 
targets have to do with customer satisfaction. 

GP: We haven’t put together speci ic standards in that area. The other thing 
you mentioned earlier is separating the software from the hardware.  

Q: (???) 
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GP: It’s all centered on processing. It’s a complex question that you are ask-
ing. You have to apply your theory, and the bottleneck will move around. You 
have to extend the belt. Rather than a sequential process, they have several 
parallel processes. You can even get to the point when the belts were auto-
mated. Now it moves to the other side. It pushes the rejected images aside. 
You never want to have to stop the belt. 

C: I think you answered my question. This looks like operations research. 
This seems like what you should naturally do. 

C: For 550 passengers an hour, they are doing local screening. They have 
automated everything, counters, cameras. They have screeners. They have 
seven lanes. But that’s not what got them their regress. It allows them their 
own time. They have a lot of signaling up front. It wasn’t a signal approach. 
They don’t do remote screening. They have a thirteen employee infrastruc-
ture. They went from nine to thirteen people. 

Speaker: Steve Wolff

Q: What’s the advantage of putting up all of these images simultaneously?

SW: We had a scanner looking at multiple materials, in addition to x-ray, so 
that’s why we did this. 

Q: Where did they get the info from?

SW: They collected it from a photo from the passenger. We could have inte-
grated data. 

Q: How many passengers per hour?

SW: Sixty.

Q: How much longer?

SW: Not much longer than today’s checkpoint.

C: There are some people looking at standoff MMW.

SW: They still have to look at bags, I believe.

C: I believe so. 

C: How do passengers manage security? How do you make sure?
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SW: There are operational challenges, but that happens anyway. You have to 
look at it on an airport by airport basis.  

C: Right now there is a lot of interest in this in Europe. We have been do-
ing this for a long time. How do we link that back to the checkpoint? We are 
starting to make good progress. 

Q: I appreciate that you gave the lineage. What do you think is the reason 
that organizations haven’t adopted these things until now? 

SW: There’s a huge amount of politics. 

Q: What political interest would be against doing something faster and bet-
ter?

Q: There is a huge political concern about what politicians are willing to 
accept. There is a risk of those people going through those (???). The data 
that feeds the risk-based cause (???). Who faced that risk? Whose call is it to 
decide who is risky?

Q: When you are integrating all of the machines together, why haven’t people 
adopted this? 

C: It’s already been demonstrated that people will tolerate a less-than-pleas-
ant experience. 

C: From the aviation perspective, when you connect to an airport, you can 
attract passengers. 

C: If I ly from a hub, I already get screened. 

C: It’s very similar to the (???) issue. AT is good enough. CT is different. Staff-
ers themselves are part of the budget. 

Speaker: Amir Neeman

C: You could randomly select people at that rate. 

C: If you look at the number of terrorists that were arrested, and then the 
false alarm rate.

AN: You are bringing up a good point. It’s a hard target.

Q: Why do you consider (???) rest as success? I don’t know if that would be 
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considered failing. 

C: If I go to Ben-Gurion Airport, I have to believe that they are doing better 
than we are. 

AN: I think they are doing something different at Ben-Gurion. There are sig-
ni icant questions and challenges. 

C: I am not seeing them test for that. 

AN: It’s not simple. It’s really hard. 

C: Ninety two indicators seems like a lot. Some of those seem suitable for 
automation.  

AN: There is a pilot going on now, and it’s a more logical way to determine 
this. 

C: In terms of assessing the system capability of a screener and the machine, 
you have better capability simulating the threat in those cases. The FAA was 
doing that back in the ‘90s. It’s not just slipping a bomb in a bag. 

AN: It’s dif icult to pull these up. The minute you have a TSO testing, you 
have to move away, and test them on one or two videos, not to mention the 
whole system. It’s not simple.  

Q: I understand they run those tests, but I think they are easy. It seems to be 
more of a joke than something serious. How realistic is this?

AN: I think you are right.  

Q: If it’s a drug smuggler, how do you decipher that?

AN: 99% were drug smugglers.  

C: 9/11 had their countermeasures in place before that. 

C: Just because the terrorist is doing something that he was supposed to be 
doing. 

Q: Do you think it’s possible to differentiate terrorists and criminals?

AN: I don’t know what differentiates terrorists and criminals. That’s a great 
question.  

C: I like the direction that you are going, but I don’t want you to measure all 
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of the passengers; instead go through with your preference, and measure 
the 1% and measure them for malicious intent. What you are dealing with 
is a small number. You need to measure a smaller portion. At the time you 
purchase a ticket, you have a bunch of information about a passenger, and 
you should use it. Those are easier to manage.

C: I like the idea of the more active interaction, but you can manage who is 
‘low’ risk. But you run the risk of people who can become ‘low risk’ or who 
can recruit ‘low risk’. 

AN: This has to be measured and assessed as needed. 

Q: Is this really the same?

AN: Yes, this is the key here. 

C: You then run into racial pro iling. 

AN: Then don’t use any of those; you can use other things.

C: I guess the thing that strikes me is that you are going for clearing the good 
guy, but you are still running into the same problem. If you clear 100,000 
people, they can still slip in there. 

AN: We are measuring lack of malicious intent.  

C: All I know is that you are sending people to pre-check and not doing any-
thing else. 

C: I might lie on why I am going somewhere. 

C: There were opportunities to interact with everyone all the time. 

C: I would disagree; there are interactions at travel check. Those of icers 
have been trained, and they might not be asking those questions, but they 
are looking at those reactions. 

AN: If you structure it in the right way, it’s different. 

C: We have many more layers now that cover interactions. 

Speaker: Colin James

Q: How do you interact with the scanners? Do you have a standard interface? 
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How does a new product get put in? 

C: You don’t have that. 

CJ: We do our own interface. We could improve interfaces. The difference 
can be quite signi icant. It’s important to let everyone know where design 
changes are. We installed these at Heathrow three years ago. 

C: What makes the difference between the success and failure is to provide 
the data. To show the real results, not just simulation. 

Q: Is this part of the diagram?

CJ: Yes this is. We always maximize space. The results don’t always have lot of 
lines. 

Q: Is there thought in terms of parallel unloading? 

CJ: Yes. We have got some designs. 

C: We have been looking at that. It depends on how many loading stations 
you have. So yes, it takes a bit of getting used to. 

C: When you are separating all of these, you are losing some of the informa-
tion. 

CJ: If you select this item, you don’t need to talk to the screener. They have 
exactly the same image as the screener.  

Q: Could you not tie and audio with that, and send it over?

CJ: There was something done like that. There was a radio used just in case. 
After a month of usage, the radio was never used.  

Q: Can you write notes? Like a comment?

CJ: There is, but we have to make this system faster and faster. They don’t 
want that communication level. That’s the way they communicate.  

C: They mark up the image. 

Speaker: Matthew Merzbacher

C: There are certain scenarios that have a tremendous effect (???).
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MM: Absolutely. That’s where I am going. 

Q: These are false alarms?

MM: Yes. These are false alarms. All alarms are false alarms. 

Q: And who answers it?

MM: The regulators are my answer. 

C: (???)

MM: Assuming your CT information is passable. 

Q: Could you imagine using different technologies?

MM: Yes. 

C: It depends on the ambiguity of the CT result.

MM: Yes. You can still get a lot of punch. 

C: This assumes that the information is not just a pass/fail. It does most of 
the time these days. You need to pass along more information.  

MM: Most of it is on the screen. To do it not-perfectly and get a bene it, it is 
easy. 

Q: You want to optimize. Would that (???)

MM: You could bring in knobs. You could bring in threat level. You can bring 
in whatever you want. Do something simple that proves it and move on.  

C: You’ve said that when threat mass went down, screen resolution (???). 

MM: We don’t totally know why. There are suspicions. We improved segmen-
tation (???). This is in conjecture space a little bit. 

Q: Do you think the regulators need to take more responsivity for looking at 
what systems have been correlated and non-correlated for the most informa-
tion?

MM: I had a slide about correlation and non-correlation and I removed it. 
I don’t know who the regulators are, as a collective group, nationally and 
internationally.  
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C: The information must be there but we aren’t using it to get the best out of 
it. I don’t know who we are. 

MM: I agree. I think we can take a baby step and then someone will create a 
better mouse trap or we can try something else.  

C: The airport organizations (???), particularly in a (???) scenario. 

MM: It doesn’t necessarily drive a better solution. It doesn’t help the problem 
very effectively.  

Q: You are a checked bag expert. With TSA extending the shelf life of the 
extended base, they are looking at upgrades and so on. Where is Morpho in 
that?

MM: We capitalize our competitor’s airports (???). 

C: It’s interesting to have discussion about (???), resolve that alarm or deter-
mine a threat (???). In the UK, we use that as a prompt that there is a particu-
lar explosive there. 

MM: I come from the automated detection realm.  

C: We have green light and red light to signal TSA as to if there is a threat 
involved. Just because there is trace contamination doesn’t meant there is a 
device in the baggage (???). 

MM: Baby steps can be taken. I don’t believe in wholesale changes. They are 
too hard to come by. Let’s focus on this one problem, and if we have solution 
that works, we can expand upon it. 

C: What you are proposing is squeezing the data and doing it intelligently. 
Let’s look at the data we are obtaining and do a statistical analysis just like 
we do with carry on. That would have an enormous effect. 

MM: Yes, a lot is going on. We see risk based as getting fed to us. They don’t 
use much to make that decision but absolutely.  

C: (???)

MM: That gets into what Ben was talking about. You don’t have to de-tune 
these. If you go from one level to another, you get a huge reduction in false 
alarm rates. It is possible that you can de-emphasize rather than turn it off.  

Q: Does it make the system better?
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MM: (???) Why you have the model in the measure.

Q: So you should turn risk based down?

MM: Yes. We are not as able to focus on the most critical threats because we 
have to focus on all the threats.  

Q: For onscreen resolution, are there better ways to present the data to the 
human? What is it that a human sees in the data that the automated algo-
rithms don’t?

MM: I know nothing about human factors. Like with the shield alarms, when 
we see an indication of shielding, we decide that we can’t make a decision. A 
human might be able to make that decision but we can’t make an automated 
one. TSA is working on common GUI, a common base for the EDS vendors. 
You have to prove it is new and better and accepted across the GUI realm.

Speakers: Alysia Sagi-Dolev

C: You have to go off and show your system (???). 

ASD: Okay. 

C: What the domain is and (???).

ASD: Okay. 

Q: Aside from giving people a workout, why did you have one on the top and 
not the bottom, especially considering a checkpoint scenario?

ASD: It is less of a problem than you think. There are too many things on the 
bottom and you can’t place it anywhere else. It is best for low. 

Q: Can you go deeper into the technology you are talking about here? Is it an 
X-ray source?

ASD: Yes. It is a dual energy X-ray source or a fake CT. You are rotating the 
bag inside. Depending on the pro ile of who we are checking in (???). 

Q: It is rotating?

ASD: It is moving around, yes. 

Q: Damage to items?
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ASD: We’ve only broken one ceramic apple. 

Q: Is that a re lection on the threat space on the top or is there something 
that is being done differently with this system?

ASD: The detection side has ran through 10 books; some are larger for 
ground or some smaller for (???). We train and teach ahead of time with 
laptops and liquids. We train in parallel for weapons, liquids, and explosives. 
Based on the results, we are able to do that. On the screener side, there are 
so many views.  

Q: (???)

ASD: Not in the aviation regulatory world. Our roots are in the private sector, 
and each customer has its own pro ile of what they need or want. They have 
ROC curves for false alarm igures they want. We are struggling there. Europe 
is looking for lags (???). We don’t want to look just for lags, we want to look 
for everything. We want to work with regulators to see what to test.  

Q: Can you talk about the object size?

ASD: It is close to the allowed for a carry-on item. 

Q: Are you looking for larger quantities than aviation?

ASD: I wouldn’t say so. We are looking for larger qualities for ground but are 
also working on efforts for smaller items as well.  

Q: How long and passengers with two bags?

ASD: You use it in different scenarios. Some people have more than one bag 
and other combinations or throughput. The process time depends on the 
how many angles you want and the combination of things you want to take 
place.  

Q: What do you do with canes and stuff? Is the person screening every im-
age?

ASD: Larger size items go to a regular standby system. The second is how 
a customer wants to use it. In the private sector, there are prohibited items 
that are not explosives that they want to focus on. We can’t train the system 
on 1000 random things.  

Q: Does that actually translate the bag to the far side?
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ASD: Yes. It sends it to the other side and you walk around. 

C: Lifting bags (???). 

ASD: There is no “one size its all”. If we start increasing the bag size then it 
will get heavy and fall down to the second loor. This would be a small bag 
system. 50% of people carry small bags. You could use it as a separate lane, 
like a twelve items or less lane at the grocery store. The fact is that you don’t 
need a bin. You throw everything in there; no bins. No putting yourself to-
gether when you come out. That improves the process. Because it’s really not 
about the machine, but the people. There are cultural differences. 

Q: Fourteen to twenty ive seconds per inspection? That’s about four min? 
About 250 per hour?

ASD: For one pod.

Q: To run it, that’s 800-1200 passengers per hour. How many staff do you 
need to run it?

ASD: There’s one person in front, one in back, and one for the screening. 
There’s one person and ive cells going at once time, and then there is one 
screen for longer time resolution. There are about four people on average. 

Q: How many images would get passed to a person?

ASD: Only alarms go to the person that needs to be resolved. You can turn 
them back again in a CT mode. You can try to scan it in a CT mode before 
sending it to the person to open it and resolve it. Everyone loved the experi-
ence. Maybe one person said it was too high tech. 

Q: Is there a learning curve?

ASD: When it’s an of ice building where they are doing it repeatedly, it comes 
to them in a few days. In an airport setting, they see what others are doing.  

Q: Any info on maintenance and life span?

ASD: The system is (???) above and beyond, but it’s still new. I, personally, 
know when a motor has gone off track. If something is behaving oddly, we 
replace it ahead of time. We do preventive maintenance as much as possible. 

Q: How much affect is the change in (???)? If you put a jacket in, but it fell 
over, and you have electronics in the pockets, the angle will change. So if the 
bag or jacket fell over and it was moving, how would it change the detection?
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ASD: For the detection, I am using all different angles, so I don’t care. In the 
private sector, one of the key things is that the content of the bag is different, 
and your detection ability is different depending on the bag. When there is 
fruit cakes in Europe, there are no reason that it should be affecting algo-
rithms elsewhere. We have six different algorithms for different settings—
one for parks, stadiums, and then we specialize. We had a situation where 
there was a lot of food coming in and the algorithm was trained at 30% for 
that, but it switched and attuned itself to that particular value. After a few 
days, it corrected itself. At one particular place, they were bringing in all 
these notebooks with thick plastic covers and it corrected itself. 

Q: So are you using an ongoing learning strategy?

ASD: Yes. It’s called (???). We call things that go together “friends”. If there is 
an element that repeats itself, we want to know what it is. We also have to 
keep human in the loop in consideration. When we started this, no one had 
an iPad, but it changed, and we had to adapt. So, I was asked how this could 
be used in aviation. I mentioned the small bag lane and a high-risk lane; you 
use it a different way. It’s not a “one size its all”. 

Q: When you are adaptively training for the false alarm rate?

ASD: We have a huge library of (???). We tweak the bags. We see where we 
were correct and not correct and then we change that (???) cell. We put all 
the matrices we have for that in there. The ones with higher (???), we put in 
place, and then we test that before we put it out. We can’t automatically test 
it from a false alarm. We have a partnership with SLI and we have a facility 
with (???) Livermore, where we test live. 

Q: Do you have any notion about effective false alarm rate? Instead of using 
one pod as you call them; one is used for (???) people jamming things into 
one pod instead of splitting things into multiple pods?

ASD: When you place the bags one after the other, the alarms are too dense. 
We instruct that the clothing is folded on the side and one is put in after the 
other.

Speaker: Frank Cartwright 

Q: Why can’t you have one state doing one thing, if TSA is the only one that 
knows?

FC: There is a risk factor. If everyone else has a lower detection of screening, 
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we can’t control where an adversary strikes next. 

Q: Isn’t (???) on a person-to-person basis?

C: It doesn’t have to; it could be on a light-by- light basis. For risk-based 
screening, there are different inputs.

FC: In the direction we’re going now, that de inition of risk based is on a 
person-to-person level. We don’t know where the adversary is going to go. 
Are we willing to take on that trade off if we do not standardize? We can’t 
control what airport the bad guy goes to.  

Q: For strategic partnerships with industry, one of the challenges for smaller 
companies is to engage in relationships with TSA. A lot of times, the phone is 
not answered. What is TSA doing to improve this?

FC: In terms of the way we can start to do that is to (???) OSC (Of ice of Secu-
rity Capabilities Technology Conferences) technical conferences. That will be 
a forum for those smaller businesses to begin interacting with us and will be 
happening more regularly. I bring this up because there was a question about 
the length of the process. The last time I said it was 11 months for responses 
to get back. Several months ago, I brought a process to my leadership that 
would only take 6 months. We also have BAAs that are still outstanding so I 
refuse to move on. I am working on getting rid of that list of BAAs. This OSC 
will allow us to collaborate with industry more frequently.

C: I think technology roadmaps are an excellent idea. The question about col-
laborating and engaging the stakeholder can be a powerful thing for TSA.

FC: Right. It will not only be a thing where we will be telling you what we 
want, but, rather, to have a collaborative conversation on the topic and that 
our goals and timelines for them are achievable. They would be in that same 
June times frame, June 30th; that is when we will be having our irst one. 
When we start doing this more frequently it will get smoother.

Q: Once you have a strategy in place, tech is evolving so rapidly, will there be 
points where new technology will be inserted? 

FC: I would say “yes”. In the past, certain technologies dictated the path we 
would go down. We’re steering away from it. I’m not saying DICOS is not the 
answer. At least when we get to that point, we can go one time and go from 
there.

Q: Chris mentioned DICOS; a lot of time and energy has been spent getting 
that scanner to where it is. If you were to abandon it now, wouldn’t you lose 
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credibility with the community?

FC: I have come to several meetings with that same level of an argument. 
Because of that, the level of concern has diminished a little bit. My answer is 
if it’s not DICOS, then what is it? The least that I can do at this point is ask for 
forgiveness rather than permission.  

C: The longer you delay this, the more you validate resistance to it. 

C: I want to give you guys a compliment. I participated in (???), and I think 
TSA did a good job of being one of the leaders for pushing better industry 
(???).

Q: (???)

FC: We have to change. When we have those OSC days, it will be a great time 
for that discussion. We are looking for ideas and answers. Instead of design-
ing a new standard, we are using the tech that is already out there. 

Q: And everyone agreed to it?

C: The systems are designed that way and they work.

Q: The system has to be designed in conjunction with (???). Are the commu-
nications that Smith is speaking by, is that the same communication stan-
dards the next company is speaking by? Is that standard published? 

C: It doesn’t have to take ive years to do that.

Q: How do we work with TSA to take the lessons learned from (???) so it 
doesn’t take that long?

C: You have to de ine what the messages that you want are. The way DICOS 
was implemented was not practical for what we wanted to do in real time. It 
was designed for ‘80s technology in the hospital. When you are dealing with 
security screening with 400-500 bags, there is a lot of data going in, but you 
have no data on the passenger. It’s more about what information do you need 
and what needs to be done. 

FC: There still may be more layers of DICOS that need to be developed. It 
works now; we’re just trying to improve the concept.
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Speakers: Jonathan Glickhouse & Brian Whitty

Q: How did these additional algorithms you’re validating go to TSL? If you 
don’t have a known commodity, how can you determine how good it is if it 
hasn’t been validated?

JG/BW: We don’t have (???), have an apple and monthly (???). 

C: These algorithms were based on prohibited items, so you have no algo-
rithms to base them on. 

JG/BW: Exactly.  

Q: (???)

JG/BW: We looked at false alarms with humans in the loop. We looked at 
both the algorithms with false alarm rates and the (???).  

Q: I’ve worked hard. I am now a hardware company giving hardware to TSA, 
and then you say your hardware is not good enough. How does that go for 
vendor relations?

JG/BW: We are not looking to replace the (???) on the technology right now.

Q: So this is more research?

JG/BW: Yes. 

C: You haven’t captured enough data to prove that using third party algo-
rithms improves false alarms. 

Q: For the industry, what is wrong with the government trying to understand 
the best performance in the ield? Shouldn’t the government have the best? 

C: I’ll answer that. When the government buys vehicles, does it buy a Ford 
Chassis and stick a GM engine in it? It is, in fact, the same answer, 

Q: What about phones? What about Apples and Androids?

C: It’s not that TSA could go out and buy a disk in a shrink wrapped box and 
stick it in any machine they want. Allowing third parties to develop algo-
rithms, they can work with an L3 and know that they could apply the same 
technology to a Morpho system. It doesn’t have to be TSA implementing that 
technology.

C: Going with this concept, by getting replay tools as part of the RFP process, 
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you achieve an understanding of the government’s process. You also get a 
(???) approach for the technology. The threat in nuclear technology is very 
sensitive and classi ied. 

C: TSA isn’t funding any third party ATR developers at this point. A bene it of 
third party ATR is that if there is an innovative solution, we can share it with 
everyone. We can develop that software to use on anyone’s equipment, and 
that is a bene it to everyone. If there is new tech that comes to market, they 
may have a lot of expertise on the hardware side, but they may not have any 
ATR expertise. Then they can work with a certi ied ATR developer/vendor.

Q: What did a DOD monitor for a system (???), then a ton of people putting 
their boxes on and getting their algorithm developed on a single platform? 
Why would that not be relevant here?

C: It’s not relevant to what we’re talking about here. For example, if Apple 
has a phone, they can have third parties put apps on it. 

C: That’s hard to do. In order to do that, you have to know the details. 

C: There are third party vendors that are doing it. I understand if you need 
certain proprietary information from the vendor, sure, you may not get that, 
but third party vendors have lot of potential.

C: By no means, is TSA or anyone else trying to put vendors out of business. 
For us to be more effective against adversaries and threats, we need to do 
something. Right now, we cannot be effective in the current path we are on, 
so we are looking in this direction to make this change and be able to re-
spond to threats. Working with manufacturers, we are looking at con igura-
tion changes. Maybe those images, no matter what layer of data it is coming 
in, it can go to some central location, where multiple algorithms come in that 
are good for sheets, or metals, or bulk, whatever allows us to be more proac-
tive. We are trying to think from a network perspective that allows us to be 
more dynamic. 

C: We had almost the same challenge in ADSA01-04. It led us to developing 
a capability that created datasets and task orders that allow third parties to 
delve into those datasets in order to prove a certain points; one was segmen-
tation, one was (???), one was (???), and the other was (???). We would be 
open as a COE with (???) to jumps start your agenda.

C: A group of third party researchers were engaged, all the manufacturers 
were brought in, and what was learned with data from a vendor dependent 
upon the task order was provided back to the vendors, and then they could 
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talk directly with the third party researchers and decide for themselves if 
there was value. 

C: I am concerned with the safety act approval. It’s a hardware/software 
combination. I can’t see it going through several times on different systems. 

C: These are discussions we have had on how to certify algorithms. We know 
this is coming down the pipe, so we are having those discussions now. There 
will be software and how do we validate that software separate from the 
hardware. We are trying to igure out how to do that. 

C: When I look at this, again you are focusing on the equipment, the x-ray 
itself. You are talking about speci ication for the (???), unless you have some 
way of communicating the data in real time with automated threat detec-
tion; then it will be a trial, and it won’t go any further. You need to look at this 
globally, the chain from end to end. 

C: When you are talking about trying to assess whether there will be modi i-
cations for the next model (???).

JG/BW: We know that we will need something new, but we don’t know the 
time frame. That’s years. It’s a long-term goal. The other thing we are look-
ing for are possible quick ixes in between. That’s why we are looking at this 
market research, to see if anything is possible. This is why we are going to 
have industry days. 

Speaker: Ken Fletcher

Q: I had a conversation with ECAC about RBS. They mentioned their fear of 
moving down RBS, because of an expectation of certain de iciencies in bud-
get and resources to be gained because of RBS, which cannot be gained when 
threats increase. This caused some hesitation on their part to go down that 
path. What are your thoughts?

KF:  I talked with (???). They would prefer to be ignorant on light risk. If they 
fail to act, their liability goes up. This requires certain things to manage that. 
Industry needs to see that the table as we try to de ine what this is. Once we 
get to the authorization of it, it requires a different government and opera-
tional organization of what it is. They have to have a more active role at the 
policy table. That is one challenge we will have to anticipate. For those of you 
in technology, and in the manufacturing coalition, when I had a conversation 
with (???) last year, we talked about bringing in the airline (???) and associa-
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tion because we need their input. This is not TSA trying to transfer our costs 
to the industry partners. 

Q: ALERT is aware of passenger, cargo technology, and airports, but we don’t 
play a part. I don’t know what you mean by people, but we don’t play a part 
in light operator or (???), and perhaps we should be thinking in those terms. 
Do you have a comment?

KF: I am talking about individuals across the (???) domain, so this may be the 
airline director, and their security staff, or the screening staff, or perhaps the 
TSA’s own staff. I use the term people generically because it’s not just gov-
ernment. We are working with CREATE and hosting the irst of what we hope 
to be a regular academic seminar on security and the research community to 
solve transportation challenges in the next decade. 

Q: As for blast mitigation, no one wants to talk about having a bomb on a 
plane, but what about developing boxes to contain blasts?

KF: (???) 

Q: How do you transfer that into a number? For example, you scored a 27, 
but if this element were higher, you would have scored a 54.

KF: I am not interested in computing a risk. I’m not interested in setting a 
baseline. Based on assumptions we provided them, we have been able to 
demonstrate in a limited way, that it’s a better risk management system if we 
employ this dynamic approach rather than an RBS approach. We have gone 
from a “one-size- its-all” approach to a two-size approach, and that’s not 
what we want. We want a system that is further responsive to a segmented 
population. We believe that even within the lower risk populations, there 
are at least four categories. We want to be able to re lect that in how we are 
treating these cases in real time.  

Q: (???) 

KF: Potentially, it changes the dynamics. What are my quali ications for those 
higher-tier detections? The tradeoff has been inding the smaller quantity for 
the number of false alarm rates. The same number of people is being sent to 
secondary screening.  

C: From TSA’s perspective, it’s easier to get a Ferrari to go sixty mph than a 
Toyota to go 200 mph.

Q: How do we avoid pro iling?
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KF: We pro ile today. We take age, gender, itinerary, and other passenger 
risks into consideration. If I am taking the fact that you are a male of a cer-
tain age that dresses a certain way, then that would be unconstitutional. We 
shouldn’t be afraid of the word “pro iling”.  

Q: I agree 100% but what you said, it’s not a dirty word. I understand RBS 
and what to do to help facilitate that. When it comes to DARMS, what can we 
do to usher in DARMS? It’s been hard for me to get my arms around that. I 
embrace RBS. When DARMS came, I never got a straight answer on it.

KF: [Slide content] These are the capabilities we’re looking for. We need to 
understand the critical risk indicators. If we have eight separate sub-ele-
ments of risk for each dimension, and then we multiply that by all the lights 
and passengers; it gets complex. What are the critical risk factors and how 
do we use the data we have to identify what they are? And if they don’t’ exist, 
we need to create the data. need to go in and make sure the wheels are tight, 
instead of going in regularly and wasting money and resources. 

C: I echo what Frank just said. I think DARMS is a bold vision of the future, 
but it will create a much more complex screening environment. There will 
probably be signi icant load of TSOs. I would offer the fact that the testing 
(???) in place right now need to be adaptable to meet that complex system. 

KF: I agree with the irst point, I’m not sure about the second. I would agree 
that the future state will require different skillsets than what it required 
before. The responsibilities of the TSO do not change from what they are 
today. A comment was made today that you can resolve the alarm—“am I 
clearing the object, or am I clearing the threat?” Going forward, adopting a 
system alarm philosophy, we can’t avoid employing the same systems across 
the board. I don’t envision multiple SOPs. We have to avoid that. We cannot 
transfer that to the TSO. The average starting wage for a TSO is $27,000/ 
year.  

C: I would argue if I do my job right, that TSO will have a reduced load on 
them. If the technology cannot handle it, then its (???).

C: It seems to be (???). The whole testing system is relieved by (???). It’s accu-
mulative. So, given that higher risk, one of the things I would be investing in 
right now it getting (???). 

KF: We have (???) individuals that have a Known Traveler Number (KTN). 
We need to associate risk with a KTN. I could actually turn those to zero and 
maintain a (???) percent screening. That is our objective. We want to buy 
those all back and use them as additional tools available to us. 
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Q: The thing I don’t feel comfortable with is- my background is in signal 
processing- if you’re in a lower risk group, such as pre-check, what does that 
mean about your population? I need to know in quantitative terms, what has 
changed in that population? If I do a pre-check, I feel I am among people with 
lower-risk, but what does that mean in data?

KF: It depends on what I know about that person. It’s not a zero-risk popula-
tion. 

C: Does that mean that the rate of terrorists shrinks, that you can quantify 
the risk? I ind that hard to accept. There is a modeling assumption in there 
that could be false. A terrorist could try to apply to that low-risk population, 
and then try to bring a bomb through.

KF: I understand your question, but cannot address it in this forum. It is a 
valid question. 

C: The answer is that there are people working on this issue.

KF: Security effectiveness is irst and foremost. We know that in 2010, when 
we rolled out AIT machines, there is a limit to what people will put up with. 
We look at policy as well. Will congress approve that? Each of those decisions 
is factored into those ive trade spaces.  

Q: What happens to pre-check if a terrorist comes through?

KF: I don’t think the pre-check would go away, but certain things would be 
dialed back. I’m not sure the knee jerk reaction we would anticipate would 
be enough to shut down the system. It’s not zero risk though.  

C: I am pre-approved on 90% of my travel, and I refuse to pay the money. It 
seems to me that there is that small money to keep a larger part of the popu-
lation from getting involved. 

Speaker: Andrew Cox

C: I think that all of the manufacturers have the ability to connect to the in-
ternet, and provide information on this, so the infrastructure provided by the 
industrial community could be implemented. 

AC: The internet protocol is straight forward, but after that it breaks down. 
Once you start transferring the iles and the information in it then it becomes 
more complicated.
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C: There is a lot of money to be saved by tracking individuals that are going 
through the system.

Q: (???)

AC: I would hope there is more than one solution to that. We can track 
people pretty well through the screening process. When there are overlaps 
between passengers that can interfere with (???) screening process. You 
could overcome that though. It’s a hopeful area.  

C: I was with Andrew when we started this. We tried to replace the physical 
screening with a virtual screening. I don’t know if this is the right audience. 
We’re trying to sort out who is high risk versus low risk. We’re limited to a 
large extent by privacy laws.

AC: I think Ken covered that very well. I would argue that TSA could do much 
more. I don’t know how much I can say in an open forum though. (???) TSA 
has invested as much as they can in the knowledge capital, but inding the 
right people to execute that (???).  

C: The passengers swipe their boarding card at the irst screening. We did 
not let anyone in until the passenger and their bags are well into the system. 
It starts a bag record. 

AC: The way you handled passengers mixing is that you had a closed gate 
system. One of the things David Wiley and I talked about is that you could 
not have a gated resistance, but if you account for passengers mixing up, you 
could assess the risk factors for ten people who came in and have not (???); 
you could set your risk factors to that.  

C: At the divesting system, you can match them through the boarding pass 
and the video algorithm. 

AC: Can you match it at the rate they are coming in?

C: Yes. It’s in the early stage, but it’s technically possible. 

AC: How long has it been technically possible?

C: Several years. I am from Canada. We have not been able to market this in 
the U.S. due to TSA. But it’s a system where people are competing together. 
But, even in Canada, we are having trouble making grounds in innovation. 

Q: It looks to me as though there is no feedback. Is there any value to feed-
back from the cross pollination of those results? 
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AC: In the prototype that we developed, which I will talk about later, I will 
speak to those results.

Q: (???)

AC: If you ind coins on the body, you might not ind something on the bag. 

Q: If you are scanning things simultaneously, would you send someone back 
through the AIT?

AC: Sure, if you found something in their carry-on. I don’t think we know all 
the connections that want to be made. 

C: You have a screener that sees someone suspicious. We added a switch that 
automatically diverts a bag so that you make sure that this person goes to 
secondary screening. 

C: Right. That is not combining two systems of screening, though. That is as-
sessing whether a person is a risk or not. 

Q: Is there any value between these?

AC: I can imagine cases where there is value.  

C: The point is that if you link two systems together then there is the possi-
bility that we could be using these different signals for these. 

AC: I am not saying that. I am saying that every threat is going to have a trad-
eoff for PD. 

C: A standard can do nothing to improve the information coming from sen-
sors. Maybe you have one that extracts some information, and someone is 
able to use it, but now you are putting third parties at a disadvantage. 

AC: One vendor could have access that isn’t given to the standard? We are 
hoping to move past that.  

C: There is always that possibility. 

AC: We hopefully have alternatives to those. The whole point is to move past 
that.  

C: The reverse is true. You can accidentally do that. My question is a little 
related to that. 

AC: I am not sure I am following you. 
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C: Once you go through all of the steps, they don’t have the time for it. 

C: Even without? If we wrote all of that out, it would confound the results. I 
would like to see this succeed. 

AC: We know it’s going to employ the whole ield. 

C: The data is there for segmentation. 

AC: There are lots of problems that we are going to have to overcome. The 
payoff is quite large.  

C: I am assuming you are coming in at the image stage. 

AC: Yes. We want to see all of the components there. 

Q: If you are cutting in at the image level, and you assume a third party algo-
rithm, you are writing the application programming interface, and how the 
algorithm should get the image. The vendors know how they have been ex-
changing data for ages. If you develop in a closet, you are going to miss some. 
How are you going to determine who is going to participate in this?

AC: Whoever wants to come in and start working on this, that’s who is going 
to.  

C: You are going to pay vendors to help with this. 

Speaker: Sheldon Jacobson 

C: What you are saying is that if you over screen everyone, you are using up 
your resources, and you will deplete them. 

SJ: Yes. 

C: That’s an assumption.

SJ: It is if we assume that we have a limited amount of resources. 

Q: What is risk?

SJ: It is what we think will happen in terms of bad incidents, the probability 
that an individual will cause a problem.  

Q: Is this valid for medical screening?
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SJ: I have noticed the parallels between them. We have to de ine the frame of 
risk in those cases.  

Q: I am wondering, have you looked at this, and have you seen if this is 
shown in how we screen bags? Does this have applicability?

SJ: The consequence is based on should vs. what you are doing. 

Q: (???)

SJ: There is a limited amount of resources available.  

C: I think I may understand what she’s asking. It seems that underlying this, 
there is the idea that the ROC curve is dependent upon resources allocation. 

SJ: It’s a combination of dollars, time, space, etc.  

C: There has to be a resource performance trade off. 

SJ: Absolutely.  

Q: Did you introduce random screening into your model?

SJ: We did that as a base, and we got random results. 

Q: What are the practical implications of this?

SJ: How we allocate resources. What additional information do we need? 

Q: How does that change where we are now?

Speakers: Graeme Goldsworthy & Diederik Stolk

Q: What if you have a scenario that is data driven, like a natural disaster? Can 
you handle that?

GG/DS: Yes. Most organizations run their own processes, and we play against 
them. What we use are injections to stimulate certain kinds of behavior. As 
a result, we punish them, or we make it more or less dif icult. That is part of 
the process side. 

Q: What did you mean by data driven?

C: I was thinking of more in disaster or disruption response. 
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Q: Would each event be too independent?

GG/DS: It’s not about the dataset; limited to your training objectives. 

Q: For a typical, complex game, how many players do you have?

GG/DS: The largest had 15.

C: Then it becomes a computational simulation.

GG/DS: No. 

Q: In the example when you talk about civilians versus organized crimes, did 
you have to ind organizations to represent these?

GG/DS: The UN was in the game. The real experts who understand each 
organization were there.  

Q: What is the analogy of this to a light simulator for pilots?

GG/DS: It is possible.  
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15.2   Day 2 Minutes: May 12, 2015
Speaker: Carl Crawford 

Q: What about trace? There is another workshop that focuses on that, but it 
could be a whole topic. 

CC: Standoff?

Q: Non-contact? They usually mean meters. 

CC: Video analytics. 

C: You look at different levels. 

C: Terahertz. There is a great hope for solving passenger screening.

C: Mass transit. 

CC: Federal building too? Or other applications of the same technology. 

C: The challenge we call “tag and track”, if we were to focus on video, that 
would be a subset. The whole idea is that video has to be augmented. 

C: The war games should be discussed in an SSI environment. 

C: First responders. I am always puzzled by technologies instead of applica-
tions. The marathon bombing is an example. How do you protect irst re-
sponders from a second round of attacks?; compared with aviation security 
as a dirty problem. But irst responders are messier. 

C: It’s a good point. But I am concerned of the scope.

C: Maybe we could have a speaker talk about that. 

C: The other COEs focus on these. 

C: System of systems (i.e., fused systems) discussion. 

Q: Should we talk about threats? Things emerging?

CC: We igured out that we can have generic discussions of threats. If that’s 
useful, we can have a presentation about that. 

C: We can have variations of this, and talk about speci ics. 
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CC: We can talk about it if it’s generalized.

C: Network connectivity. 

CC: Would it be useful to have a presentation like (???)?

C: Adaptive technology. And testing those technologies. 

CC: We heard about testing 

C: Test evaluation as a process. 

CC: Do we want to talk about third party development of ATRs?

C: Beyond testing, now there is a willingness to accept reduced vigilance. It’s 
getting it all folded in, and maybe you don’t have the degree to validation, but 
you are still going to get a good result. 

CC: I don’t believe people have accepted reduced vigilance. 

C: You can talk about activating one, but then you lower the capabilities of 
another. 

CC: Eventually a federal employee or congress will. 

C: The problem isn’t testing, it’s a belief. You can’t do all the possible combi-
nations, but you have to believe that they will work. 

CC: Do we really understand what risk means?

Q: What is the impact of the false alarm rate on the algorithms? 

C: This ADSA is checkpoint, and the question is: “Do we want to dedicate a 
whole workshop to human factors?”

C: The question is how to do it. It goes outside of the scope. 

CC: We have built a community, and we have been very scared about switch-
ing the topic. We don’t want to switch the audience.  

Q: The people who we don’t really have yet are the airports. Do you think we 
need customers? 

C: I would say that we need some additional people here from that area. 

CC: It’s relatively easy for me to get people to speak, but I can’t get airlines to 
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come here. So, if someone could help me, that would be great.  

Q: How do you use the human reaction in the decision maker? We want to 
look at people who are experts in that ield. 

C: In relationships with users and customers. 

Q: How do we mention the security outcomes? If you are a regulator, you 
want to be sure that all of your systems are compliant. How do they reassure 
themselves that they are performing? 

Q: Do you mean red-team testing? 

C: We have all of those metrics taken at multiple points. 

CC: It’s a good point. We will come back to that.  

C: I think anyone who works for ALERT recognized that we have to develop 
relationships with speci ic users. We have to understand what their issues 
are. Getting in touch with the user is very interesting. It is not always directly 
related to security. We would drift away from our focus, so we have to be 
careful. 

CC: One of the reasons that I like coming to ALERT is that academics will tell 
me what the issues are, and help me with problems. The systems go out in 
the ield and they don’t stay pristine. We maintain them, but we don’t have 
a connection to how we measure those systems and whether they are still 
performing since it isn’t really measured in the ield. Is that phantom really 
coming back to detection? We put that question to the side. It’s a good point. 
We will talk about it at the next ADSA. 

C: Sampling techniques. 

C: We have started a second workshop that is called TESSA, and it is built 
around those who started.

CC: Is there an interest in machine learning? 

Q: How will you know?

C: A lot of comments were to move towards autonomous machines. 

C: From a TSA perspective, we are very interested in learning about algo-
rithms that adapt. 

C: From a machine learning standpoint, 
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C: A more appropriate approach is feedback. Now we are talking about col-
lecting a lot more data than we were before. 

C: I see a problem in the adapting, as it might take the threat out. 

C: A human is an adaptive learner. 

C: What’s the difference if you have a human clearing bags and an algorithm 
clearing bags? You can check your newly adapted system against your other 
systems. 

C: In the lab, we use machine learning. If you manually do it, it’s an arduous 
process. If we focus on machine learning in the test sequence (???). 

CC: Your presentation yesterday was to turn PD down.  

C: That’s what risk-based screening is. 

CC: In ADSA01, we decided that we should have a higher rate of false alarms. 

Q: If one of the components is a complete open door, what is the point of hav-
ing locked up components? 

C: If you don’t have any way to clear it (???). 

C: One thought on turning PD down as a deterrent is that if it doesn’t work 
today, we can try again tomorrow. 

C: You ask the question about what’s better. To me, it’s a tradeoff question. If 
each one has an impact, then (???). 

CC: I am not talking about operational. Is it a better system? If Ron is going to 
accept risk, he has to have a defensible story.  

C: You are accepting risk here. 

CC: ADSA still is the forum to open up the security ield. We are successful if 
people come into this ield. If someone in this room is a smart person then 
they can see where they can contribute.  

C: I am not saying it’s a question of whether, it’s when. It’s content depen-
dent.  

CC: I think we can do a better job. 
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Speaker: Jonah Gollub

Q: Is it the geometry or physics?

JG: Both. 

Q: What if it’s the algorithm, not the system?

Q: Isn’t it an anomaly detector?

JG: Ideally, if you are trying to have a security system that allows input then 
having less false positives is better.  

C: One of the things that is observable is that I sometimes have had some-
thing in my pocket, and the of icer checks me. You need to inquire about 
(???). There are all kinds of things that can show in a MMW. 

JG: If you are able to build this system, you can see what the structure is.  

Q: Is this a multi-static? 

JG: Multi. 

Q: What do you project your resolution to be?

JG: It’s the same. In the L3 system, you can get nice images. You are taking a 
lot of data if you are careful about how you design your system. 

Q: The panels allow you to do walk through scanning?

JG: As a researcher, I would say yes. You have a wall of panels and you do 
different panels. We are at about a minute in terms of reconstructing. 10% of 
that is the algorithms. 

Q: I have a question. This is interesting, but that panel isn’t (???) meta-mate-
rial. Are there multiple feeds to that? Is that one input and that one output? 
Is that like 6 sub-outputs? Is that a random pattern? 

JG: That is the advantage. You can code your measurements.  

Q: Is that random?

JG: Right now, it’s random. 

C: You mentioned line spots in the technology. 
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JG: You are going to maybe have issues. You have to think of it in stages.  

Q: What about shielding?

Q: I think they are working in a band?

Q: On your panels, are they multi-static (???) that they are on different panels 
as well?

JG: They transmit on these panels.  

Speaker: Brian Gonzales

C: You talk about detecting weapons and irearms. 

BG: There are two parts to that question. There is not really good automated 
software to detect them in either care. That is limiting to be really auto-
mated. I don’t think that you have to be limited. You are looking for shapes. I 
don’t think that there is anything that limits it. 

Q: Looking at the carbon nano-tubes, what is the projected life of the move-
ment?

BG: That was a problem, and to some degree still is, but the projected life-
time in the checkpoint environment is ive to six years per tube. The irst 
way to address that is to replace the tubes and built in redundancy, and how 
we monitor the dose and current. Added to that changes the lifetime of that 
tube. The reason I say projected, (???) if we haven’t had one of those continu-
ously. I will get into how it works down the road.  

Q: Is this single energy?

BG: The source is single, but a duel-energy detector.

Q: Is this close to the geometry?

BG: This isn’t too close. 

Q: Are you doing algebraic reconstructions?

BG: Statistical recon. 

Q: How many iterations are you performing?
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BG: About ten full iterations. 

C: You really can’t go much faster. 

Q: How do you deal with tube redundancy?

BG: Right now, we are reconstructing with about 130 tubes. But for the size 
tunnel and tube we use, we have over 350 possible views in the tube. We 
have the capacity to switch views. If we switch views, we can modify the 
reconstruction algorithm; how that effects your inal validation. If it fails, you 
can switch the location in one direction or the other. That change takes about 
ive seconds.

C: We mentioned before that in 2008/2009, we were going with AT, and not 
going with CT. Today, we know the limitations of the AT technology. There 
may be something in the works of open questions to industry. We are inter-
ested in the time-line, when it would be ready for the costs. I saw you had a 
slide on the size, not just the length. I am curious what the comparison is. 

BG: We are the same size of current AT systems. For footprint and weight, we 
want to it into the checkpoint. The ballpark igure of cost is around the up-
per end; de initely lower than currently available.  

Q: Can you talk about ATR and how that differs from AT?

BG: That’s just automated detection. It is trying to utilize the full 360 infor-
mation. It does a whole volumetric abstraction.  

Q: What about power?

BG: Right now, the total power is 2000 watts. We think we can bring that 
down a little more. The limitations are the sources, itself. All of the power on 
the source is concentrated on one view at a time; the power of the belt; the 
power of the electronics. That’s why we are only running on two GPUs. 

Q: What’s your energy of the x-rays?

BG: 160 kV. 

Q: Is there a single vacuum?

BG: Each tube has its own vacuum.

C: You are not ambitions enough if you go to weapons detection. CT imaging 
is not as hard as you think.
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BG: I think you are right. I wanted to be conservative.  

Q: Could you comment on iterative scatter correction?

BG: It’s not a substantial amount of computation. We measure and estimate 
the scatter and we add those into the model.  

C: You mentioned that you have 3.6 sections for recon. 

BG: I think it’s pretty good. It’s the way I have tailored them to the speci ic 
model or challenges. 

Q: Did you have help from anyone?

BG: A little in the beginning. 

Q: When you are talking about the belt speeds, is it guided by how long it 
would talk to manipulate those images?

BG: It was based on how it is used now, if you had a TSO looking at each im-
age. 

Speaker: Carl Bosch

Q: How few sources can you use?

CB: (???)

Q: Do you have an answer?

CB: We chose one con iguration. The initial model showed that thirty two 
sources was a good igure. We changed the location of the sources, which 
was a big deal, when you’re designing the castings of the machine; it’s not 
easy to change a few. We stuck with twenty eight. We always deferred the 
question of “How few can you use?” We re-processed the false alarm rates. 
They varied, but never by more than 2%. There is no framework for deter-
mining whether that’s good enough. 

Q: Did you use the same computational algorithm?

CB: It was the same, but we used less data. When we drop a source, we can 
continue to operate and schedule the maintenance on an of line basis, rather 
than taking the system down in real time.  
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Q: When TSA gave out these awards, it was to reduce maintenance costs. You 
don’t have a lot of experience in the ield yet. How do you give them answers 
in dollars?

CB: We tell them about reliability. Each of our (???) is operated at less than 
(???) nano. (???) Cycle is less than 15%. You have very low G-loads. We have 
run these for ten years and look at our internal (???). Other failures will ac-
count for one to two failures every six years or so. Again, we are not in the 
ield, but we want to get there.

Q: (???)

CB: We have one high voltage (???) here.

Q: (???)

CB: The cathodes, and the ilaments are continuously energized. 

Q: Three are emitting at once?

CB: One in each plane.  

Q: Is that a density map?

CB: Yes. 

C: There is still noise.

CB: There is statistical noise. There is no dark noise. There is lux. There is a 
saturation point in the electronics. But if you operate below that point, you 
can get enough dynamic range out of them. 

Q: What are the bene its in terms of detection?

CB: We get a good multi-energy signature. We chose to use three energy bins. 
And out of those, we can igure out the best (???) for each measurement. We 
also take a (???) parameter, three parameters in and three parameters out. 

Q: How did you decide on three bins?

CB: It’s better than two, and less than ive. We wanted more than two. We 
didn’t see any bene it in going beyond three.  

Q: How do you deal with your limitation in dynamic range?

CB: We have suf icient dynamic range for this application. It affects the abil-
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ity for other applications that require more penetration. 

Q: What about scatter (???)?

CB: We have to accept forty ive degrees from the left and forty ive degrees 
from the right. We have found that our current reconstruction uses no scat-
ter correction. 

Q: How are those two images created?

CB: Those are projections from the 3D image.  

Q: Then you synthetically re-projected?

CB: Yes. 

Q: A lot of reconstruction problems can only be punted to the (???) model. 
How much of that did you do research on and how slow does that make 
(???)?

CB: I divide detection into two parts: one is detection and one is segmenta-
tion. (???) What we found is that there is a lot of opportunity in applying 
good algorithms to segmentation.

Q: Is there room for discrimination to do informed segmentation, or is it bet-
ter to keep it as a pipeline?

CB: We have not explored any of the inverse (???). Most of the changes in the 
ROC were to take advantage of the smoothness of the reconstruction. We did 
a much better job of taking apart the internal components of the (???). 

Q: Why are you doing this work?

CB: We hear that false detection rate is critical and threats are imminent. 
When you climb over the detection threshold and then you try to certify to 
get your false alarm rate done (???). 

Q: Where are your detectors in the picture?

CB: The detectors are the blue and green rectangles. There is a whole bunch 
of different overlaid triangles that show up in the image here. When they 
overlap, they get more blue, and where there is less coverage it is orange. 

Q: When you talk about the image quality of your projection in terms of what 
is commonly called (???)?
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CB: Our images are (???) compliant. That is one of the bene its we have in the 
system. 

Q: How does the factor (???). 

CB: That is one of the reasons we went from thirty two sources to twenty 
eight, because we felt it wouldn’t be on par with other systems. 

Q: What kind of frequency would I get out of this system?

CB: We certify at (???) per second. We currently run at 1/3 of a meter per 
second.

Q: (???) as compact to the tunnel as possible. Did you make an effort to do 
that? I see a big arc on the tunnel.

CB: If the system is real wide, you violate the footprint. When you bring them 
in, you get problems with the magni ication. The reason it is so high is that 
we get a better magni ication when we look crossways.  

Speaker: Tim Rayner

Q: The difference you are showing is mainly on the (???). The performance 
improvement and the (???)?

TR: Our focus is on the Z effect. It is great to use when it comes to (???).

Q: Are these precision igures or actual numbers?

TR: These are best case scenarios.

Q: Why do they (???) better?

TR: I’m not entirely sure why the (???) detectors are so core in relation to 
their (???). 

Q: So the left is reported by a vendor’s machine and the right is (???)?

TR: They are the same machine.

Q: (???)

TR: I don’t know that. I could get the info on how we did it, but not on how 
the other end does it. 
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Q: Using the three energies, how would you do it? 

TR: I don’t know that. Perhaps someone in the audience does?

Q: Is this you assuming the same lux as the (???)?

TR: Yes. The dual energy was taken. The (???) detectors were added and the 
data was re-measured and this was the result. 

Q: (???)

TR: These were Type C (???). We did the measurement again in (???) and got 
a better performance.

Q: Can you explain your width overlap column?

TR: (???)

Q: So that is the raw Z effect passing through everything?

Q: What is the correction based on? The surrounding?

TR: The background. We are a detective company, and we are trying to show 
the improvement on apples to apples systems. We are talking about working 
with third parties to develop algorithms. 

Q: Do you have a comparison for this with dual energy?

TR: We don’t.

Q: Am I reading that as they are dif icult to read when there is (???) involved?

TR: No. It is the other way around, actually. We picked a number of materials 
to see where they overlap, and then we picked the Z effect from that. 

Q: Does it work to any X-ray (???)?

TR: (???) It’s about twenty centimeters long. The cost of the system is about 
(???) the cost of the (???) systems.

Q: You can do the (???) at the airport?

TR: We have not seen the (???) systems at the airport.

Q: We live in a (???) society. What issues are you coming across in regard to 
warranties? Who is responsible for servicing if something goes wrong?
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TR: (???) would absorb the liability. A lot of the manufacturers (???) from 
third parties anyway. 

Q: Have you done the initial business case or return on investments?

TR: I do. We did that for the European Union checkpoint. (???) It ends signi i-
cantly on (???). In the European world, you’re (???) too random (???) and it’s 
intensive. It’s a kind of ifty-ish percent or seventy- ive-ish percent. 

Q: Have you looked at optimization studies for the numbers on (???) versus 
the return? You could go to 128 SureScan (???). 

TR: That is starting to be done. As we generate the data, we can start looking 
at the changing number of bins. That work is ongoing.  

Q: Are the bins (???)?

TR: They are custom con igurable.  

Q: They can be different widths? 

TR: Yes. 

Q: How fast can they do it?

TR: At the speed of (???).

Q: If you had a reversible belt, you could rescan a bag after con iguring (???)?

TR: Yes.

Speaker: Xin Jin

Q: Can you speculate how you would apply something like this to a (???)? 
When you don’t know the (???) of the containers or the liquid containers? 

XJ: This is a very simple veri ication test. It shows that the (???) works. For 
the real application, I think that the 2D scan has no problem, whereas the 
photo is not an ideal (???). For this luggage, we will get (???) function of the 
intersection. 
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Speaker: Pablo Prado  

Q: You made a system for Google?

PP: We made a system for Google, but we don’t know what it is used for. Part 
of the contract is that we could not share what we did for them and we can-
not know what it is used for. 

Q: What is the penetration capabilities?

PP: The frequency is from half a megahertz to (???) megahertz. 

Q: This works by inducing electric ields. What if the item is incased in a me-
tallic container, like aluminum foil?

PP: If you wrap it in foil, we cannot penetrate it. 

C: It’s obvious from physics, you can easily defeat this. 

PP: You would have to wrap the explosives in aluminum foil. (???) It is a 
tradeoff with the quantity. If you tried to wrap the explosives in an electronic 
device, it would have to be very small. Probably all technologies have weak-
nesses. This one’s strength is that it’s fast. 

Q: QR has been looked at for decades. It ran into various problems, shielding 
being one. The strength of the signatures are unique, but many times you 
have to take many measurements to rise out of the noise. Only certain explo-
sives were practical. What is different than you are doing this time?

PP: We have been exposed to all that experience you are describing. We 
went straight into the weaknesses to see how we could address them. QR 
is a much more contained problem. We can put the devices in a cage and 
when we close the door, we can cut down the noise. We have broadened the 
temperature scan of the screen. When you combine that, many of the old 
problems are gone. 

Q: What about the concern about being able to train on other explosives?

PP: The fact that we can reduce the noise by putting it in a case is helping. 
The explosive amount we are looking (???) inside the cavity size. We are in 
much better shape than the big bags before. Noise is lower. In the senior 
noise ration discussion, we are in a much better place.

C: I have an iPhone and an external battery. Instead of a battery, a terrorist 
could put explosives in there. 
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PP: Absolutely. Anything that its in that (???). It is the same discussion. What 
is the amount that is threat? When you are already limited to how much 
explosives you can put in a (???). We can go into the speci ics of the threat. In 
general, we are looking at a con iguration where X-ray is weak. (???)

Q: Wouldn’t the simpler approach be to weigh a phone and compare it to 
what it should weigh?

PP: You would have to have every phone in the world in your database. And 
that could be defeated by someone playing with the weight.  

Q: Is this just electronics? Or can you do liquids?

PP: No, only plastic explosives.

Q: There is no CEP testing for this in Europe yet?

PP: No.

Q: Are there false alarms for this?

PP: Everything has false alarms. If we put a threshold base on the naked 
target, it will give us an idea of the threat detection. When it is in tablets and 
phones, it’s four or ive. The interesting thing about how lenient this detec-
tion is, is that you can work with different (???). You can re-program it. We 
can even do that remotely. 

Q: How will false alarms be handled?

PP: We would communicate to the user that there is an alarm and tell them 
what the threat is. 

C: You might run it though the X-ray device. 

PP: You can also do trace. You can do a second scan and take longer.  

C: The CONOPs are how this gets integrated; should be thought about very 
carefully. It’s one thing to take a bottle of water from a passenger, but it’s 
another to take a phone or laptop from them. You will have to think through 
how it will be used and how threat and false alarm rates will be set. 

PP: I agree with that. We can tell you what the system is doing now, but you 
can have a scanner set to different parameters, set to a speci ic threat. If you 
want to do more, we can always do more on the scanner.  

Q: (???)
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PP: It’s a self-contained ield except for the top.  

Q: It will wipe out a (???)?

PP: It would stop a classic watch. This is used by an inspector who recom-
mended the (???). 

Q: Do you have a sensor in the system that tells you when the system is 
loaded?

PP: We know when the bottle is in, because the (???). 

Q: Can you scan more than one bottle at a time?

PP: Yes. We tune it for the (???) standards. If you have a few bottles, you need 
to have more than a hundred for it to complain. You can also have a sealed 
bag, like a bottle of whiskey. We did some tests in Tokyo because you don’t 
have to throw the bag away and get a new one. 

Speaker: Taly Gilat-Schmidt

Q: It can simulate 1000 bags per week?

TGS: Yes. 

Q: How would they adapt to this ield?

TGS: This could give you the mean signal for the perfect system. Here is 
where we need to modify and the non-ideal effects that can be modeled.  

Q: Can you discuss how much information you have up in the (???) scanner?

TGS: Everything. (???). We modeled it very precisely. 

Q: When you talk about with and without scatter (???), are you talking about 
the Imatron (???)?

TGS: Yes. It is an estimate. 

Q: What are your materials here?

TGS: These were Te lon, I think, maybe metal. 

C: They were Te lon. 
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TGS: Yes. 

Q: This was taken with (???)?

TGS: This speci ically is from medical imaging (???).

Q: Why were you surprised by the graphic user interface?

TGS: Maybe because I am an engineer that likes things to happen in a (???).

Q: Are you looking into cloud computing?

TGS: That is not speci ically in our phase. We looked at that a little bit in 
the survey. People didn’t want proprietary simulations running on a public 
cloud. If people feel strongly by that, please give me feedback. 

Q: Animation studios do the same thing with complex models. What is differ-
ent about what they are doing and what can we learn from them: Pixar and 
those folks? 

C: A lot of it is GPU based. Their GPUs are perfect for that. They have GPU-
based tools. 

C: They can do simulations with the retracing on the GPUs; the full scenes 
they use CPUs .

TGS: So the answer is? 

C: They have a farm. They are also doing less resolution. I don’t know. 

C: GPUs are more complex than (???) and simulate in real time. (???) Confer-
ence shows you real time simulation. 

C: They are doing surface rendering and not transmission. 

C: There are differential equations; model and then render that model. 

TGS: The retracing is quite ef icient with the Monte Carlo.

Q: If you go to the Geant4, you said you add scatter later? 

TGS: Geant4 can do retracing. It can do it as a particle that doesn’t interact. 
This tool is meant to be beyond Geant4. That is just the irst transition layer.  

Q: How close are you coming to the 1000 bags?
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TGS: We just started. The simulations from Task Order 3 were on a (???). This 
is done on the GPU. 

Q: Then you add the scatter?

TGS: Without the scatter you can easily do 1000 bags.  

Q: And build the bags?

TGS: Oh, well building the bags (???). 

C: The studios can help with the modeling more than the processing. 

TGS: Right. 

Q: Have you tried to combine the existing scans with simulated objects?

TGS: It is something we thought about, yes. 

C: It is like a TIP resolution. 

C: They are doing that in health care with putting tumors in CT scans. There 
is a lot of literature on that. 

TGS: Or different components can be switched out and changed. (???) 

C: I want the audience to know that the data you used is available. It is the CT 
data itself and the parametric data and the scans, around 50 to 100 different 
packings. There is ground truthing available. (???) Task Order 4 built upon 
this. All of that is available to the community through a request to ALERT, if 
you want that data for research. 

TGS: We want to develop a tool that people will use, so please reach out to 
me or the Triple Ring guys via email.  

Q: Would you do testing of equipment with simulated images?

TGS: Simulated systems?

Q: We are trying to speed up simulation and testing. Is it conceivable to simu-
late with objects?

C: (???) of the HME within the same bag (???).

TGS: Each of these were stated by the survey users. Simulated data is hard to 
get experimental.  
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C: Right, and one HME is just one and not a correlation to that image. 

C: You can do detection with simulation. (???) They compare the simulated 
results with the scan and come up with a solution like this. You can do it in 
reverse (???). It is quite do-able for mass testing, if you want to have a large 
set of test cases, but you need to go back to the real data for the ine tuning 
and make sure you don’t miss the bottle with the simulation. 

C: And for non-liquid, you have to consider texture and packaging. 

C: Yes, but it is do-able. The density is important to the solution, so you have 
to simulate that. There are complications that come with mixing this with 
real data (???).

TGS: Right. 

Speaker: Robert B. presenting for Christian P lugel

Q: What are the two lines?

RB: The blue line is the match box scanning data from us and the red line is 
the reference. 

C: I notice that the spectrum is quite (???).

RB: There are higher spectrums and solutions out there. They are six inches 
from the target but our contact is much better. You don’t need a randomized 
sampling of people coming through the airport. You can get a better sample 
of the population and down select from there, and have a more desecrate 
analysis. 

Q: How sensitive are you to surface type?

RB: We are continuing to work on it. The more materials you have to worry 
about (???).

Q:  Thinking of changing the signature or lighting?

RB: It’s a little bit of all of those things, and angle. You can change the power 
and things like that. Those improvements can be made as we improve the 
system. 

Q: What is the emission?
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RB: About 100 milliwatt or so, or up to 1 watt. We are working to improve 
the characteristics so that we can improve our detection.  

Q: Are you at the stage to look at different concealment scenarios? 

RB: This is in the mid-IR, so we are not able to do any penetration. This is 
surface. Certain materials are transferring from the IR. We are working on 
an application for pharmaceuticals so you can scan through a blister bag or 
something like that. You can’t really penetrate too far into it. You are looking 
for trace. 

Q: Can you talk a little bit about (???).

RB: Sure. 

C: I think sampling is a hard thing to do. People are 100 watt lightbulbs. We 
are limiting infrared (???).

RB: That is something we will have to improve.  

Speakers: Coral Dando and Thomas Ormerod

Q: Who is your point of contact at Homeland Security?

CD/TO: It was Jim Parks. He has since moved on. It was one of the deputy 
directors, John (???).

Q: How does your program differ from the Israeli approach? 

CD/TO: It is totally different. We had a baseline stage. We actually spent a 
year in an international airport speaking to passengers.  

Q: How frequently did you do that throughout the year? How many days?

CD/TO: About 120 days, 3 to 4 passengers a day out of 3000-4000 passen-
gers traveling through.  

Q: Were the deceptive passengers (???)?

CD/TO: We had actors, police of icers, and the occasional vicar. We gave them 
a week and a script to prepare and paid them 100 pounds to show up. 

Q: Were their lies of consequence to them?
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CD/TO: When we collected data, the consequences for them were real. It was 
in a real airport and in lines with passengers.  

C: They could imagine bad things but didn’t know if they’d be bailed out. 

CD/TO: Right.  

C: You can make people have mal intentions.

CD/TO: (???) It was not perfect. It was the best we could do. We would detect 
nervousness. 

Q: What was the selection criteria for the volunteers to be interviewed by the 
screeners?

CD/TO: All of the passengers are screened as part (???).

Q: 3 minutes per passenger? For all passengers? Where are you doing this?

CD/TO: At European hubs, expect Schiphol, where they do this at the gate. 

Q: this is after the checkpoint?

CD/TO: No, this is before check in. If you ly US carriers (???).  The interview 
about electronics and repairs is the screening. 

Q: Did you discuss the load (???)?

CD/TO: The load is higher but manageable. This staff is trained under the old 
system.  

Q: Was there high variance in performance and super screeners?

CD/TO: We did do an analysis of screener performance and there was no 
clear difference. (???) We measured the information items that they extract-
ed from the passenger (???).

Q: Did you have screeners that performed exceptionally well?

CD/TO: No. If we step out of our scientist roles, there were screeners that 
took to it well and others that had to take time to learn the new system.  

Q: What is the false alarm rate?

CD/TO: Very low. We looked at the rate of selective changed with our meth-
od.  
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Q: Did you do any investigation into passengers (???)?

CD/TO: That’s further into the slides. 

Q: Why is this different than Israel?

CD/TO: It is adversarial. It is scripted. It doesn’t have the three-base cycle 
system. We don’t teach speci ic signs of suspicion. You are a human being; 
you have trained your whole life to recognize suspicion. There are studies 
that show training makes screeners worse. 

C: We have a no-contact camera that can measure the heart rate and variabil-
ity. It is the ight or light instinct. If you use physiological or emotional (???). 
It could be interesting. 

CD/TO: I don’t know if you’ve seen the video of the 5/5 London bus bomb-
ings. They were nervous during the dry runs and calm on the day off. It is 
useful, but if you can ix the rate change (???).

Q: This is fascinating research. The core element in your approach is being 
unpredictable both for the screener and the passengers. It is easy to fall into 
routines. Did you see any tendencies during your 120 days, or how to battle 
that phenomenon? 

CD/TO: On the whole, once they got through the training, we didn’t ind it 
very often, and if we did, we wouldn’t let them graduate. They really were 
able to take it and run. The procedure was often dictated by the individual 
walking towards them. We teach them to avoid questions of documentation; 
let go off documents as information. We teach them to interact verbally. 

Q: What if they don’t want to talk to you or don’t talk to you?

CD/TO: On the back of your ticket it says if you don’t comply, you will not ly. 
Once you bought the ticket, you signed up. Nobody reads the ine print. We 
ask for their compliance.  

C: You left us hanging, and didn’t give us an example. 

CD/TO: We did all the paperwork about not disclosing that. We would love to 
but we can’t. If you ly American or Delta through Heathrow or Schiphol, you 
will experience this.  

Q: The detection rates that you show, are those that of known volunteers?

CD/TO: We can’t detect someone in the irst instance. There is about 1 in 
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1000 over an 8 month period. We had a detection rate of 75%.  We see if the 
rate of selectees changes. 

Q: I was screened going through Schipol by a person from (???). Is there a dif-
ference in training for private contractors or government?

CD/TO: We got easier buy in from the American companies. The government 
did sit down and sulk during training but graduated in the end.  

Q: Why are you (???) Rate so low for detection? Was that in Europe or Amer-
ica?

CD/TO: It was in Europe and (???), and it didn’t work. We have not been 
able to do evaluation via spot. It is more complicated. The core of spot is 
that there are signs that indicate that someone is a potential threat and you 
should interview them. We worry about that. 

C: (???) I ran a couple of pilots with them. The more they conversed, the 
lower the false alarm rates. 

CD/TO: We would like to work with spot.  

Speaker: Jose Angel Martinez-Lorenzo

Q: How different is a stack of credit cards from a stack of explosives, in terms 
of dielectric measure?

JAML: De initely the dielectric constant of plastic is similar. It shouldn’t be so 
complex. I have images of a stack of credit cards. If you can lag anomalous 
behavior and upset the algorithm to enhance the dielectric measurements 
(???). I don’t have an answer to your questions yet. 

Q: Can you go back to your geometry slide? In this, it appears that your 
source is very far from the body but the scatter media is close to the body. So 
when you say you have a 40 meter standoff, it (???).

JAML: Yes. The passive array and random media is close to the target. We 
could do random media at a distance and get better performance. I will show 
you compressive re lector antennae later on, and if you use that, you should 
be able to enhance the resolution in tandem with this.  

Q: What is the bene it of a single emitter from that far away?
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JAML: You can get a wider view. You have a single microwave and you can 
cover a wider area. 

C: I can go around and image but only image at one place at a time. 

JAML: No. You don’t point your radar. This media has a unique signature so 
the code responds differently. 

C: To cover area, you need more watts. 

JAML: Yes. You need a certain signal-to-noise ratio. You can pattern for each 
(???) in an open environment. Power might be slightly higher, but the cover-
age is wider. 

Q: If you are focusing on (???), how did this system function in that environ-
ment?

JAML: I will answer that question when I get to antennas. You can have the 
array scatter right in front and the person can just walk nearby with random 
media. 

C: When you compare it to SAR imaging, back detection (???).

JAML: This is just a (???).

C: It’s about 140.

JAML: I can show you an image.

Q: For the mean material solution, you changed the frequency and it changed 
the database code. For the other method, how do you change the phase 
code?

JAML: You can do many things. You can use an electronically-recon igurable 
sub-re lector. You can have electronic change of the applique scatters. 

Speaker: Ed Jimenez

Q:  Are you doing testing with multiple?

EJ: We have molecules with different elements, but we want to put different 
materials in each of these spheres, and we have two overlapping spheres. 

C: I was thinking about using multi energy, and that would help with re-
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hardening. 

Q: How would you implement this to improve detection?

EJ: Something that I glazed over is that I assumed that I didn’t know the 
shape of the option. I would try to come up with a quick and reasonable 
method for the shape of the object.  

C: I don’t understand. You need surface of it, and you want this to represent 
the base of this. 

EJ: It’s not a need, but a want. You can assume the distance from the pixel.  

Q: Are you assuming a set volume for that object?

EJ: I know what the path distance is.  

C: You don’t need just the surface. 

Q: Doesn’t the surface contain the volume?

C: I assume you use an energy result for the detector. 

EJ: In terms of hardware specs? 

Q: What kind of energy response? 

EJ: It’s a virtual environment. 

C: I recommend looking at a realistic detector. 

EJ: We want to do this in the lab this summer. It’s a simple modi ication, and I 
estimate that it won’t tell me much more without the lab.  

Speaker: Dan-Cristian Dinca

Q: It looks like you have a separate tablet?

DCD: You activate the scanner on the tablet, and scan the device, and the im-
age is on the tablet. 

Q: What about the operator, for radiation safety?

DCD: The operator gets less than 50 per hour.  
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Q: Have you looked at the ability for cigarettes?

DCD: It depends on the con iguration. If you put a box inside the luggage, no. 
But boxes of cigarettes, yes.   

C: Cigarettes do show up as an anomaly. 

Speaker: Vicki Bier

Q: What about the game theorists from yesterday?

VB: People have looked at eco-terrorists, but they can do those kinds of 
interviews.

C: Deterrence works well when there are soft targets available. Terrorists 
aren’t going to look at certain options. 

VB: It depends on what the consequences are. If someone is trying to 
smuggle in AK47s, there is little deterrent; it’s not that expensive. Nobody is 
going to bomb a country over that. If you think about a group that has spent 
several years trying to acquire a nuclear weapon, there probably is a deter-
rent effect.  

Q: What are people going to do with a nuclear weapon? 

VB: They may use it overseas. 

Q: You have a complex model, and things change. How do you know when 
you need to reassess your model and regenerate? 

VB: They are not super costly to revise. If this new group is more or less 
apocalyptic, then you can adjust. There are groups that have techniques 
that they claim can reopen source pronouncements or actions. So there are 
people working at that problem.  

Q: Have you looked at using ine art theft? 

VB: I haven’t, but that’s a great idea.  

Q: In game theory, the assumption is that they are acting in a rational way. 
But are they really rational?

VB: In some, they are rationalizing and in some they aren’t. The assumption 
is conservative. 
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Q: How do you handle the probability of an event being zero, if the cost is 
huge? 

VB: I think that is less of a problem in game theory than in straight theory. I 
would need to think about that.

Q: Isn’t everyone probable?

VB: The probability of the attack is relevant if we want to determine the 
budget. The allocation of what we should protect against can assume which 
strategy we can use.  

Q: Are we better off randomizing?

VB: For short term decisions, I think it’s a good idea. On the big decisions like 
infrastructure, it shouldn’t be random. 
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16. Appendix: Presentations

This section contains the slides presented by speakers at the workshop.  The 
slides appear in the order that talks were given as shown on the agenda.  Some 
of the presentation slides have been redacted to ensure their suitability for 
public distribution.
PDF versions of selected presentations can be found at the following link: 
https://my iles.neu.edu/groups/ALERT/strategic_studies/ADSA12_Presen-
tations/.
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16.1 Carl Crawford: Workshop Objectives

1

Twelfth Advanced Development for Security Applications 
Workshop (ADSA12):

Screening of Personnel and Divested Items at The 
Checkpoint

Workshop Objectives

Carl R. Crawford
Csuptwo, LLC

So What? Who Cares?
• Passengers (non-terrorist) perspective

– Faster, predictable screening with reduced divestiture
– Fewer pat-downs and bag opening

• Terrorists perspective
– Deter: not worth trying
– If try: detect all explosives on/in body, in divested items

• Airport/TSA perspective
– Reduced total operating cost 
– Higher PD: more threats, lower minimum mass, implanted 

threats
– Lower PFA: less secondary inspection especially pat-downs

• Solution: assemble very bright people and allow scientific 
method to work
– People with problems: ask for solutions
– People with solutions: propose solutions (funding available)

2
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Rule #3 – Public Domain

• Do not present classified, SSI, FOUO or 
proprietary material

• Presentations, minutes and proceedings 
will be placed in the public domain 
– After review for SSI and classified material

3

Rule #2 – Speaker Instructions

• 2nd slide has to be “so what who cares”
– State how technology will improve explosive 

detection
– Optimum presentation: stop at 2nd slide

• Don’t get trapped into developing the 
whole story before giving the bottom line. 

• Move most slides into backup 

4
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Rule #1 – Open Discussions

• This is a workshop, not conference
• Conversation and questions expected at 

all times, especially during presentations
• Moderator responsible for keeping 

discussions initiating discussion
– Will try to allow speakers to complete their 

introduction

5

BACKUP SLIDES

6
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DHS Tactics
• Augment abilities of vendors with 3rd parties

– Academia
– National labs
– Industry other than the vendors

• Create centers of excellence (COE) at universities
• Hold workshops to educate 3rd parties and discuss 

issues with involvement of 3rd parties
– Algorithm Development for Security Applications (ADSA)

• Forage for technology in other fields

7

Equipment Requirements 
• Probability of detection 

(PD)
• Probability of false 

alarm (PFA)
• FA resolution
• # types of threats
• Minimum mass
• Minimum sheet 

thickness
• Total cost of ownership

– Purchase price
– Siting
– Labor
– Maintenance 

• Extensibility
• Ability to fuse
• Compatible with risk-

based screening
• False alarm resolution 

methodologies
• Siting
• HVAC, space, weight 

shielding
• Throughput
• Safety 8
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Questionnaire
• Request for everyone to answer 

questions preferably during the 
workshop

• ~10 questions – 10 minutes
• Available via Survey Monkey

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/ADSA12

9

Minutes
• Minutes will be taken of discussion

– Sensitive information to be redacted 
• Please identify yourself and institution first 

time you speak

10
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Archival Materials
• Final reports and presentations from 

previous ADSAs
• Final reports from projects to CT-based 

EDS
– Segmentation
– Reconstruction
– ATR
https://myfiles.neu.edu/groups/ALERT/strategic
_studies/

11
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12
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ADSA13 Provisional Topics

• Risk-based screening & gaming theory
– Hardening, deterrence 

• Computer simulations
– X-ray transmission, back-scatter, diffraction, 

MMW, neutrons
– Standardized phantoms

• Improving statistical significance of testing

15

Final Remarks

• “Terrorism causes a 
loss of life and a 
loss of quality of 
life,” Lisa Dolev, 
Qylur

• Need improved 
technology

• Thank you for 
participating

16

No Passengers if  
Cargo Onboard
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16.2 Chris Smith: Apex: Screening at Speed 

Chris Smith

Explosives Division, HSARPA
Science and Technology Directorate

Apex: Screening at Speed
Program Planning Overview

Existing Checkpoint
Multiple static technologies working independently
Limited automated threat detection capability
High TSO-to-passenger ratio
Slow throughput, long lines
Frequent false alarms (pat-downs, bag searches)
Significant passenger divestment and re-collection 

Gaps
Lower cost (capital investment & operating)
Better upgradability (cost and schedule)
Improved passenger experience

Checkpoint 2014
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Deployable aviation security checkpoint technology that supports:
Screening 300+ passengers and their carry-on belongings per lane per hour to TSA 
Tier IV security standards
Screening aviation passengers walking at a normal pace through the checkpoint 
No divestiture of clothing or removal of liquids or electronics from carry-on bags
Adapting dynamically to information provided by Risk-Based Security

Airport Checkpoint Vision

Today Gateway 2020

Enhanced Security and Passenger Experience
3

Artist’s concept of future passenger checkpoint

Going beyond TSA Pre 
Checkpoint adjusts thresholds based on TSA-provided passenger risk profiles
Dynamically reconfigurable, driven by national and local threat intelligence

Dynamic Aviation Risk Management System 
(DARMS) Compliant Architecture

4

Enterprise-wide adaptability to changing threat environments

Screening at Speed
TSA

Diagram Source Filename: DARMS Per-Flight Process-Flow Diagram Concept (v1.4) 08.27.14 
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APIs and Interface Goals
Open Architecture-based Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) 
facilitate the development of an integrated and customizable checkpoint 
with modular hardware and software.

• Components conform to TSA’s Security Technology Integrated Program (STIP) 
• APIs connect the checkpoint with DARMS
• Inputs accepted from Credential Authentication Technology (CAT)

5

Designed for seamless integration with TSA infrastructure

Intel

Pre

CAT

Secondary

Carry-On HW

APIs APIs
3rd Party ATR

Interface

Passenger HW

3rd Party ATR
Interface

What Does Success Look Like?

6

A checkpoint lane that is collectively:
Today FY20

Standard Pre Apex
Fast (Passengers per lane per hour) 135-150 250 300
Effective (TSA standard for bags) Tier I * Operator only Tier IV
Effective (TSA standard for passengers) Tier II Metal detector Tier IV
Efficient (False alarms for passengers; pat-downs) (SSI) - < ½
Efficient (False alarms for baggage; invasive search) (SSI) (SSI) < ½
Respectful (Divest outerwear, footwear, headwear) Yes None None

Convenient (Passenger transit) Pause & Pose Walk Through Walk Through

Convenient (Liquids, Aerosols, and Gels policy) Divested;     
3.4 oz. max.

In bag;       
3.4 oz. max.

In bag; Any 
size

Agile (Timeline for new threat response) Months N/A Days

Secure and Modular Vulnerabilities 
known

Vulnerabilities 
known

STIP/DARMS
compliant

*: Tier II Detection being evaluated at TSL, but current PFA
unacceptable to customer
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Test & Evaluation Strategy

Initial Lab
Testing & Demo

Technology
Demonstrator

• S&T Program
Office validates
performance
against SOW

• Test conducted
at contractor
facility

• Test validated

• Performance
report to TSL

• Concept
validation

• High level
performance
assessment

• Event driven

• Done at
contractor
facility

Performance
Evaluation at TSL

EXD has an ongoing collaboration and funding agreement
for Development Test and Evaluation (DT&E) at the

Transportation Security Laboratory (TSL).

• PD, false alarm,
throughput
and minimal
operational
tests

• Testing at TSL

• If unsuccessful,
refer back to
S&T for more
development

T&E Resource Needs

Operational Test Assessment Team Users/Data Collectors

Pilot Locations Facilities Approvals

T&
E

Ef
fo

rt
s

Operational
Testing

• Operational
tests conducted

• Performance
evaluated

• Defect remedy
cycle

• TSA conducts
OT&E

Site Acceptance
Testing

• TSA decides
who will
integrate
subsystems,
and where it
should be done

7

Test and Evaluation Responsibilities

8

Controlling Government T&E Risk:
Vendor in-house capabilities used to evaluate early-TRL components and prototypes
Third-party, independent test facilities used to validate vendor claims
Proven (TRL 4+) components integrated into systems and tested further
Formal, rigorous Developmental Test and Evaluation (DT&E) by TSL qualifies systems
Transition to Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E), managed by TSA

Notional T&E Budget profile:
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Today SaS Innovation Technology Outcome Improves
Transmission
data

Transmission and
Diffraction Data

Higher precision in effective
atomic number

• PFA
• Liquid/amorphous PD
• Material discrimination

Single or dual
energy
detectors

Multi energy
detectors

• Direct photon counts
• Narrow energy resolution
• Spectrum of images at 16

256 energies

• Contrast
• PD
• PFA
• Material discrimination

Unstructured
illumination

Phase Contrast
Imaging

• Finer edge segmentation
• Real index of refraction to

10 7 precision

• PD
• PFA
• Material discrimination

Few (~4) views Thousands of views
via Computed
Tomography (CT)

More precise effective
density and atomic number

• Concealment detection
• PD for sheets
• PFA

Conventional
reconstruction

Iterative
reconstruction

• Improved SNR
• Fewer artifacts

• PD
• Throughput

Technology Path: Baggage Screening

9

Today SaS Innovation Technology Outcome Improves

Conventional
antennas

• Wider bandwidths
• Multi Frequency
• Metamaterial

enhanced antennas

• High definition (few mm)
spatial resolution

• Improved clothing
penetration

• High power efficiency
• Standoff imaging (~2m)

• PD
• PFA
• Smaller anomalies
• Reduced divestiture
• Throughput
• Passenger experience

pause and
pose

• Video analytics
• Compressive sensing

algorithms

• Walk through (~1 m/s)
screening

• 10 100 Hz video imaging

• Throughput
• Defeats concealment

Single
perspective

Multi panel, multi
view arrays

Data fusion of scans from
many angles

• Concealment detection
• PFA

Single band RF
sources Multi band screening

• Attenuation data
• Penetrates thin objects
• Spectrum of reflectivity

• Reduced divestiture
• PD

• Higher frequency ‘spotlight’
re scans suspect regions • PFA

Technology Path: Passenger Screening

10
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Potential Technology Components

11

L3 ProVision 2 AIT 
(fielded)

Design: CAMMS Miniaturized 
mass spectrometer

Interior of Coded Aperture 
X-Ray Imaging prototype

Metamaterials flat-panel 
AIT prototype (left)

Rapiscan 620DV checkpoint 
screening system

IDSS Detect 1000 checkpoint 
CT screening system

Stakeholder Role and Responsibilities
Congress & GAO Resourcing, Oversight
TSA MNS, AoA, CONOPS, Acquisitions Plan, Training, Logistics
S&T EXD Technology Development, Prototypes (Hardware And Software)
S&T Other T&E, Systems Integration
USSS, FPS, CBP Provide And Defend Other Agency Requirements For System Components
ECAC European Harmonization
Pass Rights/Privacy Advocates Articulate And Defend Passenger/Privacy Rights
Airport Authorities Facilities Planning And Preparation
Airlines (IATA) Articulate And Defend Airline Industry Interests
Security Industry Commercialization Of System Components
Universities and Labs Technology Development And Optimization
Medical Consultants Ensure Health And Safety To Passengers And Operators
Human Factors Experts Passenger Experience, Operator Effectiveness, Training 
Media Accurately And Responsibly Informing The Public

Stakeholders

12
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Leverage the TSA-S&T RDT&E Program Coordination Steering 
Group for joint planning, coordination and oversight

Balance TSA’s need for enhancing currently fielded technologies 
with the development of next-generation screening technologies

Align with TSA lifecycle replacement /recapitalization plans to 
support TSA’s Full Operational Capability (FOC) acquisition goals

Transition

13

SaS will field solutions for TSA’s capability gaps

Table from “Approved 
Recapitalization Figures”, 
presented by TSA at their 
Industry Forum Kickoff, 2/5/15

• IPSS and Next-Generation 
Checkpoint budgets are 
transitioning in their entirety to 
Apex: Screening at Speed

• Technologies derived from 
High-Resolution Trace and 
Advanced Material 
Discrimination will support 
Apex: Screening at Speed

• Architecture components 
primarily implemented by TSA

• Synchronized with the TSA’s 
Recapitalization Plan

Supporting Science for Explosives Trace Detection

Program Plan
FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20

Integrated Trace Detection

Interface Standards, SaS Demonstration with STIP and DARMS

DT&E

APEX SaS &
New Starts

Legacy Projects & 
Follow-on

S
ec

on
da

ry
S

cr
ee

ni
ng

A
P

E
X

In
te

gr
at

io
n

Notes

14

Enhanced Sensing Tech (EST)

Carry-on Screening w/o Divestiture

Standoff AIT without Divestiture

Ba
gg

ag
e

S
cr

ee
ni

ng
P

as
se

ng
er

S
cr

ee
ni

ng

EST Walk-through AIT
without DivestitureDynamic Risk Screening

Advanced Material
Discrimination 

SaS Capstone Walk-through 
w/o Divestiture and Risk

Dynamic Risk Screening 

DT&E

SaS Capstone Carry-on 
Screening w/o Divestiture

DT&E

Expanded Trace Library 

Multi-Energy 
Detection

Hi- Res Trace 

DT&E

APEX Integration and API Development

TSL Test SupportTSL Support
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Return on Investment
• TSA spends a majority of Aviation Security funds on staffing

• TSA’s Aviation Security budget for FY15: $5.68B [1]

• Staffing driven by frequent false alarms and checkpoint complexity
• Apex SaS: Fewer false alarms, reduced ‘coaching’ for divestiture

• 2,200 lanes are currently needed to achieve desired throughput [2]

• Faster throughput could reduce the number of lanes (equipment/sustainment costs)
• Significant reduction in divestiture and false alarms will allow some checkpoint staff at standard 

lanes to be redeployed to support other critical tasks
• Air travel volume is projected to grow 2.2%/year [3]

• Apex SaS technology will increase TSA’s efficiency even as more passengers need screening

15

[1]: DHS Congressional Budget Justification FY15, http://www.dhs.gov/dhs-budget
[2]: TSA Full Operational Capacity, 2014
[3]: FAA Aerospace Forecast, Fiscal Years 2014-2034

SaS Outcome SaS Impact
Fewer new lanes needed Fewer systems and screeners

Improved PD Improved security

Improved PFA
Fewer searches/searchers,
Less secondary screening

Walk-through screening Shorter lines, fewer complaints

TSA FY15 Aviation Security Budget ($5.68B)

Checkpoint Industry Day:  June 15, 2015
(visit Fed Biz Opps for details – May 8 posting)

16

Questions?
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Current Screening Current Pre Screening at Speed
Performance • 445 to 495 items per hour 

(~3.3 items/passenger)
• Liquids and laptops must 

be removed
• “3-1-1” rule applies

• 450 to 540 items per hour 
(~1.8 items/passenger)

• Liquids and laptops remain 
in bag

• “3-1-1” rule applies

• Over 540 items per hour 
(~1.8 items/passenger)

• Liquids and laptops remain 
in bag

• No liquid size restrictions

Technology • Few X-Ray views
• Less reliable automated 

threat recognition
• High false alarm rate slows 

throughput
• Cannot respond to 

evolving threats
• Must divest items from 

bag

• Voluntary risk-based 
screening allows TSA to 
separate high-risk and low-
risk passengers

• Static capability
• Accepting risk of limited 

divestiture from bags

• Many X-Ray views
• Use of orthogonal 

technologies (e.g. 
diffraction) improve ATD

• Improved imaging and 
detection algorithms
• 50% fewer false alarms
• Higher throughput

• Detects concealed threats

Challenges
and Strategy

• Automated threat 
detection

• “Few-view” reconstruction 
is impractical (~45 min)

• Less stringent security
posture

• CT/Enhanced X-Ray and X-
Ray diffraction performs
automated threat detection

• Compressive sensing and 
computation supports real-
time implementations

Carry-on Baggage Screening Comparison

Everything stays in the carry-on bag = screening is faster
18
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Current Screening Current Pre Screening at Speed
Performance • 135-150 passengers/hour

• Limited by frequent false 
alarms

• 250 passengers/hour

• Only superficial screening 
(metal detectors)

• 300+ passengers/hour
• Full screening and fewer 

false alarms

Technology • Metal detectors
• Millimeter wave and 

backscatter for anomaly 
detection
• Posing and 2-5s scan
• Full divestiture

• Metal detectors
• Limited divestiture

• Multi-band millimeter 
wave and terahertz 
technology for threat 
material identification
• Walk through at pace
• No divestiture

Challenges
and Strategy

• Metamaterials transceivers 
are in their infancy

• Poor image quality

• Less stringent security 
posture

• Multiband transceivers 
embedded in 
metamaterials provide 
enhanced detection 
capability

Passenger Screening Comparison

No posing, No pausing
19

Current Screening Screening at Speed
Performance • Threat detection requirements are 

not in agreement with primary 
screening capabilities

• Trace uses a large number of 
consumables

• Align threat detection requirements with 
primary screening capabilities

• Reduce consumables requirement for 
trace equipment

Technology • Ion mobility spectrometry-based 
explosive trace detectors (ETDs) 
with direct contact sampling

• Bottled liquid scanners (BLS) have 
bottle size and material limitations

• More chemically-selective ETDs (e.g.,
mass spectrometers) with non-contact 
sampling

• BLS handles multiple bottles at once, 
and wider variety of bottle materials

Challenges and 
Strategy

• Trace non-contact technologies are 
inefficient

• Ion mobility spectrometers can 
support only limited libraries

• BLS challenged by opaque bottles

• BLS only scans one bottle at a time

• Non-contact trace collection 
technologies (e.g. vortex samplers)

• Systems with 2x-3x threat library sizes 
(e.g., mass spectrometers)

• Robust X-Ray and optical techniques 
handle a wider array of bottle opacities

• Algorithms for multi-bottle scanning

Secondary Screening Comparison

Faster, more accurate response to a wider variety of threats
20
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16.3 Guido Peetermans: Next Generation Passenger Screening

Next Generation
Passenger Screening

ADSA-12
Boston, 12-May-15

Guidoo PeetermansGuidoo eetermansPe
Project Manager. IATA

Through a combination of 
advanced screening 
technologies, process 
innovation and the 
introduction of risk-based 
concepts, it is entirely 
possible to achieve 
significant improvements
in security effectiveness, 
operational efficiency and 
passenger experience at 
security checkpoints

122-2-Mayay-y-2015 ADSAA-A-12 2

“elevator pitch”
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122-2-Mayay-y-2015 3

Smart Security
A joint IATA – ACI program

ADSAA-A-12

“Smart Security envisions an improved journey from curb to airside, 
where passengers proceed through security checkpoints with 
minimal inconvenience, where security resources are allocated based 
on risk, and where airport facilities can be optimized”

The International Air Transport Association (IATA) is the trade 
association for the world’s airlines, representing some 250 airlines or
84% of total air traffic. We support many areas of aviation activity 
and help formulate industry policy on critical aviation issues.

Airports Council International (ACI) is the only global trade 
association of the world’s airports, representing airports interests 
with Governments and international organizations, developing 
standards, policies and recommended practices for airports, and 
providing information and training opportunities to raise standards 
around the world.

How we work

12-May-2015 ADSA-12 4

facilitate wider implementation

research

trials
proof of
concept

guidance
material

Smart Security
opportunity
assessment

Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

Component 4

Component 5

blueprint

develop guidance material
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Passenger screening
Conventional model
Security scanners
New ETD requirements as of 1-Sep-15

Cabin baggage screening
Conventional model
New ETD requirements as of 1-Mar-15
EDS
LAGs / LEDS

Operational impact

122-2-Mayay-y-2015 ADSAA-A-12 6

European perspective – regulation

Developing guidance material

12-May-2015 ADSA-12 5

research

trials
proof of
concept

Guidance
material

Passenger
Screening

+ other airport partners for specific component trials

Guidance
material

Cabin
Baggage
Screening

Guidance
material

Other
Screening
Measures

Guidance
material

Centralized
Image

Processing

Guidance
material

Staffing

Guidance
material

Checkpoint
Environment

Guidance
material

Risk Based
Differen
tiation
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Risk-based passenger differentiation remains a 
difficult topic

Privacy and civil rights concerns
Individual States willing to experiment

Leading airports are pushing the boundaries of 
operational efficiency

Centralized image processing
Innovative lane designs & automation
Decision automation (auto clear)

Increased focus on customer service aspects 
and checkpoint environment

122-2-Mayay-y-2015 ADSAA-A-12 7

European perspective – trends

Parallel preparation and reclaim

122-2-Mayay-y-2015 ADSAA-A-12 8

© 2015 Amsterdam Airport Schiphol
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Lane automation

122-2-Mayay-y-2015 ADSAA-A-12 9

© 2015 Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

Centralized Image Processing

122-2-Mayay-y-2015 ADSAA-A-12 10

© 2015 Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

© 2014 London Gatwick

© 2015 Amsterdam Airport Schiphol
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Advanced cabin baggage screening

122-2-Mayay-y-2015 ADSAA-A-12 11

and decision automation

Passenger security scanners

122-2-Mayay-y-2015 ADSAA-A-12 12

© 2015 Amsterdam Airport Schiphol
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Unpredictability & risk-based approaches

122-2-Mayay-y-2015 ADSAA-A-12 13

© 2015 Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

Checkpoint environment

122-2-Mayay-y-2015 ADSAA-A-12 14

© 2015 Amsterdam Airport Schiphol
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It’s as much about process and human factors as it is about 
technology
The greatest benefits will come from an integrated solution
It’s not the new one-size-fits-all
There’s a lot we do right now, but we still have a long way to 
go in order to realize our vision
Success will depend on collaboration between stakeholders

122-2-Mayay-y-2015 ADSAA-A-12 15

Conclusions

© 2014 Amsterdam Airport Schiphol

ADSA-12

12-May-2015

16

This is just the beginning.
Work with us to deliver the future.

www.iata.org/smartr -rt-securitywww.iata.org/smaw rrt ecurses
smartsecurity@iata.org

www.aci.aero/smartr -rt-securitywww.aci.aero/smarrt ecurses
smartsecurity@aci.aero
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16.4 Steve Wolff: Historic and Recent Work on Checkpoint    
            Technology Integration
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16.5 Amir Neeman: Restructuring the SPOT Program

RESTRUCTRING
THE SPOT PROGRAM
Integrating SPOT, Risk-Based Security and Managed 
Inclusion; Suggested changes to SPOT

ADSA 12, Boston, MA

May 12, 2015

SPOT Program Challenges
Defensibility and budget cuts
Gradual reduction in number of airports 
in which BDOs are deployed

176 in in 2014 87 in 2015
Focused mostly on Cat X and Cat I 
airports (most cuts at smaller airports)
SPOT science continuously questioned 
(e.g. GAO 2010 and 2013, OIG 2013, 
S&T AIR Validation Study 2007-2011)
Effectiveness measurability
Difficult business case

Compared to PSP annual 
budget at ~$180M 

Hard to quantify security 
benefits

2ADSA12
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Current BDO CONOPS

3ADSA12

Current Pre Status

4ADSA12
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Managed Inclusion
In 2013 TSA launched MI intended to provide expedited screening to 
passengers not deemed as low risk prior to arriving at airport (KT) 
Random addition of percentage of passengers
Mitigating potential risk by 
random, BDOs, K-9 and 
ETD screening of MI 
passengers
Had negative impacts 
on overall SSCP throughput
Questions about security 
effectiveness (e.g. GAO 
2015)
Further evaluations being
conducted

5ADSA12

New BDO / MI Concept 
Description and Assumptions
Apply ~1450 BDOs out of ~2800 to TDCs stations

Assumed increasing total TDC capacity by 100% to 2900
CAT FOC at 1450; 2,215 checkpoint lanes nationally

BDO average interaction time of 30-45 sec at TDC 
Short targeted interview focused on establishing lack of suspicious 
behavioral, appearance, and fraudulent documentation indicators similar to 
Israeli BDO (and using same BDO/TDC function as in the Assessor Pilot)

-risk populations (e.g. families with established ties, 
children below 12, elderly above 75, etc.) and expand if and as needed
Increase from current average TDC interaction time (~10-12 sec) can be 
mitigated with additional TDC positions

Changed demand vs. capacity passenger peak flow analysis

longer interaction time at TDC and by extra screening capacity provided by 
more high-throughput Pre lanes

6ADSA12
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Proposed New BDO / MI Concept 
Description and Assumptions

Deterrence factor
Given that more BDOs interact with ALL passengers at TDC (with added 

deterrence factor of the new BDO / MI SOP will be higher
However, effectiveness of deterrence is difficult to measure and hard to 
quantify 

Maintain regular SPOT program
BDOs performing the current SPOT SOP (or optimized SOP) are an 
important security layer in detecting malicious intent and thus high-risk 
passengers
This important function should be maintained with part of the BDO 
workforce
Successful implementation of new BDO / MI concept can help maintain 
(and hopefully increase) SPOT budget and resource allocation

7ADSA12

Proposed New BDO / MI Concept 
Challenges and Risks

Scientific basis needs to be established
Is it indeed more cost-effective (throughput, Pd, Pfa) to establish lack of malicious 
intent than to establish malicious intent?
Is that the same behavioral phenomena (two sides of the same coin)?
Needed training for BDOs experienced in current SPOT?

2010 Program may be the scientific foundation needed!
Cognitive load concerns

Mitigate expected increase in cognitive load for BDO/TDC staff by use of more 
TDC and SPOT automation (e.g. broader capability of CAT-BPSS, BDO tech.)

SSCP lane utilization
As Pre base expands (geographical expansion of KT and suggested MI) to goa
of 90% passenger base, more Pre lanes are added replacing regular lanes
But, dedicated Pre lanes can be underutilized and less efficient especially 
during regular passenger peaks not necessarily synced with Pre peaks
Consider dynamic regular/Pre lanes to improve utilization

8ADSA12
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Proposed New BDO / MI Concept 
Challenges and Risks (Continued)

Defensibility
Will / can ad-hoc BDO-driven MI be challenged by civil rights / privacy 
groups?
Subjective inclusion criteria may be seen as unfair or exclusionary to some 
passengers?

Significant level of effort for TSA
Establishment of scientific basis can be time-consuming and costly (but 
hopefully the significant scientific bodies of work on SPOT and/or ODNI 
IARPA TRUST program are applicable)
Piloting and developing test and evaluation metrics and plans will take time
Socialization efforts of new concept will require additional efforts

9ADSA12

Bottom Line 
So what? Why Should We Care?

This can help TSA reach much higher Pre passenger base and 
drive significant throughput and passenger experience improvements 
nationwide
This can help TSA meet Congressional mandates and further drive 
required staffing efficiencies through better leverage of the 
established RBS culture
This can be a better way to defend the critical BDO program and 

funding and resource levels 
Finally - IS THIS NOT WORTH FURTHER EXPLORATION?

10ADSA12
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SPOT Program - Challenges
RBS - TSA Pre passenger base reached 50% in 
2014 but end-goal is ~90%!

How do we get there? Geographical expansion 
of KT base may not be sufficient
Compare to Ben Gurion airport / EL-AL Security 
with ~95% low-risk passenger base
Scalability and applicability!

BDO Effectiveness - BDO referral success rate is 
very low (e.g. 2012 - 0.006% BDO referrals, and of 
those ~37K only 0.5% end in LEO arrests)

Hard to measure and prove cost-effectiveness 
and operational efficiency given low frequency 
phenomena and CONOPS limitations
2011-2013 Assessor Pilot
Optimized SPOT Pilot
OSC Stated goal to expand BDOs capability

Business Case - SPOT program average annual 
budget at ~$200M with ~2800 BDOs vs. PSP 
average annual budget at ~$180M. 

Cost-effectiveness, defensibility
This is why we should care!

Integrating SPOT, MI and RBS
RBS and MI Use BDOs to ad-
low risk PAX into Pre

Start w/ rule-based (e.g. proven families, elderly)
New BDO CONOPS short and active interaction 
(30-45 sec) with some/all passengers at TDC to 
ascertain low-risk (use behavior, appearance and 
documentation indicators)

Similar to Assessor pilot BUT with ~2800 BDOs 
more TDCs can be deployed using BDOs to man
them (to offset throughput impacts)
Re-establish SPOT science (detection of lack of 
malicious intent) is it more defensible?

2010 Program
Increase SPOT Pd, reduce Pfa with active 
interaction (compared to passive queue combing
Address increase in cognitive load by use of mor
TDC/BDO automation (CAT-BPSS, BDO Tech.)  

Cost-Effectiveness new BDO effectiveness 
measurable using clear RBS KPPs (e.g. throughput 
increase/BDO, Pd)

Program cost becomes more defensible
Some kept as a security layer
Deterrence increased (but is it measurable?)

11

Executive Summary
ADSA12
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16.6 Colin James: Automation Systems Within Security 
 Screening Areas

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

Automation Systems
Within Security Screening Areas

Mach Secure Products®

1

Presented by
Colin James

MacDonald Humfrey Automation Limited

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

Introduction

2

• What is the Problem Being Faced by Airports?
– Need for Increased Security
– Having to Prove Their Compliance
– Keeping Their Customers Happy; Airlines and Passengers
– Keeping Their Stakeholders Happy
– Increasing Operating Costs; Resource and Equipment
– Lack of Capacity to Deal with Increasing Passenger Numbers
– Inefficiencies
– Need for Higher Throughput
– Building Constraints
– Queues
– Lack of Data to Identify The Root Cause and Effect of the Problem

• The Answer……. Automation Systems? Mach Secure Products?
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MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©
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Our Company

• A Private Company Providing Automation Systems for Aviation, Automotive and
Logistics Industries for over 27 Years

• In 2007 we Embarked on Developing Hardware and Software Products to
Improve Security, Compliance and Performance of Outbound Security Systems

• The Largest Integrator of Tray Return Systems; Having the Largest Number of
Reference Sites and the Largest Install Base

• We have Experience Working in All Sizes of Airports; From 2 to 130 Lanes
• First Company to Install a Full Directive Search System
• First Company to ‘Go live’ with a Remote Screening System
• We have a Portfolio of Products Providing a Holistic Approach to a Fully

Integrated Security Screening Area

3 MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

The Drivers for Automation

• Enhance Security
• Improve Compliance
• Reduce Overall Operational Costs
• Eliminate Inefficiencies
• Improve Staff Performance
• Minimise Manual Handling
• Improve Passenger Experience
• Reduce Waste; Time and Effort

4 MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd
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MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©
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How to Meet the Objectives

• Introduce Lean Manufacturing
Processes

• Introduction of Automated Systems
• Provide Software ‘Tools’ to

Efficiently Manage the Operations,
Provide Real Time Data of System
and Personnel Performance

• Provide Visual Feedback Systems to
Staff and Passenger

• Creating Teamwork within the
Security Staff

• Instil Good working Practices for Staff
to Excel in their Job Function

• Review Job Roles and Responsibilities
– Deploy ‘Best At’ Job Roles

• Remove Unnecessary Dialogue
Between Security Staff Whilst in an
Operational Environment

5

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

Some of the Challenges

• Creating Space for Automated Systems
• Reluctance for Change by Staff
• Engagement of Unions
• Engagement of Staff During Trials
• Early Engagement with Stakeholders, Architects, Builders During the Design

Phase of a Terminal Development Project
• Raising CapEx for the Project
• Interaction with Airport IT
• Engagement of Local Maintenance Staff
• Selection of the Right Staff to Lead the Teams
• Selection of the Right Staff to Carry out Job Functions

6 MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd
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MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©
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Where This Has Worked

• Supplier Worked as Part of the Development Team
• Provided a Flexible design for Tray Handling System
• Engaged with the Stakeholders and their Agents; Provided Designs,

Simulation and Modelling for Visualisation
• Engaged Trials Teams to Promote the Systems and Support Local

Staff
• Supplier Provides or Engaged with Local Companies for Support
• Provided Management, Staff and Compliance Software; i.e.

– SEMs, SmartARCs, SmartPredict, SmartRoster, SmartTutorial

7 MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

Mach Secure®

8

What Is:
Mach-Secure®

A suite of Mach-Smart Products designed to increase security and efficiency for 
security checkpoint applications

What Is:
Mach-SEMS®

Security, Efficiency and Management System
provides the Business with real time Equipment Status, KPI’s, and Passenger 
throughputs with powerful analytic tools and historical reports.  

What Is:
Mach-Smart Products

MacDonald Humfrey registered Mach-Smart Products, Applications and Services
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MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©
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MachSecure® SEMS Process

• MachSecure® Products
– SmartLane®
– SmartView®
– SmartGate®
– SmartAccess® etc …

• Airport
– AODB’s
– DCS’s
– SAC’s etc…

• 3rd Party Interfaces

9

• Centralised Data Storage
– Equipment & Process

Events
– Operator Actions & Logins
– Training Data & Profiles
– Process Parameters &

Profiles

• Operational Services
– Smart Product Interfaces
– 3rd Party Interfaces

• SEMS Clients
– Business Information

• Historical & Commercial
Reports

• Statistical Data

– Supervisors
• Status Overviews
• Real Time KPI’s & Alerts
• Planning Tools
• Equipment and Personnel

Performance

– IT/Engineering
• Diagnostic Tools
• Configuration
• Reporting

Inputs SEMS® Outputs

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

Mach Secure® Products

• SEMS
– Security Efficiency Management Systems

• Mach SmartLane
– OBS Automated Tray Return

• Mach SmartView
– Directive Search Facility

• Mach SmartView Matrix
– Remote Screening Directive Search Facility

• Mach SmartTutorial
– On the Job CBT Training Solution

• Mach SmartARCS
– Airport Regulatory Compliance System

• Mach SmartPupil
– Security Vigilance Monitoring System

• Mach SmartAccess
– Automated Boarding Pass Access Control

• Mach SmartGate
– Automated AMD Routing Solution

• Mach SmartSense
– Checkpoint Personnel & Asset Tracker

• Mach SmartRoster
– Intelligent / Dynamic Staff Roster System

• Mach SmartPredict
– Passenger & Equipment Resource Forecasting

• Mach SmartDrop
– Passenger Automated Check In Self Bag Drop

• Mach SmartSAC
– Sort Allocation Computer System

• Mach SmartBRS
– Baggage Reconciliation System

10
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11

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

12
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MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©
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13

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

Planning for the Optimum Size

14

Experiment Run
Duration

Divest
Stations

Amount Of
Redress
Stations

Amount Of
Reject

Stations

Percentage
Of Rejects

Searchers
Available

Type 4 01:00:00 5 6 5 5 2

Clear Trays Reject
Trays Total Trays Blocked By

Clear
Blocked By

Reject Reversing Running Starved

571 34 605 3 0 4 69 24

Experiment Run
Duration

Divest
Stations

Amount Of
Redress
Stations

Amount Of
Reject

Stations

Percentage
Of Rejects

Searchers
Available

Type 2C 01:00:00 3 6 4 5 2

Clear Trays Reject
Trays Total Trays Blocked By

Clear
Blocked By

Reject Reversing Running Starved

393 19 412 0 0 0 52 48
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Mach SmartLane® Options

15

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

Automated Tray Handling

Planning for the Optimum Layout

16
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MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©
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Mach SmartLane® Options

17

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

Mach SmartLane® (Parallel Load + Matrix Buffer)

18

5 Station Parallel Load 

High Threat Station

3 Station Decision Buffer 

Empty Tray Return

SmartView Re-Check Station

Tray Return Dispenser
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Parallel Load Advantages

• System Flow not Inhibited by Slow Passenger
• Reduces Queues
• Variable Station Width to Suit Passenger Profile
• Easy Access of Trays by Passenger
• Quantity of Station to Suit Space Available
• Minimal Manual Handling for Staff
• Designed for Easy Cleaning and Maintenance
• Provides for Separation of Trays in to the X ray
• Provides an Up Lift in Throughput by up to 30% on Serial / Inline Systems

19 MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

Mach SmartView Matrix ®

• Multiple Airports Screening from a Single Location
• Multiple Terminals Screening from a Single

Location
• Terminal Screening

– Outbound Passengers
– Staff Access
– Vehicle Check Point

• Completely Independent of X Ray Machine
Manufacturer

• Ability to Multiplex Different Machine
Manufacturers on same Network

• No Recertification of the X ray Machine Required

20

• Centralised Control Room Benefits
• Enhanced Security
• Improved Compliance
• Reduce Overall Operational Costs
• Eliminate Inefficiencies
• Improve Staff Performance
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MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©
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Mach SmartView Matrix ® Redundancy

21

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

Mach SmartView Matrix ®

– Improved Screening Performance; No Distractions or Noise
– Personnel Dedicated to Screening; Best at the Job Role
– Using dedicated Screeners Reduces Rotation Time
– Screeners can be Located Landside Reducing Time for staff to get their

Workplace
– No Team Pressure No Lane / Personnel Correlation
– Option to Distribute Complex Images to Advance Screeners

22

• Personnel
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Mach SmartView Matrix ®

– Load Sharing of Images
– Splash Image
– Reduced Tray Separation
– Improved Screening Conditions
– Automatic Reject of Tray after Configured Screening Time
– Automatic Rejection of Trays for Regulatory Test
– Improved Distribution of TIP Images
– No Analysing of TIP post Result
– No Stopping of X ray Belt
– No Unnecessary Communications between Staff

23

• System Enhancements

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©
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Mach SmartView Matrix ®

Integrated in to SEMs for…

– RAG Dashboards

– KPI Reporting Dashboards

– Real Time Statically Data

– Real Time Reporting; Personnel
Performance, Equipment
Performance, Throughput Data,
Threat Data, Test Data, Airline Data

• Visualisation
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MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©
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Matrix Screening

• Actual System Results
– Tray 712mm, Gap 200mm,

Conveyor Speed 200ms
– Tray Process Time =

(712+ 200) /200 = 4.56 sec
– Max Throughput =

3600 / 4.56 = 789
– Throughput Recorded

Current Best = 742
Current Average = 680

• Theoretical US Throughput
– Tray 712mm, Gap 200mm, Conveyor

Speed 240ms
– Tray Process Time =

(712+ 200) /240 = 3.80 sec
– Max Throughput =

3600 / 3.80 = 947 (Increase of 20%)
– Possible Throughput

Current Best = 742 * 20% = 890
Current Average = 680 * 20% = 816

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

Mach SmartPupil®

26

• Mach SmartPupil®
– Vigilance Monitoring
– Eye Tracking

• Tiredness/Awareness
• Training Feedback
• High Security
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MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

SmartPupil Diagnostic/Training Reviews

27

• Dwell Time Heat Map

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

SmartPupil Diagnostic/Training Reviews

28

• Sequential Gaze Plot – Partial Tray Content Coverage
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MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

SmartPupil Diagnostic/Training Reviews

29

• Opacity/Torch Gaze – Partial Tray Content Coverage

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

SmartPupil Diagnostic/Training Reviews

30

• Opacity/Torch Gaze – Partial Tray Content Coverage Playback
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MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

SmartPupil Diagnostic/Training Reviews

31

• Opacity/Torch Gaze – Full Tray Content Coverage

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

SmartPupil Diagnostic/Training Reviews

32

• Opacity/Torch Gaze – Full Tray Content Coverage Playback
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MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

Summary

• Automation is a Proven Solution Which will Help Resolve Airports Problems
• Automation is not Just a Tray Handling System; Management Information and

Reporting Tools are Important to the Overall Success
• The Introduction of Automation Comes with Challenges
• A lot of Airports are willing to Share Their Results
• Lean Manufacturing Processes will Aid the Implementation
• Partner Suppliers to Provide Technical Knowhow and Long Term Support
• Engage Early with all Parties
• Develop a Long Term Vision with a Stepped Integration Plan
• Consider All Opportunities as Small Changes Often Results in Big Wins

MacDonald Humfrey (Products) Ltd©

Last Viewed | Next | Previous | Q&AHome | Summary |Mach Secure |

Thank You

Questions & Answers

Mach Secure®

34
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16.7 Matthew Merzbacher: Capability Gaps and 
 Secondary Screening

0 /0 /

Matthew Merzbacher
May 12, 2015

Capability Gaps and 
Secondary Screening

1 /1 /

DISCLAIMERS

Screening of Personnel and Divested Items at the 
Checkpoint

Screening of Personnel and Divested Items at the 
Checkpoint

Screening of Personnel and Divested Items at the 
Checkpoint

Screening of Personnel and Divested Items at the 
Checkpoint
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2 /2 /

SWWC: THE MULTI-MODAL DETECTION IRONY

TSA must be more agile, adding (or removing) detection in an 
evolving world

Changing detection to one part of a complex system can have 
serious unintended consequences, including potentially 
decreased detection

Without a model and a measure, all is lost
A complex model (or a system that demands a complex model) is 
much more likely to be wrong, leading to bad conclusions

3 /3 /

SOME COSTS OF IMPROVED DETECTION

Equipment costs
Purchase, Operation, Maintenance, Replacement, Development, Redundancy, …

Alarm resolution cost
Additional Alarms & New Alarms

Costs of Complexity
Modeling
Validation
Testing

Training costs

Capability gap costs

Today’s Topic: The downstream effect of improving detection
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DETECTION MODELING IS REALLY HARD

False alarm modeling can be boiled…

Detection modeling is not so simple
Detection must be “by threat”

Is a loss of 5% in category A OK as a tradeoff for 20% improvement in category B?

Cost of false negative is challenging to estimate
Measuring detection performance depends on correlation between levels

Each screening level is different
But we need to consider the whole end-to-end system
Human-in-the-loop

False alarm modeling can be boiled…

5 /5 /

MODEL: HOW MUCH DO FALSE ALARMS COST?

Quick cost model, useful for identifying value proposition

Estimate CBRA hours
Use Morpho’s fleet-wide alarm rates

International flights run higher than domestic flights
Assumptions:

4 minutes/bag in CBRA
50% OSR clear rate

Case study of a single day at a busy int’l airport terminal
Extrapolate to TSA fleet for the year

Doesn’t account for minimum staffing considerations
Bag data from Conde Nast, which includes all airports
Assume MD handles 50% of TSA bags (Top 9 busiest airports and 17 of top 25 
have MD scanners)
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6 /6 /

FLEET-WIDE ANNUAL EXTRAPOLATION

CBRA
Trace… 
Open Bag

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
CT

15-35%

OSR

~ 50%

False Alarms

3 secs. ~20 secs. ~4 mins.

2%

Shield
Alarms

100%

~100M bags

400M bags

~8M bags ~8M bags

~50M bags

> 2500 
labor-yrs
at CBRA

58M bags
X

4 min/bagTSA-wide

Approximately half on MD EDS

7 /7 /

IMPROVED ON-SCREEN ALARM RESOLUTION

Existing OSR“Least Common 
Denominator” philosophy

Not using the full upstream capability 
downstream

High-Resolution 3D images

By-Type OSR (Fusion)
Virtual Clustering

By alarm type
By bag complexity

Expected results:
Lower CRBA rates
Better detection

Why not?
Complexity & Cost

CBRA
Trace…
Open Bag

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

CT

10-25%

OSR

~ 50%

False Alarms

3 secs. ~20 secs. ~4 mins.

1%

Shield
Alarms

100%

~6000 bags

25000 bags

~250 bags ~250 bags

~3000 bags

162
hours/day
at CBRA

3250
bags

X
3 min/bag15-35%

2% 313
hours/day
at CBRA

~8400 bags

~500 bags ~500 bags

~4200 bags

4700
bags

X
4 min/bag

Streaks level

NONE-LOW
No visible streaks, or, minimal 
streaks that do not reach the 
bags edge
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LONGER-TERM GOALS (INCLUDING SIMPLE RBS)

CBRA
Trace… 
Open Bag

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
CT

10-25%

OSR

~30%

False Alarms

3 secs. ~20 secs. ~3 mins.

1%

Shield
Alarms

50%

~6000 bags

25000 bags

~250 bags ~250 bags

~3000 bags

162
hours/day
at CBRA

3250 bags
X 3 

min/bagXYZ
10-20%

1% <100
hours/day
at CBRA

~5000 bags

~250 bags ~150 bags

~1600 bags

1750 bags
X

3 min/bag

3x reduction in labor at CBRA with existing technology

9 /9 /

DETECTION IN AN EVOLVING MULTI-LEVEL WORLD

What good is it to alarm upstream if the downstream system 
throws the alarm away?

Do changes upstream cause new types of alarms that are not 
well-suited to downstream technologies?

What about new alarms?
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10 /10 /

EXAMPLE

Addition of HME detection on Checked Bags
New alarms (toiletries) that may be hard to resolve downstream
Changes to distribution of alarm types
Additional alarms that may flood system

Capability Gap:
Are downstream operators and ETDs ready?
What can be done?
And is it simple/goof-proof?

11 /11 /

BY-TYPE ETD
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F-WORD: IMPLEMENTING BY-TYPE ETD

EDS alarm can inform ETD to lower FA (and improve 
detection)

Even if ETD & EDS are different manufacturers, assuming there is a protocol 
in place
Based on alarm characteristics 
(e.g., CT value, homogeneity, etc.)
Subject to upstream misclassification
Practical data fusion demonstration
Selecting ETD device based on these 
characteristics can improve ETD
performance
Can be automated, but not required

13 /13 /

WHAT ABOUT ADDING TECHNOLOGIES?

Diffraction

QR

Sniffing

Additional Species
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14 /14 /

WHAT‘S SO SPECIAL ABOUT XRD?

X-rays hit an object

Constructive interference 
at certain energies

Maximum energies depend on 
molecular distances

X-ray diffraction
molecular specific fingerprint

Detector

Collimator

X-Ray Source

Cone Beam

Ammonium-Nitrate

15 /15 /

XDI IN CABIN AND HOLD BAGGAGE SCREENING

Material-Specific detection of solid and liquid 
explosives

Hydrogen-
Peroxide (H2O2)
with 50% water

Water with 
sugar
(Fruit

preserves)

Bag with two 
different

containers
containing liquids

Identification of liquids with x-ray diffraction

Higher passenger satisfaction due to 
stress reduction:

No liquid removal of liquids and 
reduced secondary inspections.
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EUROPE ON FIVE PHOTONS A DAY

Would you rather have more data or better data?

Better data can yield more data
Segmentation begets aggregation
Building a spectrum one photon at a time

17 /17 /

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS

How do we measure performance in a multi-level system?

How can we allow fusion across corporate borders without 
falling into the LCD trap?

How can we be fast and flexible in responding to new threats 
and still know what we’re doing?

Does fusion increase overall system brittleness or does it just 
expose it? Does that matter?

How do we fuse with other technologies (and species) and 
avoid the multi-modal irony?

Metrics Metrics Metrics!
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16.8 Lisa Dolev: Putting Passenger Experience at the Forefront

Putting Passenger Experience at 
the forefront

Qylatron Field Results

Intelligent Systems

Preserving Life and 
our Way of Life

Lisa Dolev, PhD Founder and CEO

Agenda

What Benefit is obtained from the technology and solution?
What we do
Technology Overview
Venue Customer Requirements 
Field trails and installations
Results:
- Self Service;  Flow; Ease of Use;
- FA reduction
- Customer comments
Further Improvements
Applications for Aviation
Detection vs. Deterrence
Discussion
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What Benefits are Obtained from the 
Technology and Solution?

Delighting customers: Best passenger experience seamless, quick 
enjoyable process with added sense of personal item security and no 
divesture
More Effective Security: Objective and Subtle Risk Based Screening
Evolving Security: Continuously specialized detection
Better operational efficiencies: combining processes (Validation & 
Screening)
Better operational efficiencies:  utilizing remote and preventative diagnostics
Better operational efficiencies: replacing multiple lines, getting rid of bins, no 
divesture

What we do

New Experiences, Capabilities, Efficiencies through 
Intelligent Machines and Networks of Intelligent Machines
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Technology Overview

Bag limit: 55cm x 24cm x  33cm

Platform Intelligent
Systems

Network of
Intelligent Systems

Fused Intelligent
Dynamic Decision
QyFuseTM Fused ML 
Detection Algorithms

QyNetTM Network of 
Intelligent Machines

QylatronTM Advanced System
Integration & Resource sharing

Security
Checkpoint

Security
Mail/Parcel

Proprietary and Confidential 6
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Venue Customer Requirements 

Business

Line
Management  

and Flow

Fan and 
Guest

Experience

Rev loss 
prevention 
(prohibited

items in and 
loss out)

Security and 
Safety  

(Detection)

Brand Identity

Business and 
Operational
Efficiency

Field Trials and First Customer Installations
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Monument, USA

Airport, Brazil
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FIFA World Cup 2014
Curitiba Brazil

Event HQ, Brazil
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Airport 2,  2015

Results: Ticketing Self Service, Flow

Mega Events groups & families share cells:  800 1200/ hour
Office building individual use + validation :  450 600 / hour
Office building individual use no validation: 450 700 / hour
Airport 2 cell usage + validation: 350  450 / hour
Airport single bag + validation : 400 - 500/ hour

System Process time:  14 25 seconds depending on scan options
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Putting Passenger Experience at the 
forefront:

Customer comments
Wow!
Love that only I can touch my stuff
Cool spaceship
Reminds me of an MRI machine
Looks good Now. How long is it here?
Nice; Bravo; Charming; Beautiful (*); 
So easy so fast painless
Looks cute but what about larger bags?

Is that it? ;) Thank you very much !

How fun that it was (fast) Chick Chack.
Amazing (in Spanish)
Special experience (in French)
Bring it to France !

Easy to use
Fantastic

things out of my bag. 
This is good
Is there someone inside that checks the bags?

Venue Specific Detection FA reduction

Venue 1 Venue 2
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Application of the Qylatron Entry 
Experience Solution to aviation security and 

checkpoint

Small Bag Lane: 
We estimate roughly 50% of non business passengers carry smaller 
bags. In Europe low cost carriers have strict size and weight limit.

High Risk Security Lane: 
Utilize the risk based angle protocol, multiple angle screening, multi 

threat automated detection per cell. 

VIP/ Preferred Passenger Lane: 
Give preferred passengers special and unique experience
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16.9 Frank Cartwright: Standardization in Security Technology

Standardization in Security Technology

May 2015
ADSA-12

Frank Cartwright
Technology Portfolio Manager,

Mission Analysis  Division

Agenda

Vision
Current / Projected Challenges
Desired End-State

Path Forward
Technology Development
Targeted BAA Process
OTC Events

Current DICOS Projects 
Tool kits
ATR

2
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FUTURE VISION

TSA Office of Security Capabilities
Mission Analysis Division

3

MAD is a forward-looking technical division that aims to focus on adjacent and transformational 
investments. MAD is transitioning from providing ad hoc support as needed to leading and directing a 
cohesive, strategic future state at TSA.

Mission Analysis Future Vision

4
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Vision

Challenges:

Human Interaction (both w/ TSE & Pax)
Communication

Desired End-State:
Standardization
Integration/Interoperability
RBS
Flexibility
Modularity

etc
5 4

Single vendor supplies: imaging system, networks, 
multiplexors, baggage viewing station and automated 
threat detection (ATR)

Advantages
Single point of contact

Disadvantages
Cannot mix systems and sub-systems from multiple vendors 
Isolated screening environments 
Individual Vendor Upgrades 

6
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Dynamic Future State

The ability to rapidly respond to emerging threats and quickly insert innovative capabilities is vital to the 

Incremental development to 
achieve a dynamic screening 

system architecture

Standardized data 
formats & 

interconnectivity

Automation Centralization

Standardized
user

interfaces EDS AT

ETDAIT

TSA

CAT

BLS

Defined standards will prove necessary to deliver a screening 
equipment framework with the capacity to accommodate 

innovation and flexibility.

7

Desired Future Systems

Provides a comprehensive picture of total flight risk through aggregation of risk 
information, which allows for more dynamic allocation of resources.

By effectively routing passengers based on the level of risk they pose, the 
architecture of RBS enables TSA to gain efficiencies in the system while increasing 
security at the same time.

Modular HW and Software subsystems using industry standard interfaces and 
protocols in conjunction with APIs permit leveraging of multi-market technology 
development and investments across the supply chain.

APIs with open architectures will allow OEMs to leverage other capabilities to 
provide better performing detection platforms.  

Enhances threat management capabilities through increased situational 
awareness & control of detection equipment performance and operation and 
improve response time to new threats through automated updates. 

A standards based environment will allow uniform field data collection and sufficient 
modularity to permit independent upgrades to the scanner or the viewing stations.

RBS

STIP

APIs

CGUI &
Other
STDs

DARMS

Open
Arch.

Footprint

Comply with:

Unit $

8
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Future Opportunities

Switch to vendor-neutral airports allowing:
Open Market for multiple participants
Flexibility configure per airport and support RBS
External configuration management
Access to best systems and sub-systems
3rd party maintenance & testing
Multiple ATRs available
Plug and play CONOPS

(Standards required for communication of images, threat 
detection reports and meta-data)

9
9

PATH FORWARD

TSA Office of Security Capabilities
Mission Analysis Division

10
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Path Forward

Technology 
Development Strategy

Technical Direction (over the 
next 7-10 years)
Develop Strategic Partnerships 

with Industry, Academia, NEMA, 
3rd Parties and others.

Technology 
Development Vehicles

TSIC Open BAA
TSIC Targeted BAA: focused 
topics of interest to TSA.

OSC Technology 
Conferences (OTC)

OTC events will serve as a 
technical exchange of 
information between TSA, 
academia and industry 
partners.

11

CURRENT DICOS PROJECTS

TSA Office of Security Capabilities
Mission Analysis Division

12
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DICOS Implementation

Type: Toolkits for DICOS Validation and Integration
Objective: Develop an implementation and testing platform to assist vendors 
in translating between their own proprietary formats and DICOS, and to verify 
conformance to the DICOS v2 specification 

Key Deliverables:
DICOS implementation
Source code/executables
Conformance test software suite
User documentation

SWWC:  Enables fused systems, RBS and competition, faster time to 
market, faster deployment, and adaptable systems

13

Vendor-Neutral Automated Threat 
Recognition (ATR) Solution

Type: Third Party ATR Development
Objective: Adapt an innovative and successful segmentation and 
classification technique used in medicine to the security domain, and evaluate
the performance of the ATR solution

Key Deliverables:
Laboratory prototype ATR system
Software code/executables
User documentation, training/test reports

SWWC: Map how to work successfully with 3rd parties (concept to 
execution) in a vendor neutral networked airport. Assess 
cost/performance options in acquiring, operating and deploying security 
screening solutions

th 3 d ti ( t t

14
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Common Elements Architecture 
(CEA) Test Bed 

Type: Integration and CONOPS Test Bed
Objective: Simulate a DICOS enabled airport supporting real-world Checked 
Baggage and Checkpoint screening CONOPS, and serve as a test bed for 
analyzing variations in CONOPS

Key Deliverables:
Design specification
Test plans/reports, user documentation 
Source code/executables
Capability demonstration 

SWWC:  Highlight ambiguities/deficiencies in the DICOS v2 
specification for corrective action, in preparation for specifying a 
DICOS requirement in future system procurements. Simulate support 
for Risk Based Security -- Algorithm Switching

15

Questions

16
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Appendix

DICOS Conversion Toolkit 
and Conformance Software

The DICOS Conversion Toolkit [completed Jan 2015] provides an implementation and testing platform to 
assist vendors in translating between their own proprietary formats and DICOS, and to verify conformance 
to the DICOS v2 specification.

Enables fused systems, RBS and competition, faster time to market, 
faster deployment, and adaptable systems.

18
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16.10 Jon Glickhouse and Brian Whitty: TSA Third Party 
 Advanced Technology (AT) X-ray Market Research 

ADSA12
TSA Third 
Party Advanced 
Technology 
(AT) X-ray
Market
Research

Jon Glickhouse - TSA 
AT PMO Program Analyst
Brian Whitty - TSA  
TSIF Test Lead

1

Summary

• TSA seeks to increase efficiency and improve 
detection at checkpoints with currently 
available technology.
o Conducting industry days and other market 

research activities to identify innovative solutions 
and improvements.

o Conducting testing of selected solutions to 
determine the technical readiness level and 
capabilities and limitations.

2
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OSC and Roles

• Office of Security Capabilities (OSC): Safeguard
our nation's transportation systems through the 
qualification and delivery of innovative security 
capabilities and solutions. 

• Brian Whitty: Test and Evaluation Developmental 
Lead.  Focuses on developmental and qualification 
lab testing technology prior to operational testing in 
the field.

• Jon Glickhouse: Acquisitions and Program 
Management for Advanced Technology X-ray.

3

Goals

• TSA is assessing various ways to increase 
efficiency and throughput, as well as, improve 
detection at the checkpoint with no negative 
impact to detection capability or staffing 
levels.
o Conducting industry days and other market 

research activities to identify innovative solutions 
and improvements.

o Conducting testing of selected solutions to 
determine the readiness level.

4
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Market Research Testing

• TSA has performed market research testing* 
on third party add-ons to AT X-ray technology, 
including:
o Third Party detection algorithms
o Third Party graphical user interface (GUI)
o Remote Screening
o Baggage Handling Systems

• Automated bag diverter
• Automated bin return
• Parallel divesting

* Testing provides overview of technology and is not an official qualification test with pass/fail criteria. 

5

Results
• Detection algorithms

o Verified the ability to integrate third party detection algorithms with the 
host X-ray system, however additional detection algorithms resulted in 
an increase in bounding boxes per image and an increased false alarm 
rate.

• Remote Screening
o Remote screening reduced the noise and distractions and allowed 

Transportation Security Officers (TSO) to focus on screening X-ray 
images. However, there is concern  over the lack of communication 
between the X-ray screener and the bag check, the inability to match 
baggage to passenger types (i.e. crew luggage), and the inability to 
easily request a bag/item be re-ran through the X-ray.

6
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Results
• Baggage Handling Systems

o Automated bin/bag diverters have shown the potential to decrease TSO 
workloads at the checkpoint, however additional verification would be 
required before fielding this type of system to ensure the risk of a 
breach of a suspected bag is mitigated.

o The current requirements do not allow for any AT baggage handling 
system that requires bins be used for every passenger item.

o Parallel divest lanes showed the potential to decrease the starvation rate 
of the X-ray system, which potentially could increase throughput. 
However, it would require an active divest officer at every AT system 
and a change in passenger behavior, which has been problematic in 
limited field tests.

o Additionally, the large footprint of AT baggage handling systems limits 
the number of U.S. airports in which they could reasonable fit.

7

Next Steps

• Possible field testing and pilots.
• If interim fix is desired, possible rapid 

deployment before next generation is ready.
• Incorporate into next generation AT 

requirements.

8
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16.11 Andrew Cox: Open Threat Assessment Platform

DRAFT 

Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin 
Corporation, for the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000. SAND NO. 2011-XXXXP

Open Threat Assessment Platform 
Andrew Cox 

acox@sandia.gov 
925-294-1228 

DRAFT

DRAFT 

Context 
TSA Capability Investment Plan is high-level roadmap we’ll 
follow (Candid & Accurate) 

 
RBS: Moving the security/efficiency frontier 

Lane configurations and staffing inflexibilities limit efficiencies 
How good are current detection technologies anyway? 
 

ISIS and Foreign Fighters 
How long do we have?  What new expertise will they have? 
 

Industry landscape: Proprietary & Inflexible 
“Currently capabilities qualify for procurement against a very specific set of threat and 
operational parameters and are highly proprietary solutions. The static and inflexible nature 
of these capabilities makes it difficult to adapt to changes in the aviation threat landscape in a 
timely, cost effective manner...” 

2 
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DRAFT 

               Open API

Notional Dynamic RBS Screening Concept 

3 

The D-RBS architecture utilizes a common API to enable different logical layers 
of the system to communicate and dynamically screen passengers in real time.  
Data from multiple sources inform each successive step in the process, as well 

as the final risk decision.

Hardware Layer

Threat Detection 
Software Layer

X-ray 
Platform

X-ray 
Algorithms

Data Fusion and 
Decision-Support Layer

X-ray threat 
Signal

CAT Platform

CAT 
Algorithms

CAT threat 
signal

Prescreening
Algorithm

Prescreening
Score

CAT

atfor

X-ray

T thrcree ay th

Holistic Risk 
Decision

               Open API

DRAFT 

Broad Vision 

Dynamic Risk-
Based Screening 

Decoupled hardware 
& software lifecycles

Plug-&-play 
architecture using a 
portfolio of sensors

Standardized 
interfaces and 

protocols

Broader, more 
competitive market 

for technology

4 

Data fusion of risk 
information

Quantitative framework 
for security/efficiency 

tradeoffs

- Higher-efficiency screening

- Improved security

- Improved passenger experience

- Leverages expert TSOs

- Flexible screening that can be 
adjusted on the fly

Dynamic Risk-Based Screening (D-RBS)
A system that leverages passenger risk information to dynamically screen each 
passenger at a level commensurate with that person’s risk status and the 
current operational environment.
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DRAFT 

OTAP Value Proposition 

Dynamic Risk-
Based Screening 

Decoupled hardware 
& software lifecycles

Plug-&-play 
architecture using a 
portfolio of sensors

Standardized 
interfaces and 

protocols

Broader, more 
competitive market 

for technology

5 

Data fusion of risk 
information

Quantitative framework 
for security/efficiency 

tradeoffs

Prototype Value Proposition:  A tactical step towards Dynamic Risk-Based 
Screening that creates a marketplace for software innovation: The prototype is 
the first step in decoupling the hardware and software innovation lifecycles, 
which lowers false positive rates and closes the gap between TSA and 
adversary innovation cycles. 

Scan Processing

Data Fusion

UI

TSO
Platform Interface

Platform Interface

Platform Interface

Platform Interface

Hardware

Library
Platform

 Interface

The  Open Platform is…
• Plug-and-play
• Extensible
• Technology-agnostic

(CT, x-ray, etc.)

DRAFT 

Feasible, Limited-Scope Prototype 

6 

Open Threat Assessment Platform (O-TAP):  An X-ray detection platform that 
utilizes an open API, standard data formats, and human-annotated images, to 
aid machine learning and human factors experts in developing algorithms that 
assist TSOs. 

- Sets the foundational requirements for 
development of a D-RBS system

- Is a tangible deliverable that will clarify 
operational requirements 

- Utilizes an “accressible” X-ray sensor, 
which may be procured via:
- Vendors currently used by TSA
- Vendors not currently used by 

TSA
- In-house development
- Adjustments to existing equipment

Dynamic Risk-
Based Screening 

Decoupled hardware 
& software lifecycles

Plug-&-play 
architecture using a 
portfolio of sensors

Standardized 
interfaces and 

protocols

Broader, more 
competitive market 

for technology

Data fusion of risk 
information

Quantitative framework 
for security/efficiency 

tradeoffs
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DRAFT 

Prototype Concept  

7 

101101001
001001011
11001001

10110100
10010010
11110010
01

API
• Get_image()
• Get_data()
• Move_belt()
• Stop_belt()
• Annotate_ima

ge()
• …

Develop API to a 
non-proprietary X-ray 

to decouple the 
hardware sensor and 
detection algorithm.

Detection algorithms annotate 
the X-ray image. Human factors 

metrics track TSO search 
performance.

TSO provides ground-
truth information to the 

image.

Developers use the 
ground-truth data sets 

and human factors 
research to improve the 

threat-detect assist 
algorithms.

Improved algorithm is 
deployed to the X-ray. 

DRAFT 

Open Platform System Architecture 

8 

Xray Scanner
Image 

Processing 
Algorithms

Threat Detection Algorithms

Passenger + 
Environment = 

Risk Score

TSO GUI: 
Display 

Information & 
Image

TSO Decision

TSO UI: Input 
Ground Truth 

(annotated 
image)

Passenger 
Baggage 

Object 
Database (Includes 

Stream-of-Commerce)

Signal 
Processing 
Algorithms

Data Fusion: 
Data, Risk 
Score, etc.

TSO UI: 
Display 

Information to 
TSO

TSO Decision: 
Search?

AIT, CAT,  
ETD, BDO, etc.

Data Fusion: 
Data, Risk 
Score, etc.

Simulator

Uncertainty 
Analysis

Uncertainty 
Analysis

Uncertainty 
Analysis

UA

Scan Processing

Data Fusion

UI

TSO
Platform Interface

Platform Interface

Platform Interface

Platform Interface

Hardware

Library
Platform

 Interface

The  Open Platform is…
• Plug-and-play
• Extensible
• Technology-agnostic

(CT, x-ray, etc.)

Threat 
Characterization

Human Factors Research

Baggage 
Handling 
System

From
TSO UI:

Go to BHS and 
Xray Scanner

Risk information 
informs scans, 
algorithms, info 
displayed to TSO 
and other parts of 
the platform.

Risk Based 
Controller

Open 
Platform 

Interfaces 
(e.g. APIs)

Platform interfaces 
integrate each 
module, enabling an 
open architecture
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DRAFT 

Data Fusion

The Open Platform: Technology Agnostic 

9 

User Interface

TSO

AP
I

D
at

a

In
te

rf
ac

e

Interface

Interface

Interface

X-ray Sensor

X-ray Signal Processing

X-ray Algorithms

Interface

Interface

The Platform’s interfaces enable modules to 
communicate with each other. Modules can 

be swapped in & out.

Any sensor using the specified interfaces 
can be integrated into the Platform.

A common API and data formats 
make it easy for 3rd party 
developers to contribute 
capability.  

AP
I

D
at

a

In
te

rf
ac

e

The Platform’s extensibility simplifies 
adding in new functionality.

Sensor A Hardware

Sensor A Signal Processing

Sensor A Algorithms

Interface

Interface

Sensor B  Hardware

Sensor B Signal Processing

Sensor B Algorithms

Interface

Interface

DRAFT 

Value Chain 

10 

A dynamic risk-based screening (D-RBS) vision requires foundational changes in 
technology and architecture to drive changes in the market and ultimately changes in how a  
screening system can be assembled.  Once achieved, better security, efficiency, passenger 

experience, lifecycle costs, and industry vitality are possible.

Decouple hardware 
and software

Develop open API 
and standardize 

data format

Annotation of 
stream-of-

commerce images

Open the market for 
more competition, 

specialization

Create the 
foundations for 
plug-and-play 

architecture and 
data fusion

Create architecture 
and data-set 

necessary for robust 
algorithm

development

Foundational 
Technology

Enabling 
Benefits System ROI

Cost-effective, 
flexible, dynamic 

risk-based 
screening

Faster innovation 
cycles to evolve 

ahead of 
adversaries

More creative ways 
to apply security 
and avoid policy 

conflicts
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Strategy 
i. Bring to bear existing private sector technologies and other lab expertise in 

a systems integration effort that produces a working prototype passenger 
baggage screening Xray 
 

ii. No bi-lateral partnerships, no/few CRADAs; predominantly sub-contracts 
  ensure accountability and reduce politics 

 
iii. Modularize components of the Xray architecture to develop on parallel but 

coordinated paths;  (but need strong systems  integration and requirements 
to ensure they come back together) 
 

iv. Expose developing modules to end-user interaction very early in TRL 
evolution 
 

v. Partner with operators early in the process to validate requirements and 
test potential CONOPs 

11 

DRAFT 

Strategy 
vi. Sandia personnel mirror development for certain modules (ATR) to build 

formal and tacit knowledge that allows Sandia to be credible expert 
 

vii. Ensure key components (esp. API, Data-sets) are open-source or freely 
available to restructure the marketplace 
 

viii. Retain, build, and attract human capital within Sandia for this domain, build 
robust social network with burgeoning private-sector & academic 
community and understand how those partnerships really work. 
 

ix. Utilize TSALT tools to scope requirements and demonstrate bang-for-buck 
of OTAP 

12 
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Team 

13 

Sandia
Personnel

Expertise

Kyle Thompson X-Ray & Computer Tomography Radiography

Ed Jimenez Algorithm Development & GPU Computation

John Parmeter Chemistry & Explosives Trace Detection

Brandon Gutierrez Commercial X-Ray Systems & Explosives

Derek Trumbo Software Development; Interface Development

Dave Stracuzzi Machine Learning

Ann Speed Cognitive Psychology & TSO performance

Andrew Cox PI, Systems Analysis, & Integration

Philip Kegelmeyer Machine Learning

Paul Smith Technology Transfer

Top notch team 
assembled and now 

actively working 
together to complete 

integration plan

DRAFT 

Backup Slides 

14 
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Current RBS Screening Concept 

15 

Mitigate Threat Gain Efficiencies and 
Reduce Vulnerability

Unknown Passenger 
Screening

High Risk Screening

Known Traveler or Low 
Risk Screening 

(Pre ™)

RTTA/Behavior 
Detection

Prescreening Identity and 
Credentialing

Routing Functions Physical Screening

“Lumpiness” of 
lane staffing 
limits efficiencies 
that can be 
gained since  
dedicated 
PreCheck lane 
must be manned 
by minimum 
number of TSOs

Dedicated lane is 
manifestation of 
one-size-fits-all 
for low-risk pax 

no ability to 
dynamically 
apply security

No data-
persistence 
across the 
screening 
process to adjust 
screening

No easy, 
standard way to 
integrate new 
sensors 
Inflexible 
architecture

No layer to fuse 
data and make 
holistic decision

DRAFT 

Future RBS Screening Concept 

16 

Introduce an API and IT architecture which allows for a) data persistence, b) data fusion, 
and c) dynamic physical screening based on risk. These foundational elements will 

enable the emergence of Dynamic Risk Based Screening.

Mitigate Threat Gain Efficiencies and Adjust 
Screening According to Risk

Dynamic Risk-Based 
Screening

RTTA/Behavior 
Detection

Prescreening Identity and 
Credentialing

Adversary Routing Functions Physical Screening

Network the security components 
for data fusion and dynamic 
screening and create a non-
proprietary API to created a plug-
and-play architecture

Each security 
component 
contributes 
information 
to an overall 
risk decision
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DRAFT 

TSA Capability Investment Plan 

18 

Aviation Threat 
Detection

Real Time 
Threat 

Assessment

Integration & 
Flexibility

Systems 
Engineering & 
Governance

Intermodal 
Threat Detection

(C) Minimize divesting 
requirements

(C) Enhance canine 
threat detection

(T) Standardize tech. 
platforms, interfaces 
& data formats

(A) Enhance risk 
assessment
capabilities

Chem/Bio detection

(A) Enhance ETD 
system performance

(T) Improve TSO 
screening 
performance

(C) Improve TSA’s 
T&E processes

(A) Improve OSC 
processes & 
operations

High-throughput 
detection

(C) Enhance 
checkpoint 
imaging/X-ray tech.

(A) Enhance 
behavior-based 
detection

(C) Accelerate 
OSC’s STIP

Surveillance & 
anomaly detection

(C) Develop & deploy 
CAT

System resilience & 
recovery

(A) Enhance checked 
baggage tech.

Directly addressed by 
prototype

Key 

Influenced by 
prototype effort
Not directly supported 
through this effort

Investment Type
(C): Core
(A): Adjacent
(T): Transformational

Investment Need

DRAFT 

Implementation Case Studies 
D-RBS v1 (2006)  
BDO Rollout (2006-2011)  
Checkpoint Evolution (2008) 
AIT Rollout (2010)  
AT X-ray Rollout (2011) 

 
Main Finding: Creating and testing a prototype in the field before investing 
heavily in a new technology or system is crucial for success. 
- Iterative operational testing of early prototypes uncovers issues—especially human 

factors issues—that were not predicted by simulations or controlled experiments  
 

- Very early field testing saves time and money, and minimizes policy conflict 

 

17 
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16.12 Kenneth Fletcher: TSA’s Risk-Based Approach 
 to Passenger Screening

TSA’s Risk-Based Approach to
Passenger Screening

Advanced Development for Security Applications (ADSA12)
Personnel and Divested Items Screening at the Checkpoint

May 12, 2015
Boston, MA

Risk-Based Security (RBS)
Key Drivers

• Declining Resources
• Increasing passenger volume
• Evolving terrorist threat
• Negative public image

RBS was not developed in a vacuum.  RBS policies should be considered 
within the context of the full scope of changes implemented since 2009

• Intelligence Community Improvements
• collection, analysis, sharing

• Changes to Security Technologies
• detection capabilities, new technologies, Secure Flight

• Procedural Changes
• primary screening, alarm resolution, resource allocation 

RBS for passenger screening began in October 2011

Outcome objective of RBS philosophy is to provide the most effective 
security in the most efficient way 

RBS always intended to apply to more than just passenger screening
2
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RBS Guiding Principles / Key Precepts

• A one-size-fits-all application of security measures is unsustainable.
• The adaptive nature of the terrorist adversary makes a myopic focus on finding 

potential threat objects an unwinnable proposition. 
• Working to eliminate risk is neither fiscally nor operationally possible.
• Low-risk designation does not mean no-risk.
• Government watch lists provide the best proxy for unknown terrorists.
• Security effectiveness and facilitating legitimate traveler and commerce 

movement are not incompatible. 3

1. The majority of airline passengers are low risk. 
2. The more information available on each passenger, the easier it is to assess risk. 
3. Behavior detection and interviewing techniques are strengthened in the 

screening process. 
4. TSA optimizes screening processes and the use of technology to gain system-wide 

efficiencies. 
5. Increases security by focusing on unknowns that help to expedite known/trusted 

travelers.

Risk Based Security: Multi Attribute Value Creation

Risk
Mitigation

Trade Space

Industry
Vitality

Passenger
Experience

Fiscal/ Policy
Issues

Operational
Efficiency

Security
Effectiveness

Workforce

“We are looking at other ways to screen smarter
and use our resources in a fiscally responsible
way to provide the most effective security as

efficiently as possible, to strengthen security and
measurably improve the travel experience for

everyone.”
– Former Administrator John Pistole (2012)

4

• Security Effectiveness: how the policy impacts the overall effectiveness of security 
operations

• Operational Efficiency: how the policy impacts the efficiency of security operations
• Passenger Experience:  how the policy will affect individual passengers 
• Industry Vitality:  what are the potential financial and other implications for airports 

and airlines due to the policy
• Political Acceptance/Fiscal Implications: anticipated level of Congressional and 

public acceptance of the policy and how the policy might impact TSA’s budget
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TSA Pre ® - RBS for Passengers

• Segments passengers by risk judgment and 
provides low and lower-risk travelers an expedited 
physical screening experience 

• Improves security and resource use by focusing on 
high-risk travelers/those TSA knows less about

• Eligibility for TSA Pre ® Screening as
• Certain High Mileage Frequent Flyers
• Member of Low Risk Population (LRP)
• Enrolled in a DHS Known Traveler Program
• Via Trip-by-Trip Risk Assessment

5

Calendar Year Airlines Airports* # Expedited % Expedited

2011 2 5 225K <3.5%

2012 5 35 37M 5.8%

2013 7 102 79M 33.3%

2014 11 125 287M 44.3%

2015 Projected 15 140 320M 50%

* Expedited screening provided in standard lanes at all airports

TSA Pre ® Passenger Experience at the Airport 

TSA Pre ® Experience
Access to TSA Pre ® lane
Quicker transit through 
airport security screening
Enhanced travel experience

No Divestiture of:
Shoes
3-1-1 compliant bag 
Laptop
Light outerwear/jacket
Belts

TSA incorporates unpredictable security measures throughout the airport and no 
individual is guaranteed expedited screening

1. Access to TSA Pre ® lane (children age 12 and under traveling with 
an eligible parent or guardian are allowed)

2. Present boarding pass and ID to the Travel Document Checker 
3. Scan barcode on boarding pass 
4. If directed by the Travel Document Checker, proceed through the TSA 

Pre ® lane for expedited screening

6
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Low-Risk Population Risk Assessment Considerations

7

Threat 
Assessment

Vulnerability 
Assessment

Confidence 
Assessment

LRP*

Ease of Exploiting Expedited Screening
• Security Effectiveness
• Complexity of Barriers
• Measures to decrease exploitation
• Measure to increase detection

Intent and Capability 
• Intelligence Information
• Intrinsic Population Risk
• Legal or illegal joining risk
• Breadth and depth of information

Information Reliability/Confidence
• Degree/types of inferences
• Credibility of source information
• Deceptive Influence

* Low Risk Population

Near-Term Expansion of RBS

1. Continue expansion of TSA Pre ® with majority of passengers receiving 
expedited physical screening

• Extend airline participation (U.S. and foreign carriers)
• Additional trusted populations
• Increase TSA Pre ® Application Program enrollments
• Expand application program enrollment options

2. Adopt risk-based approach to other aspects of aviation security (e.g., 
checked baggage, air cargo)

3. Improved travel experience
• Recognition of viable non-U.S. known/trusted traveler programs
• Reciprocity with TSA Pre ® like lanes at certain non-U.S. airports
• Further collaboration with CBP, airports and airlines for 

international travelers
• Consolidated security technology to streamline security process for 

all travelers

8
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Aviation Security – The Next Ten Years

Critical Mission Drivers
• Likelihood of reduced future security funding
• Projected growth in commercial aviation
• Increasingly sophisticated terrorist tactics and tradecraft
Desired Future State
• Unified approach to aviation security across the aviation domain
• Comprehensive, multi-threat vector consideration of flight-by-flight risk 
• Improved collaboration between government and industry to deploy 

resources for greatest risk mitigation impact
• Enhanced decision support tools and analytics to inform resource decisions
• Use of risk tolerance thresholds to identify where there is unused risk 

capacity (opportunities for greater efficiencies) and excess risk (where to 
target increased mitigation measures)

• Consolidated security technology to streamline checkpoint experience and 
increase operational efficiency

9

Long Range Objectives for Aviation Security

• Create a more complete and comprehensive view of risk across the 
aviation domain

• Improve security effectiveness and overall risk mitigation for 
commercial aviation

• Employ dynamic screening / adaptive security measures allocated 
based on risk

• Provide holistic application of RBS principles system-wide
• Further risk segmentation of passengers, property, cargo
• Allocate security resources to best manage risk within acceptable 

tolerance ranges

• Reduce government and industry total costs of security while 
enhancing value for the American people

• Improve operational efficiency with more effective resource allocation 
using sound risk management principles

10
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High Total Flight Risk

Low Total Flight Risk

Potential Actions to Leverage 
Unused Risk Capacity:

Decrease Technology Settings
Lower Risk Assessment 
Threshold
Lower USP Rate
Increase Managed Inclusion

For each flight, the total flight risk can be determined by 
aggregating the risk levels of eight major dimensions…

…and when compared to the risk 
tolerance limit, potential response 
actions can be identified.

Total 
Flight 
Risk

Risk Tolerance Limit

Unused
Risk

Total 
Flight 
Risk

Excess
Risk Potential Actions to Reduce 

Excess Risk:
Assign REFS Team
Assign FAMS
Shift Cargo Risk Posture
Rebook High Risk 
Passengers
Increase USP Rate
Halt Managed Inclusion
Decrease Risk Assessment

Risk 
Tolerance 
Limit

TOTAL FLIGHT
RISK

PASSENGER
High Value Passengers (VIP)
Passengers Composition (KST, 

Lower Risk, Unknowns) 
• Connecting Flights Risk

Armed LEOs (FAMS, FFDO,
Others)

OPERATOR
Foreign vs. Domestic Carrier
Operator Risk Ranking/Score
Operator Compliance History

TECHNOLOGY
Detection Capability / Settings
False Alarm Rates
Alarm Resolution Procedures
Type of Equipment Used 
(e.g., TRX v. AT2)

FLIGHT
DEP, ARV Airport Risk 
Ranking/Score
Connecting Airport Risk 
Ranking/Score
Aircraft Size/Capacity 
Flight Path 
(Infrastructure 
Proximity)

CARGO
Known Shipper Cargo
IAC/CCSF Compliance History
High Interest Cargo
Targeting Center Hits

AIRPORT
LPD/Domestic Risk Score
Airport Compliance History
Airport KST Encounter History
Intelligence

PEOPLE
Aptitude (APR, TIPS)
Insider Threat
Performance (ASAP, Red Team)
Training
PACE

Dynamic Aviation Risk Management Solution (DARMS)

INTELLIGENCE
KST Encounters
CATA Score
SF Pre-Screening Results

(Watch list matches, rules 
matches, KTI scores)
• Threat Streams

Version 12 11

DARMS – Critical Capability Needs

• Big-data analytics to identify key risk indicators across each potential 
flight risk vector

• A multi-attribute risk algorithm for assessing risk on a per flight basis
• Collect and aggregate key risk indicator information (both direct and 

transferred) across the aviation domain 
• Assign a risk judgment to travelers and products, and track their 

movement throughout the aviation stream of commerce
• Quantify the risk-mitigation effect of each countermeasure (both 

individually and in combination) as it relates to direct and transferred 
risks at the individual flight level

• Dynamically adjust security countermeasures in response to the 
assigned risk judgment associated with the traveler or product being 
screened and the assessed risk level of the individual flight

• An appropriate collaborative government/private sector governance 
structure suited to the future risk-management environment

• Advanced decision support and data analytics visualization tools for 
aviation domain risk management

12
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One-Size-
Fits All 
Range

C
os

ts

Risk Mitigation Level

Value Curve Total Costs of Security

Most Effective 
and Efficient 

Security Range

Low

High

High

Desired Risk 
Operating Range

Adapting the Cost of Quality Curve

Optimum Total 
Value 

15

DARMS Proof of Concept Modelling

Completed at CREATE Center at USC via DHS S&T
Comparison of Current approach to future DARMS approach
•Shift from screening differentiation based on passenger risk category,

to
•Passenger screening differentiation based on flight and risk category

Used current six risk categories in TSA traveler risk continuum
•High Risk, Unknown Risk, Low Risk 1 – 4

Modeled as a threat screening game using advanced game theory
•Allows for quantitative comparison of both approaches
•Incorporates advanced adaptive adversary research
•Defender selects countermeasures strategy and attacker selects targeted 
flight and attack method
•Defender Goal:  Minimize risk across all flights and attack methods
•Adversary Goal: Maximize the negative impact

16
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Buying Down Risk

17

Flight 1 Flight 2 Flight 3 Flight 4 Flight 5

R
is

k

Desired Risk*

Current Risk

Overall Risk Reduction

• Determined by:
• Screening Resources
• Risk Tolerance Level

Solution Quality Comparison

Comparison of approaches while scaling up flights

Future provides a more effective screening strategy in all cases

18
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Specific Game Instance

Current overprotects some flights but leaves others vulnerable

Future spreads risk evenly across all flights, reducing overall risk

19

Flight Heterogeneity Comparison

For identical flights Current & Future are equivalent

Current performs worse as flight heterogeneity increases

Future adapts to heterogeneity, leading to consistent performance

20
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16.13 Sheldon Jacobson: To (Under/Over) Screen or Not to 
 (Under/Over) Screen, That is the Question

To (Under/Over) Screen
or Not to (Under/Over) Screen,

That is the Question

Sheldon H. Jacobson, Ph.D.
Professor and Director,

Simulation Optimization Laboratory
University of Illinois

Urbana, IL
shj@illinois.edu

http://shj.cs.illinois.edu

Jacobson’s research on aviation security has been supported
in part by the US National Science Foundation (CMMI 0900226)

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 1

Executive Summary
Underscreening / Overscreening occur given the
uncertainty associated with risk assessment and
limited security resources available.

Right Screening is ideal, but challenging to attain
for all passengers.

TSA Precheck implicitly focuses on underscreening,
which is why it makes the air system safer, in low
risk, cost constrained environments.

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 2
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November 2014 Presentation

Discussed the benefits of prescreening.

Discussed how economics can impact the
screening resources allocation and utilization
equation.

Introduced the concepts of underscreening
and overscreening.

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 3

4

Screening Assessment

What is known: As risk increases, likelihood of a
security threat outcome increases.

What is not known: Exact relationship between
risk and security outcome.

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015
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Security Resources

What is known: Security resources are limited.

What is not known: Exact manner in how
security resource limitations impact their
allocation.

* Stochastic Knapsack Problem

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015

Retrospective Security
Resource Allocation

Know everyone’s risk before they enter security
screening; allocate security resources to match risk.

Final Assessments: Was there a successful attack?
Was the system being tested?

Assumptions:
Security resources are limited.
Screening procedures make errors

* False alarms, False clears.
DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 6
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Screening Procedure Reality
Screening decisions are made in real time.

Each passenger has a risk profile
* Used to determine the security
resources allocated to their screening.

Three possible scenarios:
Right Screening
Under Screening
Over Screening

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 7

Right Screening
Security resources allocated to a passenger match
the retrospective security resource allocation.

Multilevel Passenger Screening Problem (MPSP):
Maximizes the security of the system, subject to

1) security resource constraints / limitations,
2) performance limitations of these resources,
3) security devices / procedures may be

assigned to multiple security classes.

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 8
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Over / Under Screening

Security resources allocated to a passenger
do not match the retrospective security
resource allocation

Under too few resources are allocated

Over too many resources are allocated

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 9

Consequences
Underscreening

Security resources are under utilized.
Will system be more vulnerable?

Overscreening
Security resources are over utilized
Is system being too cautious?
Will system be more vulnerable?

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 10
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By How Much?
One can count …

1) Number of passengers that are under/over
screened,

2) How far are passengers under/over screened.
The number of security classes below /above the
correct class a passenger should be assigned.

Question: Does it matter WHO is under/over screened?

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 11

Key Factors and Assumptions
There is inherent risk in the system.

* P{A passenger is carrying a threat with
nefarious intent}.

System risk is low.

Security must estimate this level of risk.
* Tendency is to overestimate level of risk.

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 12
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Overestimating Risk

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 13

True risk level ( ) < estimated risk level ( ’).

System is safer ( ) than people believe it to be ( ’).

Resources remain limited for each security class.

Underscreening Error

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 14
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Discussion

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 15

When risk is overestimated, high value security
resources get used on low risk passengers,
which may leave fewer high value security
resources available for high risk passengers.

This leads to high risk passengers being
underscreened, particularly as high value
security resources get depleted.

Discussion

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 16

When risk is underestimated, high value security
resources get used primarily on high risk
passengers, which targets more closely the high
value security resources for high risk passengers.
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Overscreening Error

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 17
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Discussion

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 18

When risk is overestimated, high value security
resources get used on low risk passengers,
which may leave fewer high value security
resources available for high risk passengers.

This also leads to low and medium risk
passengers being overscreened.
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Discussion

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 19

When risk is underestimated, high value
security resources get used primarily on high
risk passengers, which targets more closely the
high value security resources for high risk
passengers.

Key Observations
In low risk environments, overestimating risk leads
to a greater mismatch between security resources
and passenger risk.

In low risk environments, underestimating risk
leads to lower levels of underscreening and
(mostly, for M small) lower levels of overscreening,
compared to overestimating risk.

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 20
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By How Much?
When passengers are under/over screened,
can we quantify by how much?

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 21
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What about in High Risk
Environments?

Resources are typically too constrained to be
effective.
Most passengers are underscreened.
Systems may need to be shut down (9/11).

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 22
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Consequences

By underestimating system risk, fewer
passengers are incorrectly screened than when
system risk is overestimated

TSA Precheck exhibits this effect.

TSA Precheck makes the air system safer.
* Resource matching

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 23

Gaming Strategies

Blocking
Overtaxing
Timing
Trial and Testing

All can disrupt the system in
limited resource environments

DHC ADSA12 12 13 May 2015 24
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16.14 Graeme Goldsworthy and Diederik Stolk: Application of 
 Wargaming to Aviation Security

www.goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com
info@goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com

Application of Wargaming to Aviation Security
May 12th, 2015
Graeme Goldsworthy  (GBR)
Diederik Stolk (NLD)

1

NATO Wargame during
Exercise. Noble Ledger 2014

“Adversarial by nature, a Wargame is a representation of conflict activities not 
involving actual forces, using rules, data and procedures, in which the flow of events 

shapes, and is shaped by, the decisions made by the players during the course of 
those events.” (Peter Perla)

Clients include:
About us:

We aare not aviation security specialists. 

We are game designers and training experts in 
the field of security.

We will talk about (war)gaming.

www.goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com
info@goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com

•  Wargames at all levels educate, train and inform.
•  Applied in various security contexts for different 

purposes ranging from planning logistics to testing 
security protocols and designing business 
strategies.

•  It provides an opportunity to understand and take 
risks in a structured learning environment, without 
real world consequences.

•  Allowing organisations and individuals to learn, 
improve & adjust (organisation, team, individual).

•  Gives insight into human behaviour.

So why should TSA - and you - care?

WARGAMING SAVES LIVES, 
MONEY and TIME. 

2

Strategic

Tactical

OrganisationIndividual

•  Planning complex security operations

•  Joint agency training

•  Design policy and 
future protocols

•  Identify strategic risks

•  Subvert & stress test technologies

•  Design (joint) strategies

•  Train staff processes

•  Joint agency training in 
operational procedures

•  Identify & integrate human 
factor in security dilemmas

•  (Joint) planning 

•  Gain new insights —> 
optimize behaviour

•  Practice skills

•  Learn procedures

•  Learn new 
technologies

•  Practice skills

•  Gain new insights

•  Collaborate in a multi-
stakeholder environment

•   Improve decision-making
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www.goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com
info@goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com

What’s expected from the training audience:
 Preparation.
 Open mind, willingness to test assumptions.
 Be unbiased and objective. Do not jump into 
conclusions. 
 Dare to play an intelligent enemy (Red 
Teaming).
 Strict adherence to plans, assumptions and 
conditions determined prior to the start of 
wargame.
 Follow instructions of facilitators.
 Allow training artificiality.
 Accept positive – as well as negative – 
outcomes.

4

“War is the province of chance. In no other sphere of 
human activity must such a margin be left for this 

intruder. It increases the uncertainty of every 
circumstance and deranges the course of events”.

But most importantly…
ACCEPT RISK!!!

Clausewitz
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Move Cognition 

SSME 
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CM & OA 

Consolidation 
& Discussion  

Summary 

Player B 
action 

Player A 
reaction 

Player B 
reaction 

Initial 
Situation 

www.goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com
info@goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com

In teams create a simple concept of an attack.

You are: A fanatical terrorist group
Your intent: To destroy confidence in

aviation security

Your capabilities: 4 people
A bomb
2 guns
2 bladed weapons
4 mobile telephones 

15 minutes. Write down your concept in 5 
bulletpoints (why, where, when, who, what).
Determine your chances of success

CChatham House rules apply.
Results will not be published.
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•  What would you consider as success?

•  What are your chances of success?

•  List three key assumptions you made in formulating your plan?

•  Which insights did you gain?

•  Was the process helpful?

Chatham House rules apply.
Results will not be published.

www.goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com
info@goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com

"War with Japan had been re-enacted in 
the game rooms at the Naval War 
College by so many people and in so 
many different ways, that nothing that 
happened during the war was a 
surprise ... absolutely nothing except the 
kamikaze tactics toward the end of the 
war; we had not visualized these." 

...actually the Naval War College had 
wargamed kamikaze attacks, but the 
officer in charge had ruled the idea to 
be crazy and hadn't passed on the 
results to the Admiral. 
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www.goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com
info@goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com

Some of our experiences:

Military   at all levels, e.g. Combat Readiness Evaluation for NATO Response Force 
(NRF) 2015.

Civil Defence  crisis response e.g. attacks on Critical National Infrastructure (CNI). 

Counter-Terrorism  training interagency decision-making. 

Business  used to test business plans for financing. 

Universities  show the linkages between military and political decision-making.

Governance  developing and testing resource strategies.

www.goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com
info@goldsworthy-stolk-associates.com

We do not know of any significant structured adversarial wargaming system used at large 
scale to train and test aviation security.

We see opportunities for the application of wargaming in the following areas:

•  Using gaming to train staff and test technology at security checkpoints.

•  Gaming general onsite security using multiple threats.

•  Designing games for management decision-making in aviation security. 

•  Team building ensuring that operators (teams) work effectively. 

•  Testing Concepts (CONOPS), plans and Courses of Action (COAs).

•  Teaching your staff red-teaming (increased security through subversion).   
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GS&A mission:

Clients include:

Preparing professionals to succeed with their mission. 

Our non-dogmatic training solutions save lives, money 
and time in the areas of security, crisis response and 
civil military interaction.
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16.15 Carl Crawford: Call to Order Day 2

1

Twelfth Advanced Development for Security Applications 
Workshop (ADSA12):

Screening of Personnel and Divested Items at The 
Checkpoint

Call To Order
Day 2

Carl R. Crawford
Csuptwo, LLC

Reminders
• Fill out questionnaire on Survey 

Monkey
• End at 4:30 PM today
–Please stay to end if possible

• Comments welcome after 
conclusion

2
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ADSA13 Provisional Topics
• ADSA12 continuation 

– Conops
– Risk: measure, use 
– Deterrence
– Fusion review
– Third party developments and deployment
– Case studies

• Computer simulations
– X-ray transmission, back-scatter, diffraction, MMW, 

neutrons
– Standardized phantoms

• Improving statistical significance of testing
3
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16.16 Jonah Gollub: Millimeter Wave Imaging using 
 Metamaterial Transceivers

May 12 13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

Jonah Gollub
Duke University

Millimeter Wave Imaging using Metamaterial
Transceivers

May 12 13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

metaImager Team and Funding
David R. Smith
Dr. Jonah Gollub
Dr. Hayrettin Odabasi
Dr. Mohammadreza Imani
Dr. Okan Yurduseven
Dr. Tomas Slovensky
Michael Boyarsky (grad)
Nick Caira (grad)
Vinah Gowda (grad)
Guy Lipworth (grad)
Tim Sleasman (grad)
Parker Trofatter

David Brady
Dr. Daniel Marks
Ruoyu Zhu (grad)

Matt Reynolds
Dr. Daniel Arnitz
Andreas Pedross Engel (grad)

Larry Carin
Dr. Xuejun Liao

Guillermo Sapiro
Dr. Mauricio DelBracio

EVOLV Technology
Mike Ellenbogen (CEO)
Anil
Mike LitchfiChitkaraeld
Peter Conway
Scott Macintosh
Alec Rose

University of Utah
David Schurig
(grad)
(grad)

Teledyne
Bobby Briare
Adam Young

Nan Jokerst
Dr. Talmage Tyler

This work was supported by the Department of
Homeland Security, Science & Technology
Directorate (Contract No. HSHQDC 12 C 00049). The
published material represents the position of the
author(s) and not necessarily that of the DHS.
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Current Standard in Airport Screening 
(L3 Pro-Vision)

Millimeter wave screening  via mechanical 
scanning of an array of antennas. A 3D 
image is obtained.

May 12-13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 
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May 12 13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

Limitations of The Current Technology:
• Detection: The current technical approaches are

beleaguered by blind spots and false positives.

• Deployment: The Bulky form factors and
infrastructure needs (power, structural) set limits on
equipment placement.

• Cost: The Economics determine the number of
devices that can be deployed and the resulting
passenger throughput (and annoyance). But further,
it constrain the overall “architecture” of security
screening.
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Metamaterial Millimeter Wave Imager

May 12 13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

The Focus of The AIT Flat Panel
Development effort is to:

• Develop Real time imaging that enables dynamic
threat monitoring and “no stop” screening.

• Utilize Sensors with a low profile and form factor
which can be deployed and adopted to a variety
of environments.

• Enable a new security paradigm of “graduated”
security zones. Inconspicuous sensors that can
be deployed in a manner allowing increasing
scrutiny as one approaches a secure zone (more
appropriate for todays security needs).
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May 12-13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

Computational Imaging + Aperture Design Flexibility

Phased Array

Synthetic Aperture

Meta-imager approach

• Complex beam patterns (not necessarily 
orthogonal) can be used to sample a scene.

• This approach allows flexibility in the 
aperture design and allows the aperture to 
be tailored to a particular scene scenario 
(and their requirements for speed and 
economics). 

May 12 13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

• Introduce computational imaging and meta
surfaces as a useful platform for security Imaging.

• Provide an overview of the Meta Imager
architecture and our prototyping effort.

• Discuss our experimental imaging results and
current metrics.

• Sketch our future development efforts

Agenda
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Computational Imaging 

Apert
ure
ETX

propagation domain
target

,g x y , ,f x y zf

Probe
ERX

Generally, the imaging problem can 
be presented in the discrete form:
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> Meas. Modes = (freq. steps)(transmit panels)(receive panels)
> Inverse is ill-posed, but matched filter or iterative minimization process can 

be used (TwIST, etc.):
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May 12 13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

System Optimization (Virtualizer Simulator)

Optimization is best performed with a
customized simulation software suite
(Virtualizer):

• Simplified forward model based on
the Born Approximation (no multi
path effects)

• Panels discretized into magnetic
dipoles and fields calculated with
greens function propagator
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May 12-13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

MetaAntenna (Scene Encoder)

Aperture consists of metamaterial 
elements with random resonance 
frequencies. 

Aperture produces diverse modes as 
a function of frequency.

Frequency scan encodes scene 
information on frequency 
measurements (18-26 GHz). Both 
range and cross-range measured.

Each element 
radiates as a 
magnetic dipole, with 
polarizability of:

cELCs Design

2

2 2
0

1m
F

i

May 12 13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

Virtualizer Capabilities

The Virtualizer allows “statistical”
optimization of the system (but not
direct analytic predictions):
• Analysis of panel/probe Layout
• Analysis of the panel design

(element Q, size, feeding)
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Panel Characterization

Complex apertures require detailed
characterization of radiated fields.
Scan area: 76.5 x 68.5 cm2; step size 5 mm.
21k samples.
12.1 hours per polarization (6 feeds, 
101 frequency samples).

NEAR-FIELD SCANNING

May 12 13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

Panel Fabrication

rear panel front panel

56 cm x 44 cm.

Frequency diversity: 101
independent modes.

Spatial diversity: 6 feed points.

~600 measurement modes,
maximum.

Noise reduces number of
measurement modes.

Single low gain probe for
receive.

SINGLE PANEL SPECS
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Determining Measurement Matrix

For full scale imaging scene at diffraction limit, 30+ GB of 
data must be accessed (big data challenges).
The H-matrix is built on the fly from a set of field lookup 
tables over the imaging regime.

H GENERATION

May 12-13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

MetaImager: Architecture

Tx: 12 Panels

Rx: 24 
Antennas

Rx: 
Low Gain
Antennas

Tx: 
Meta-Panels

PC

Kinect 
Sensor

Radio,
Digitizer,

Controller

Generate 
H (fields 

over ROI)

Take background measurement 
(one time, all ports)

Apply 
reconstruction 

algorithm 
(MF, TwIST, etc) 

Apply 
ATD

Kinect image 
(determine 
region of 
interest)

Acquire measurement 
of Target (for selected 

panel/probe 
combinations)

Subtract 
background 

measurement

Display 
image

Measurement Process
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Imaging Results (under review for release)
• Imaging Status: Imaging full size mannequin target and threat

objects
• Metallic phantoms are clearly observed and dielectric

objects have secondary observable properties that can be
used for detection

• Reconstruction time: ~1 minute per image (90% is data
acquisition that is the result of mechanical switching).
• Utilizing advanced factorization algorithm for reconstruction.

• Resolution: At the aperture diffraction limit for small objects (<1
cm).

• System architecture: composed of a few core components
(single radio, passive panels/probes, and a switching network).

May 12 13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

Future System Improvements
• Speed: (Next phase is targeting 10 fps)

• Moving to electronic switching
• Upgrading the radio for parallel data acquisition and

faster sweeping.
• Improving panel radiation diversity, Q (reducing the

number of necessary measurement modes)

Image Quality: (Coverage)
• Redistribution of panel/probe layout to improve

viewing angles
• Implementing multiple look techniques (further down

the road)
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May 12-13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

Backup Slides

May 12 13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

Summary

• The MetaImager approach, combined with
computational imaging techniques, provides a path
towards a real time security imaging devices and
economical deployment of them.

• The Meta Imager concept can support new strategies
for security screening (sensor fusion, redistribution,
etc.).
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The scene is represented by a
reflectivity function.
Measurements of the scene can
be taken, represented by, either
parallel or sequential.
A forward model relates scene
reflectivity to the measurements.
The basic imaging equation can
be written:

g x H x,x f x dx

COMPUTATIONAL IMAGING

May 12 13, 2015

ADSA 2015, Boston, MA

Center for Metamaterials and Integrated Plasmonics, Duke University 

Characterizing Imaging Quality

smin

smax

> The set of measurement modes can
be characterized by their singular
value spectrum:

> If H is NxM, then is NxM diagonal
matrix of positve real values.

> Uncorrelated modes have a flat
spectrum, while correlated modes
lead to non flat SV.

> Condition number relates the ease
of matrix inversion

> Presence of noise truncates SV
spectrum (introduces effective
rank)

H U V

Singular value decomposition relates
the actual information contained in the
measurement modes over a given
imaging regime.
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16.17 Brian Gonzales: Multibeam X-ray CT for the Checkpoint

MULTIBEAM X-RAY CT FOR 
THE CHECKPOINT  
 
 
 
 

XX INRAY 
®

systems

Brian Gonzales 
May 13, 2014

So What? Who Cares? 
2

Checkpoint baggage screening has limited ATR and has difficultly with overlapping 
items, electronics, and liquids due to limited x-ray views. 

Checkpoint baggage screening currently requires passengers to divest liquids and 
electronics which increases the number of scanned items and frustrates passengers. 

ATR at the checkpoint will increase detection, improve passenger experience, and reduce 
load on operators.  

ATR may increase PFA, require a significant change in CONOPS, and may not be able 
to automatically detect edged weapons and firearms. 

ATR requires CT like images. Current CT systems do not easily fit into the current 
checkpoint. 
Fixed gantry CT systems could be a better fit into the checkpoint, provide faster 
imaging, and operate more reliably.  
XinRay’s Checkpoint CT solution: 

Combines CNT multibeam tubes with fixed gantry CT geometry. 
Provides high resolution dual energy CT images with high belt speed in a system that fits into the 
current checkpoint layout. 
Has a simple and modular design. 
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Checkpoint Scanning Solutions 
3

Small footprint 
Fast belt speed 
Low power consumption 
High resolution 2D images 
Lower acquisition & maintenance cost 
Currently Deployed 

Improved ATR  
No to need divest bags 
Improved threat detection  
3D images  
Reduced operator load 
Lower lifetime costs 

Challenges: 
Poor material discrimination  

Overlapping items 

Divest liquids and laptops  

Rescans only way to change orientation of 
bag  

Fewer passengers per hour 
High personnel costs 

Challenges: 
High acquisition & maintenance costs 
Heavy & large footprint 
Slow belt speed 
High power consumption 
Edge weapons and firearms 
Change in current checkpoint CONOPS 
Increased False Alarm Rate (PFA) 

Single/Dual view Checkpoint CT (Not Deployed) 

4

XinRay’s Checkpoint CT 
1. More views for a fixed-gantry 

system: 2.5 focal spots per cm 
 

2. Simple design: conveyor belt is 
only moving part of the system 
 

3. Footprint, weight, power 
consumption similar to AT-2 
 

4. High resolution CT images and 
high resolution 2D projection 
images 
 

5. Maintains high resolution imaging 
at high belt speeds 
 

6. Modular and adaptable system 
design 

 

AT-2 System 
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XinRay’s Multibeam Tubes 
5

filament 

Conventional 
X-ray tube technology 

CNT Cold emitter 
Technology from UNC 

Linear multibeam tube for  
3D mammography Tested in Oncology 

department at UNC 

Linear Array 
Circular CT Geometry 

Square geometry for fast tumor tracking 

Fast switching in any geometry without motion 

Fixed Gantry  

Faster high resolution imaging: 
~70 Hz equivalent CT rotation 

No motion blur due to moving focal spots 

Allow for more freedom in imaging 
sequence: 

Optimize number and distribution of views 
to maximize image quality and belt speed 

Variable dwell time, allows for 2D 
projection images 

Belt is only moving part 
Reduced failure due to mechanical motion 

No g-force strain on the system 

No power required to move gantry 

Everything except tube is off-the shelf, 
relativity inexpensive, and simple to 
replace and maintain 

 
 

6
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Fixed Gantry Reconstruction 
7

Challenges: 
Lack of circular symmetry 
Increased x-ray scatter 
Iterative reconstruction takes too long 

Solutions: 
Iterative reconstruction 
Iterative scatter suppression 
Implement on GPUs 

XinRay’s Iterative Reconstruction: 
Real-time dual energy iterative reconstruction 
with a voxel size of 1.0 mm by 1.0 mm by 1.6 
mm. 
Implemented using two GPUs. 

 

3D Renderings of NIST Phantoms 

Imaging 
8

Projection Image 3D Volume CT Image 

 
Easier integration into current checkpoint 
CONOPS 
Allows TSO to screen for edged 
weapons and firearms 

 
Allows TSO to screen bags without 
rescanning at different orientations 
Provides 3D information for EDS quality 
ATR 
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CT at the Checkpoint 
9

New CONOPS 
Run belt at fast belt speed with minimal stopping of the belt 

Use ATR to identify explosive threats 

Allow passengers to keep liquids and electronics in bags 

Provide 2D projection images to TSO to screen for edge weapons and firearms 

Use 3D volume images for first level alarm resolution 

Risk-Based Screening 
Adaptive imaging based on individual passenger risk 

Can increase current, dwell time, and number of views to increase image quality at the 
cost of belt speed 

Adaptive ATR algorithms 

Future work 
Spectral detectors in place of dual energy detectors 

Adaptive CT imaging 

System Reliability 

The key system component lifetime reliability are the multibeam x-ray 
tubes. 

X-ray tubes have a projected lifetime of 5-6 years so the tubes will have 
planned replacement once in the lifetime of the system. 

X-ray tubes have built in redundancy to reduce the risk of failure.  

Other system components are off-the shelf and easy to access in the 
system design, requiring minimal system down time to maintain and/or 
replace. 

 

10
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System Costs 
11 

System acquisition cost close to existing high-end dual-view imaging systems 
and significantly less than current small CT systems 
 Maintenance costs will be comparable to existing dual-view systems due to: 

Easy access to system components due to simple system design 
Reduced mechanical wear down on system 
Redundancy in the x-ray tubes 

 Total Cost of ownership is projected be significantly lower than both CT and 
dual-view systems due to: 

Reduced number of operators resulting from: 
Fewer rescans 
ATR for identifying explosive threats 
No need for passengers to divest liquids and electronics 

Lower maintenance and acquisition cost compared to conventional CT 

 

12

 
 
 

Questions 
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16.18 Carl Bosch: Benefi ts of Spectral Detectors 
 and Non-Rotating Gantries

Benefits of Spectral Detectors and Non Rotating Gantries

Fixed Source / Sparse View
Explosive Detection System

• Fixed switching X ray
Sources

• Spectral Photon Counting
Detectors

• Iterative Reconstruction in
real time >50 slices/sec

• TSA Certified April 2014

ADSA12 – 13 May 2015Carl M. Bosch

So What … Who Cares

• Fixed source configurations have demonstrated
capability to detect thin targets and certify

– Question is no longer “Will it work?”
– Question is now “How sparse can you get?”

• Spectral detectors enable material discrimination
using Z effective

– Multiple sources for CZT and ASICs
– Choices for number & size of energy bins

• Fixed source configurations offer significant
reliability and cost benefits

– Lower operating stress … power level, duty cycle, G forces
– Minimizes mechanical failure modes … less “wear out”

• Flexible platform with many degrees of freedom for
Compressive Sensing

– View (measurement) modifications
… order, timing, kVp, spectrum, aperture(s) …

– Adaptive measurement scenarios

Why now?

Why in the future?

https://www.mitre.org/.../assessing technical maturity

http://www.cirrus.com/en/quality/reliability.html
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Fixed Source Geometry

SureScan Proprietary Information

X-ray Source Tube Assemblies (28 total)

X-ray Detector Assemblies
2 side + 1 top-down Light Curtain

Scan Plane A

Scan Plane C

Scan Plane B

Fixed Source Scanner Configurations

Benefits
• Enables wide range of measurement options

– Source / Detector Placement
– Source Multiple Detectors / Multiple Sources Detector
– View ordering … Think Solid State vs Rotating Disk Drives

• Unlimited view hopping patterns / even adaptive ordering

– Lower mechanical complexity and stress … static 1g loads
– Source redundancy (n out of m sources/views)
– Multiple high quality 2D projection views

• However … sparse views
• Wide in plane acceptance angles / allows more scatter
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Non-Rotating Gantries

Parameter Rotating Fixed Source Comments
Angular coverage Full 360 … redundant

data
Fixed sources with 180
degree coverage

Reduce redundant data
(measurements)

Dwell
(time per view)

Limited to #views per
revolution x RPM
… constrained by motion
blur

Variable / Adaptive
… constrained by time per
slice

Enables sparse views
… compressive sensing

View ordering Constrained by motion Random / Adaptive Minimizes mutual
information in sequential
views

Reconstruction Analytic (FBP) or Iterative
solutions

Iterative solutions (ART,
EM, AM, …)

Requires more processing …
allows wider range of
solutions

Reliability Mechanical failure
modes … wear out

Electrical failure curve …
no wear out

Higher availability
Lower failure rate
Faster repair cycle

http://www.impactscan.org/dosesurveysummary.htm

Multi-Energy Photon Counting Detectors

Benefits
• Zero noise floor

… information in every photon … Low flux
• Direct conversion

… room temperature operation
• Set gains and trims for consistent, stable

performance

• Count rate limited … ~106 cps/mm2
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Spectral Detectors

Parameter Flux Integrating Energy Sensitive Comments
Efficiency High High High efficiency with detectors

2.0 mm thick

Signal
Conversion

2 stage conversion
Photons light
electronic signal

Direct conversion
Photons electronic
signal

Higher conversion efficiency

Consistency High High More consistent, uniform
performance with Traveling
Heater Method (THM) devices

Noise Floor Limited by dark current No Noise … every
photon counts

Operate at lower flux levels

Energy
Resolution

Requires multiple detectors
or sources with different
energy / filters

~8% FWHM Energy
Resolution
Multiple energy bins

Uses energy information in
every photon

Dynamic Range Large Limited by saturation
count rate

Trade off count rate with
accuracy of multi energy
information

Electronics Multiple options Multiple options
(ASICs)

Many options available with
open interface to vary/tune
operating parameters

Exploiting Improvements after Certification

SureScan x1000 Scanner … certified with legacy algorithms
… however, using the same data with improved reconstruction

10x improvement in
Image Quality

Improved ROC
+ 4 pts AUC

https://www.mitre.org/.../assessing technical maturity

… with large potential
for future additional
improvements
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BACKUP

SureScan Proprietary Information

System Requirements

• Physical Characteristics
– Dimensions & weight (W x H x L) 7.3’ x 7.5’ x 16’; 13,250 lbs
– Operating environment 10°C up to 40°C; 10% to 85%, non condensing, air cooled

• Power requirements
– Scanner: 400/480/575 VAC +/ 5%, 3 phase, 50/60 Hz, 15 amps (typical loads) at 480 VAC
– CT/Multiplexer Rack: 208 VAC, 50/60 Hz; 3 drops (one 15 amps, two 10 amps typical loads)

Power consumption Scanner: 7.5 kW typical. 50% less power than rotating gantry
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16.19 Tim Rayner: Multi-Energy X-Ray Detection Applied to
 Liquid and Solid Explosives

3 June, 2015

Multi-Energy X-Ray Detection Applied to 
Liquid and Solid Explosives
Tim Rayner, ADSA 12

Image Image Image

© MultiX

> So What? Who Cares?

> The Technology: 

Multi-energy (ME) x-ray detection and processing

> What benefit could TSA ( and RoW) obtain from my technology? 

Improved threat detection 

Improved throughput and passenger facilitation

Capable of being retrofit to existing equipment

> So What?

Increase security and lower operating costs (retrofit)

> Who Cares?

Passengers: Faster checkpoints, less aggravation

TSA: More efficient checkpoints, lower staffing levels, can be done now

3 June, 2015 2

Multi-Energy

Dual Energy
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© MultiX

More on “So What?”

• To improve threat detection performance for ALL x-ray based
detection systems

• How: Use a new metric for discrimination with high resolution
multi-energy detection

• Now: COTS ME detector for conventional line-scan X-rays
• Hardware: ME100 V3 DAS, retrofit capable

• Software: ME Image Processing Algorithms (Zeff)

• Future: 2 Directions

1. High Flux Applications: High Flux ME capability for CT applications

2. High Energy Resolution: High Energy Resolution for low flux scatter
applications

3 June, 2015 3

© MultiX3 June, 2015 4

Now: Conventional X-Ray 

• The goal is to support platform performance improvements and 
lifecycle extension

- Ensure that conventional x-ray system platforms can continue to improve in 
performance.

• Fill the performance gap between current dual energy (DE), 
multi-view and CT technology:

- Low FAR on dual view systems, low cost (<$150K), compact size and easy operation

• Multi-Energy
- Improved threat identification (especially HMEs)

- Improved spatial resolution

- Retrofit capable 

- Low cost alternative
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© MultiX3 June, 2015 5

Hardware

• Form Fit and Function

• The ME100 DAS is designed to replace 
the conventional DAS

• Same size DAS enclosure

- Retrofit

- New design

• DAS boards shown in detector box in a 
conventional dual view linescan x-ray 
system

• Improved rigidity and adjustment makes 
installation simple and improves reliability 
and stability

• Other parts include interface board 
and power supply

ME100 retrofitted to a AT2 System

© MultiX 6

Initial Retrofit Results: Zeff Comparison

Zeff for some explosive simulants as a function of thickness :
- Dot Lines on the graphs represent tabulated values

- ME brings higher accuracy (bias) and precision ( ) : factor 4 to 5(both cumulated)

3 June, 2015

Dual Energy DE Multi-Energy ME
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© MultiX

More on “Who Cares?”

• The main reason to deploy the ME100 is for improved threat 
identification.
- This is achieved through better material discrimination

- Which leads to lower false alarm rates

- Which leads to higher throughput, reduced staffing levels and lower cost

- Which leads to improved passenger facilitation

- Progress:
- ME integration within various leading OEM conventional x-ray equipment

• Results

• Liquid Explosives: Divested LAGs (a good example)

• Solid Explosives: Complex imaging situations and Personal Electronic Devices (PEDs)

• Alarm Resolution

3 June, 2015 7

© MultiX

Liquid Explosives: Divested LAGs (OEM 1)

Objects
– 24 benign items in plastic containers, 
– 3 threats, ab 100 scans each : NM-real, HP-sim, NG-sim

8

ME

DE

Criteria
– Mean Zeff values for each of the 3 

threats

PFR of 99%
- ME=> FAR  9,6 %
- DE=> FAR  28,9 %

- NM: Nitromethane (500ml), 
- HP: Hydrogen Peroxide  70% simulant 

(500ml), 
- NG: Nitroglycerine simulant (500ml)

3 June, 2015 8

9,6 % 28,9 %

FAR reduction by factor 3
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© MultiX

Liquid Explosives: Divested LAGs (OEM 2)

- Objects:
- 3 Benign items (baby milk, hair gel and mouthwash)

- 1 “Threat” item (water)

- Criteria: Mean Zeff values for each of the 3 threats

9

PoD= 100 %

FAR = 3 %

PoD= 100 %

FAR = 33 %

Dual Energy Multi-Energy

3 June, 2015 9

FAR reduction by factor 10

© MultiX

Liquid Explosives: LAGs in Bags with Overlap

3 June, 2015 10
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© MultiX

Solid Explosives: Cluttered Bag Overlap Experiments

3 June, 2015 11

TNT overlap recovery from various objects found in 
bags:

chocolate (35 mm), paper (50 mm), magazines (13 
mm) and bed linen (22 mm)

Processing allows recovery of the TNT Zeff (within 0.1)

TNT 
simulant

7.48
7.32

Chocolate clutter case

Chocolate

© MultiX12

Solid Explosives 2: Sheet Explosive + Tablet

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
6

8

10

12

14

16

18

Pixel

Ze
ff

PE/PVC
PE/FE
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16
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Pixel

Ze
ff

PE/PVC
PE/FE

Previous method

POM 5 mm

New method(3)

POM 5 mm

Background 
substraction 

Zeff PED + 5 mm POM. Recovered Zeff (POM) with background 
substraction

Zeff 5 mm POM.

POM  reference 

Threat? Threat?

Reference

Red : new method (3)

Blue : previous method

Red : new method (3)

Blue : previous method

Red : new method (3)

Blue : previous method

- Objects:
- Explosive sheet simulant 

(5mm)

- Tablet

- Processing:
- Zeff recovery methods

- Comparison of new and old 
methods
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© MultiX

Solid Explosives 3: Sheet Explosive + Laptop/Tablet

1
3

Computer Computer + Sheet 
5mm C4

Computer + Sheet 
11mm C4

- Objects:
- Explosive sheet simulant (5mm)

- Laptop

- Processing:
- Zeff recovery methods

- Comparison of new and old methods

Actual Zeff (C4) Recovered Zeff (C4 
11mm sheet)behind 
laptop

Recovered Zeff (C4, 5mm 
sheet) behind tablet

7.23 7.38 7.52

© MultiX

Alarm Resolution

> Checkpoint alarm resolution is an important step.

> Due to there being a non-zero false alarm rate there is always a need 
to do alarm resolution

> Current checkpoints cannot handle current AT2 false alarm rates with 
secondary search

> It is inevitable that On Screen Resolution will be employed to match the 
secondary search rate capability

> On Screen Resolution Requirements:

High spatial resolution

Good contrast

Good penetration

Efficient image processing tools

3 June, 2015 14
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© MultiX3 June, 2015 15

Alarm Resolution 1: ASTM Image Quality 

Multi-Energy Dual Energy

© MultiX16

Improved Spatial Resolution with ME Detectors

Alarm Resolution 2: Complex Images

16

Dual EnergyMulti-Energy
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© MultiX3 June, 2015 17

Conclusion

ME detection: 

The next step in empowering the conventional x-ray platform to 
meet emerging security regulations and airports requirements:

- Automatic, real-time identification of all illicit materials  
including explosives,

- Significant decrease of FAR versus dual energy technologies,

- Increased throughput,

- Retrofitable,

© MultiX3 June, 2015 Confidential - MultiX Introduction 18

Contacts
Jacques Doremus
Phone : +33(0)6.77.00.43.32
jacques.doremus@multixdetection.com

www.multixdetection.com

Head Office:
171bis avenue Charles de Gaulle        
92200 Neuilly sur Seine – France

R&D - Production
Z.A. Centr’Alp 460 rue du Pommarin
38430 Moirans - France
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16.20 Xin Jin: Metal Artifact Correction Methods for Liquid 
 CT Scan

Metal Artifact Correction 
Methods for Liquid CT Scan

Xin Jin, Hui Xue, Li Zhang, and Zhiqiang Chen
Nuctech Co., Ltd

May 13, 2015

• Application background
– An emerging considerations of lifting the restrictions on 

carry-on liquids
– CT technology detects explosive materials with high 

reliability and accuracy

• Problems with metallic containers
– High density metals -> Beam hardening effect
– Thin containers -> The partial volume effect (PVE)
Result: Unnegligible error for liquid detection tasks;

A increase of false alarm rate.

• Algorithms and solutions
Projection splitting reconstruction method
Container edge estimation algorithm
An attempt to over come both effects with single energy CT

• Conclusions
Prior knowledge of the container helps to solve the problem
Accurate and easy-implementing methods to discriminate 
objects inside metallic containers are achievable

Nuctech’s CT LEDS
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• Easing restrictions on carry-on liquids
European Commission’s aviation security policy:
– “a temporary restriction to be lifted when suitable technology 

to screen liquids for explosives became readily available”
– Goal: “a complete lifting … as of January 2016.”

• Benefits it brings
– Passenger

» Convenient
» Shorter boarding time

– Airport
» Less checked luggages
» More sales revenue

• Liquid explosive detection with X-CT scan
X-Ray: Non-invasive inspection
CT technique: Avoid object overlapping
Dual-energy: Better material discrimination

Ceramic

Steel

Water

CT image with no overlapping

Overlapped 2D image
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Dual energy CT for
liquid inspection

CT  electron density image

Liquid CT scanner

• Nuctech’s liquid CT inspection systems
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• Metal container and image quality downgrading

Large spectrum change occurs while 
penetrating dense metals

X-Ray spectrum shifts as it passes through 
objects (the beam hardening effect)

water w/ steel bottle water w/ PET bo

FBP reconstruction examples

ube spectrum,
mean: 60.7keV

0.5 mm copper,
mean: 71.6 keV

1.0 mm copper
mean: 77.2 keV

• The partial volume effect (PVE)
– Width of detector unit is usually larger than the thickness of container
– Output signal is an average of each ray path
– Beer’s law is no longer well followed on edge data points

Detector units Detector units

simulation of PVE

profile on real data

Detector units

high Zeff edge

liquid

a single 
detector unit
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• Projection splitting
– Separate container and liquid

1 1 1L MA A A= +

1 1 1L MA A A= −

• Projection splitting on real data
– Two dual-energy scans

» Above and below the liquid level
– Requires a vertically uniform container wall

Steps of the method

Scan configuration
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• Projection splitting on real data

direct recon

Average of means of Zeff and relative errors

Prj. Splitting

water

alcohol
26%
NaCl

• Advantages
– Easy implementation / fast computation

• Disadvantages
– A uniform container wall may be required
– Large dual-energy decomposition error
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• The accuracy of dual-energy decomposition
– Error increases as p1,p2 goes close to two end points

p2

p1

region with 
high accuracy

region with 
bad accuracy

extrapolation
region

extrapolation region

Plastic container

Steel container

• A hybrid projection reconstruction method
– To get better separation between walls and target object
– a more realistic physical simulation

» source spectrum / detector response
– extra prior information utilized

» thickness uniformity & material information of the container

Consider the problem under a more 
realistic physical model ?
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• Issue 1: The partial volume effect
– Thickness of the container less than detector unit size

» can be well simulated in projection computation
– get a close estimation of the thickness?

» parameterized description of the boundary

Assumptions:
• unified thickness of wall
• circular ring shape

Parameters:
• Center position of ring: C
• Radius: R
• Half thickness: d0, d1

Hybrid poly-/mono- chromatic projection

Minimization problem

Compute data without container
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• Issue 2: Beam hardening
– Large spectrum shifts while penetrating metals

» Each projection ray has its own spectral changes
» Necessary correction required
» Simple approach: scale each projection to unify spectrum

Correct ray by ray

Scaling factor:

No correction applied

– Edge estimation
» Center: (0, 0)
» Liquid radius: 3.0mm
» Container thick: 0.4mm
» Estimated thick: 0.409 mm
» ISO estimation error: <0.1%
» Thick estimation error: 2.9%

– CT image
» Liquid material: gasoline

Total iterations: 200

Attenuation image
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• Advantages
– Requires only single-energy CT scan
– Capable to remove both PVE and Beam hardening effect

• Disadvantages
– Requires material information of the container
– A uniform thickness of the wall

• Future work
– Other shapes of the container wall
– Reconstruct under multiple containers/objects
– Container material estimation
– Benefits from dual-energy scan?

• The PVE and beam hardening effects are two major factors 
that influence the accuracy of liquid CT scans on metallic 
containers

• Additional prior information can be found to assist the CT 
reconstruction as well as accurate physics models

• Two methods were proposed to overcome the effects

• Better liquid CT reconstruction can be achieved
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This work was partially supported by the grant from National Natural Science Foundation of China 
(11435007), Beijing Excellent Talents Training Foundation (2013D009004000004), and China 
Postdoctoral Science Foundation (2014M560092).
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16.21 Pablo Prado: Checkpoint Technology Enabling Effective 
 Screening of Bottles and Portable Electronics

Checkpoint Technology 
Enabling Effective Screening 
of Bottles and Portable 
Electronics  

Alert – ADSA12 
One Resonance Sensors 
Pablo Prado, Ph.D. - CEO 
 

 
May 13th, 2015  

TECHNOLOGY SUMMARY

New benchtop and bench-integrated 
scanners

o Quadrupole Resonance-based portable 
electronics screening: detects explosives 
concealed in phones, tablets and other 
electronics 

o NMR-based screening of bottled liquids: 
improves efficiencies to ban to travel with 
liquids 

Supports TSA mission: Improves safety and 
help ease current restrictions. 
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One Resonance Sensors, LLC 

ORS offers innovative 
detection and analysis 
instrumentation for security, 
mining and food industries.  

ORS clients include DHS S&T, 
NASA’s JPL, Texas A&M, 
USDA, Rio Tinto, FMC, and 
Rockwood. 

Facilities: 
 San Diego, California, USA 
 London, UK   

Clients around the Globe  
Headquartered in San Diego, CA 

Portable Electronic Device Scanner 

MobiLab® ES 
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THREAT: EXPLOSIVE IN PORTABLE ELECTRONIC

Threat 
in 

Phone

o Threats were identified: using 
Improvised Explosive Devices 
concealed in smartphones or 
tablets (NYT, 7.7.2014)  

o Current screening 
technologies have difficulties 
detecting explosives hidden in 
electronic devices  

o It is not viable to ban all 
portable electronics 

TECHNOLOGY SUMMARY

o High probability of detection, low false alarm rate and fast 
detection is needed for airport checkpoints 

o Current technologies are not capable of address threat: 
Optical, trace detection and X-ray based scanners have 
critical shortcomings: performance and/or scanning time 

Solution 

o RF fields inspect the device with chemical specificity. Find 
explosives in any physical configuration 

o ORS capabilities to screen smartphones have been shown to 
US DHS, FBI, TSA – Evaluated at TSL 

o DHS awarded contract to ORS in February 2015 to test the 
MobiLab® ES at TSL, TSIF, Quantico and UK facilities: 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/05/04/one-resonance-sensors-
idUSnPn8rfrcw+80+PRN20150504 
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ORS’ SOLUTION – HOW IT WORKS

Ao

Ao/e

T2

RF pulse

time 

A
m

pl
itu

de
 

Signal from threat 
A(t) = Ao e-t/T2 

T2

RF 
pulse Response 

If target is  
present 

1. Portable Electronic Device is 
placed in the detection drawer 

2. Scanner sends a sequence of RF 
pulses at the specific resonance 
frequencies of explosive materials 

3. if target is present, a response is 
induced and threat is detected 

MOBILAB® ES 
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USER INTERFACE

Scanner operation and Results Log are Password Protected 

SCANNER EVALUATION

o November 2014. Prototype performance – TSL and TSIF 

o February 2015. $3,000,000 DHS S&T contract for evaluation at various 
government facilities in the US and UK 

o March 2015. EU Demonstrations: DSTL, London, UK; German Police, Lübeck, 
Germany, Counterterrorism Department of Surveillance, The Hague, 
Netherlands 

o On going and Planned Evaluations

1. TSL – Under contract, On going 

2. TSIF in Washington DC - Under contract, On going 

3. UK DSTL – Under contract, June 2015 

4. Additional US government facilities – Under contract, June-July 2015 

5. German Police. Agreement in place, June 2015 
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CONCEPT: BENCH-INTEGRATED MOBILAB® ES 

Integrated with Checkpoint Search Bench 
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BOTTLED LIQUID SCANNER, MOBILAB® BLS 

BOTTLE INSPECTION

NMR analyzes elements 
Detects explosives 

NMR parameters 
Detects precursors 

Automated Decision 
Matrix 

Alarm Clear 

cts explo

R parame
cts precu

t d D

Operation 

Bottle Positioning 
Insert container 

l

ert contai

A
ut

om
at

ed
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MOBILAB® BLS PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

o ECAC Endorsed Type B BLS 
o Automated inspection in seconds 
o Works with bottles of any shape and 

opacity - Plastic, glass, ceramic 
o Scans bottles in package 
o Easy to maintain and safe (MRI). No 

X-ray or laser 

BENCH-INTEGRATED MOBILAB BLSi 

o The MobiLab BLSi is integrated into a search 
bench, thus avoiding additional space 
requirements within the checkpoint footprint 

o Screening of LAGs at the search bench is 
conducted via the lane’s touch monitor 

o Tests are tracked with Data Management System
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16.22 Christian Pfl uegl: Quantum Cascade Lasers and Systems:
 Leveraging Proven Security Opportunities into High 
 Growth Markets

Quantum Cascade Lasers and Systems:
Leveraging Proven Security Opportunities

Into High Growth Markets

Christian Pfluegl
pfluegl@eosphotonics.com

1. Executive Summary

Eos designs and manufactures tunable quantum cascade lasers targeting handheld,  
real time pportable spectroscopy markets

Company began in 2011 and has 2014 revenue of >3M, is debt free, and is growing.

Licensed Granted IP invented by founders and Federico Capasso of Harvard Univ.  

Working with large suppliers to bring out a hand held spectrometer

Matchbox Product
Portable Optical Analysis
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1. Standoff Detection of Explosives (ETD)

The Matchbox is the light 
engine for a new 
generation of standoff 
ETD systems

2. Eos Photonics: The Team

Christian Pfluegl

Formed by Capasso and Jim Anderson postdocs, has grown to 15 people since 
founding without venture financing (Capasso is Chairman)

Massive combined experience in QCL R&D, packaging, and field applications

Focused on QCL array concepts that enable portable spectroscopy with 
unprecedented sensitivity, robustness, speed

Unique end-to-end mastery from bandstructure to instrument building enables 
greater agility in the market, high growth potential, and strong partnerships with 
customers

Mark WitinskiLaurent DiehlProf. Federico Capasso
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3. Core Technology: Monolithic QCL Arrays

8.8 9.0 9.2 9.4
Wavelength ( m)

Peak Power > 50 mW

4. Status:  The Matchbox (Prototype) Products

Packaged 100, 150, 200 cm-1

arrays available in LWIR and
MWIR

Includes QCL pulser and
software for sync. high speed
laser control, DAQ, and signal
processing

Insertion into full sensor
systems is ongoing

kaged 100, 150, 200 cm-1

il bl i LWIR d

1.7”

1.3”

32 QCL
array

Lens 
Array

Lensing
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4. Status:  Producing Handheld With No Moving Parts

Eos has already build a handheld QCLA-based spectrometer that provides
better performance than any tool in the space, some of which cost 100k.

For use in security and material analysis generally

Contacts in many gov. agencies verify that the design, performance, price, etc…
are ideal.
Broad industrial utility in field such as pharma, chemistry, energy,…

Our Handheld –Trace RDX at 2m in 1 sec

Experimental reflectance spectra of 100 g/cm2 of RDX deposited onto Al

0.09
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Bulk Library Spectra of RDX vs. Eos 2 m Standoff

Eos RDX Spectrum at 2m

Bulk Contact Spectrum RDX
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5. Application Example:  Ibuprofen/Pharma

6. Standoff Reflectance – The Need for Speed

From trace to bulk – there’s only so many ways to build a molecule

Pharma particularly appealing due to “known knowns”

Speed is the differentiator for both cleaning of vessels and material ID
(Industry currently well-served by slow techniques that badly undersample)
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Conclusion
MWIR and LWIR

Matchbox

Full Portable Systems

The Future is Bright, Slow, Deliberate

Production scale-up

On Chip Beam Combining

Imaging (!!!)

Questions?

witinski@eosphotonics.com

High Power BH Arrays
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16.23 Taly Gilat Schmidt: X-ray Simulation Tools

X-ray Simulation Tools

Taly Gilat Schmidt, PhD
Associate Professor,

Department of Biomedical Engineering
Marquette University

*Also consultant to Triple Ring Technologies

Conclusions
• Simulations can predict performance of explosive detection 

systems (EDS)
– Reduced time to market and development costs
– May obviate prototype development to predict performance
– Applicable to x-ray CT, transmission, backscatter, diffraction, and 

MMW

• Components:  Simulated test objects and simulation tools
• Can provide library of test data with known ground truth
• Simulated data can match the values, noise, scatter, artifacts 

of experimental data
• Tools exist for medical imaging, but challenges for EDS

– Simulated test objects, Object complexity, Ease of use, Scatter, and 
Speed

• SBIR project to develop common interface for existing tools
• MMW simulations performed by PNNL and ALERT
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Challenges for EDS Simulations
• Many (infinite) materials / objects
• Severe metal, beam hardening, photon-

starvation, and streak artifacts
• Artifacts cause object splitting, object 

merging, errors in estimated size
• Artifacts increase the feature space of 

threats / non-threats
• In order for simulations to be useful for 

security, must accurately model the 
artifacts, nonideal effects

Goals for Simulation Tools
• Model realistic scanner effects

– Validated
• Easy to use

– Expert User and Technician User*
• Flexible scanner configuration

– Flexibility to model a specific scanner very 
precisely*

• Speed
– “1000 bags per week”*

*DHS SBIR User Survey
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Goals for Simulated Objects

• Model objects with realistic complexity
• Easily model numerous bag configurations

– Place a threat object in numerous 
configurations with varying clutter*

• Compatible with CAD outputs and other 
standard formats

• Define ‘standard’ phantoms that can be 
used to compare algorithms / systems

*DHS SBIR User Survey

Simulated Objects: Current 
Status
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Objects:  Primitive Shapes

• Combinations of 
primitive shapes

• Specified in text file
• Challenging to define 

complex objects

Courtesy of Seemeen Karimi

Voxelized Models
• Represent complex objects by 

cartesian  grid of voxels.  Each 
voxel has one value

• Ray-tracing algorithms available
• Model heterogenous texture
• Convert an experimental image 

set into a software phantom
• Require large memory
• Partial volume limitations
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Polygonal Mesh Objects

• Defines the object surfaces through mesh 
points

• Standard CAD output (e.g. .stl)
• Numerous object models available in 

public domain (e.g., Google sketch up 3D 
warehouse)

• Ray tracing algorithms
available

Simulation tools: Current Status
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Simple Simulation

How to calculate line integrals through objects?

( , , )
( )

x y z dt
oN N E e dE

Calculating Line Integrals

• Analytical calculation through 
combinations of primitive shapes
– e.g., CATsim, g3d, CTsim, 

• Ray tracing through voxelized objects
• Ray tracing through mesh objects
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Nonideal Effects Can be Modeled
• Poisson noise
• Source aperture
• Detector aperture
• Detector crosstalk
• Afterglow
• HVPS drifts
• Geometric errors
• Electronic noise
• Sampling during rotation

Scatter Effects
• Generally requires Monte Carlo simulations

- GEANT4, PENELOPE, MCNP, etc.
- Used for backscatter simulations

• Computationally expensive
• Typically a combination of deterministic ray 

tracing and Monte Carlo simulations
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ALERT Task Order 3: 
Simulation Task

• Validated that simulated data replicates 
experimental data
– Large library of data acquired on Imatron

scanner as part of DHS ALERT Task Order 3
• Developed common set of numerical 

phantom definitions and simulated data
• Leveraged concepts and tools in the 

medical imaging field to develop 
simulation tools for future projects

Task Order 3 Methods

• Raytracing software analytically calculated 
intersection of rays with primitive shapes 
– Cylinders, ellipses, boxes, cones
– Models focal spot and detector aperture

• Monte Carlo simulations estimated scatter 
signal

• Matlab scripts combined ray-tracing, 
scatter, photon noise, and electronic 
noise.
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Validation

• Match the Imatron spectra
• Match the Imatron fluence
• Match the Imatron geometry
• Match the reconstructed HU mean and 

standard deviation
• Match the scatter level and artifacts

X-ray Spectra
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Graphite and Magnesium

Measured Simulated Horizontal Profile

95 kV

130 kV

Graphite and Aluminum

Measured Simulated Horizontal Profile

95 kV

130 kV
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Reconstructed HU Values

Graphite Magnesium Aluminum

Experiments

SimulationsGood agreement between mean and std values

Scatter-to-primary ratio

95 kV 130 kV
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Images Reconstructed With 
Scatter

Imatron Simulated Horizontal Profile

95 kV

130 kV

Scatter Artifact

Imatron Simulated Horizontal Profile

95 kV

130 kV
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Streak Artifacts

Imatron Simulated HU Histogram

PVC Sheet Object

Imatron

Simulated

Simulated
without
scatter
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Suitcase Phantoms and Data

Phantom ‘Standard’
• Water objects in four 

configurations / 
containers

• Rubber sheet object
• Metal artifacts

Phantom
//Text Case
{ [ Box: x=0 y=0 z=0  dx= 39 dy= 20 dz=28 ] formula=C2H4 rho=0.95 }
{ [ Box: x=0 y=0 z=0  dx= 38 dy= 19 dz=27 ] formula=C8H8 rho=0.1 }

// Text Block
{ [ Box: x=2 y=-2 z=5.5 dx=9 dy=9 dz=12 a_x(0.707,0,0.707) 
a_y(0,1,0) ] formula=Al rho=2.699 } 
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Task Order 3: Lessons Learned
• Defining complex objects with primitive shapes 

is difficult, limited, and time consuming
• Primitive shape definition varies across software 

packages
– Forbild, g3d, GEANT all use different 

definitions
• Scatter must be modeled to have realistic 

streak/shading artifacts
• Good simulations require detailed information 

from scanner vendor

DHS SBIR: X-ray Simulation Platform for 
Explosive Detection Equipment

Surveyed potential users
– 17 responses from 10 companies, 2 national 

labs
– 88% already use simulations, but stated 

potential for improved tool
– Highly ranked user needs for improved tool

• Graphical User Interface
• Scatter Modeling
• Flexibility
• Speed
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DHS SBIR: X-ray Simulation Platform for 
Explosive Detection Equipment

Proposed Solution:  Particle / Ray Interaction 
Simulation Manager (PRISM)
• Unified user-interface wrapper for existing 

simulation tools
• Interface for specifying and visualizing 

simulation
• Open-source architecture that can be linked to 

numerous existing simulation tools.
• Input from CAD programs 
• Accompanied with digital luggage library

DHS SBIR: X-ray Simulation Platform for 
Explosive Detection Equipment

Phase 2: 
• Develop PRISM architecture
• Develop translation layer to interface PRISM to 

GEANT4
• Develop methods to reduce run time (GPU, 

variance reduction)
• Develop luggage library
• Validate tool against experiments
• Validate that tool meets user requirements
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Parallel efforts for MMW at PNNL 
and ALERT

Ray Tracing Simulation Tool for Portal
Based Millimeter Wave Security Systems

using the
NVIDIA OptiX Ray Tracing Engine

Kathryn Williams
ALERT Center of Excellence

Northeastern University, Boston, MA

Algorithm Development for Security Applications 
October 23, 2013
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Conclusions
• Simulations can predict performance of explosive detection 

systems (EDS)
– Reduced time to market and development costs
– May obviate prototype development to predict performance
– Applicable to x-ray CT, transmission, backscatter, diffraction, and 

MMW

• Components:  Simulated test objects and simulation tools
• Can provide library of test data with known ground truth
• Simulated data can match the values, noise, scatter, artifacts 

of experimental data
• Tools exist for medical imaging, but challenges for EDS

– Simulated test objects, Object complexity, Ease of use, Scatter, and 
Speed

• SBIR project to develop common interface for existing tools
• MMW simulations performed by PNNL and ALERT

Components to Model

Transmitter
Electromagnetic
wavefronts simulated by
propagating a collection of
rays

Human Body
Triangular mesh

Ray Body Intersection
Receiver Arc Array

Field of rays aggregated at
discretized receiver

35

Region under 
study

Transmitter: Blade 
Beam Reflector

Incident beam

z

x

y

Receiver:
Arc Array

Image courtesy of Yuri Alvarez
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EXTRA SLIDES

Phantom defined from primitive shapes

Analytic ray-tracing using g3d to 
estimate mean primary signal

Monte Carlo simulations using 
GEANT4 to estimate scatter

Script file repeats ray tracing for 
all x-ray energies in spectrum Scatter signal denoised using 

Richardson Lucy algorithm and 
weighted by fluence

Matlab codecombines the 
polyenergetic ray tracings, adds 
Poisson noise, adds electronic 
noise, handle photon starvation

Matlab code combines primary 
and scatter signals and 

performs log normalization
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Scatter Validation

• Combined simulated ray tracing and Monte 
Carlo images of the water_2000ml phantom

• Compared simulated reconstructed images 
(including scatter) to Imatron images 
reconstructed without scatter correction

• Compared the scatter artifact 
(image_with_scatter –
scatter_corrected_image) for both simulated 
and Imatron data 

Smoothing of Monte Carlo 
Output

After smoothing, the scatter signal is scaled to adjust for differences in fluence in
the MC simulations compared to ray tracing. Poisson noise is added to the
scaled scatter signal , which is then added to the ray tracing generated primary
signal

*The amount of
smoothing is
adjustable
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16.24 Jose Martinez-Lorenzo: Millimeter Wave Sensing and Imaging

AAwareness and Localization of 
Explosives--Related Threats (ALERT)
AA Department of Homeland Security Center of Excellence

PPhase 2 Workplan

This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security under Award 2013-ST-061-ED0001. The views and 
conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies, either 
expressed or implied of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.

Millimeter-Wave Sensing and Imaging

AADSA12 Workshop

Prof. Jose A. Martinez-Lorenzo

Boston, May 12-13, 2015

This material is based upon work partially supported by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security under Award 2013-ST-061-ED0001.
The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily 
representing the official policies, either expressed or implied of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.  Part of this work is also 
funded by NOAA - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NA09AANEG0080)

Needs:
New low-cost mm-wave 

imaging for “Standoff” (10-
50 m range) and
“On-The-Move” (1-3 m 

walk through) concealed 
body-worn threat detection

“Stand--off” and “On--the--Move” Detection of 
Security Threats 

So what?
Imaging for high throughput,     
non-invasive, minimal disruption 
scanning
Full body coverage for imaging 
without interrupting forward 
steady pedestrian movement
Affordable,  with minimum 
number of non-uniform sparse 
array of Tx/Rx radar modules
Dielectric characterization

Who cares? 
Industrial transition partners: HXI, Inc ; 
Rapiscan, L3 Communication; Smiths 
Detection
Target government customers: TSA, 
DOJ, CBP, Dept. of State

Standoff

On-the-move

2
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Innovative Elements
Array of Tx/Rx 

Rx. – static array
Tx. – mechanically scanned

HHardware Overview

2 m

1 m

0.8 m

x

z

y

1 m

RxTx

Fully coherent multistatic radar
Separated Tx & Rx

LO

Mm-wave switches

4-Port 
Switch

Switch 
Waveguide

Receiver 
Module

3

3D Imaging fully electronic:

22015/2016 Hardware Development

4-TX4-TX

4-TX4-TX

4-RX 4-RX

4-RX 4-RX

(5*4) * (5*4) = 400 Channels

4-TX 4-RX

4
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EExperimental result ##1: 3D Imaging explosive 
tthreats (metallic & dielectric) (FFT-multi-static)

Depth [m]

Metallic pipe
Dielectric (TNT)

5

AAlgorithm #1: Standoff detection using PPAS and 
MMRS and 3D Compressive Sensing (CS) 

• First approach to 3D reconstruction 
using PRS

na

z0

L1

na

ns

z2

l
L2

• 2D reconstruction using PAS

• Next step is used Fourier-based imaging combined with Nesterov
inversion (CS) to improve the speed of the inversion.

ggguuussinnggg PPPRRRSSSuuussinnggg PPPRRRSSS

z0 = 2000 = 10 m; 
x0 = 250 =  1.25 m;
L1 = 80 = .4 m;
L2 = 250 = 1.25 m;
na = 500;

l = 1.5 = 7.5 mm;

nd = 1000;

Ground truth
Traditional SAR
reconstruction

aaggginnggg ccoommmmbbbiiiiinnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnneeddd wwwiitthhh aaggginnggg ccoommmmbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnneeddd wwwiitthhhaaggginnggg ccoommmmbbbbbbbbbbbiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnneeddd wwwiitthhh

222222

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd

Ground truth

NNNeeesstteeerrooovvNNNeeesstteeerrooovvNNNeeesstteeerrooovv

Compressive Sensing 
reconstruction

Compressive Sensing 
reconstruction

6
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WWhy is important LO? On-the-move concept 

Transmitters and receivers in 
one-side-wall configuration

Poor reconstruction

Transmitters and receivers in 
two-side-wall and front-rear configuration

Good reconstruction

Rx1

Rx2

Rx3

Tx

7

33D forward modeling of a novel “On-tthe--mmove” 
cconfiguration using MECA

Forward method (MECA) for the simulation of realistic human 
bodies: Metallic; Dielectrics – Lossy & Dispersive (including 
Meta-materials)
Equivalent currents based method for fast simulation of scattered fields for Rx/Tx

Active 
transmitter

Normalized amplitude, in dB

Active transmitter

8
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33D imaging of a novel “On--tthe--mmove” 
cconfiguration using CS + FFT (forward+inverse)
3D Fourier-based reconstruction for different positions  

Recovered reflectivity.
-15 dB isosurface

Yolanda Rodriguez Vaqueiro, Yuri lvarez, Borja Gonzalez-Valdes, Fernando Las-Heras and J. A. Martinez-Lorenzo. 
Fast Multistatic Fourier-based Forward and Inverse Operators for Compressive Sensing Imaging. accepted for 
publication AP-S 2015 — IEEE AP-S International Symposium, Vancouver, Canada, Jul. 2015. 9

15 to 30 GHz BW
50 transmitters 
201 x 401 receiving

SAR 1400 s
FFT 10 s 

Configuration

CCA/CCMA testbed

10
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CCompressive 
Reflector 
AAntenna

CCA: Compressive Reflector 
Antenna

Planar 
phase front

Pseudo-random
phase front

i
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f
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Compressive 
Reflector
Antenna

Traditional
Reflector
Antenna

x̂
Traditional 
Reflector 
Antenna

ŷ
ẑ

Each scatterer
is defined by 

Electromagnetic 
parameters and 

3D size

11
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Example #1- “Fully-Electronic”: 
Geometry

a) Reflector antenna with pseudo-random codification 
mask

DDistortions
aare
relative tto
aa perfect
parabolic
profile

5 Transmitting and 5 
Receiving horns 13

Example #1-Preliminary imaging results
Traditional
SAR imaging

Compressive
Sensing imaging

Targets

14
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Hardware: Coherent, multiple transceivers and switches
Algorithms: Compressive Sensing techniques (consensus)
CCA/CCMA is obtained adding pseudo-random appliqué 
scatterers on the surface of the TRA: dielectrics, metallic, 
meta-materials.
CCA/CCMA enhances the channel capacity 
Potential configurations of Compressive Reflector Antenna:

Mechanical scanning (3D imaging):
Conf. #1: single frequency; single transceiver ($).

Electrical scanning (3D imaging):
Conf. #2: single freq.; multiple transceiver ($$).
Conf. #3: multiple freq.; multiple transceivers ($$$)
Conf. #4: multiple freq.; multiple transceivers; dielectric/meta-materials ($$$$) 

Conclusions

15
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16.25 Edward Jimenez: Object Composition Identifi cation via
 Mediated-Reality Supplemented Radiographs

Photos placed in horizontal position 
with even amount of white space

between photos and header

Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin 
Corporation, for the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000. SAND NO. 2011-XXXXP

Object Composition Identification via Mediated-Reality 
Supplemented Radiographs

Dr. Edward Jimenez
Principal Scientist – Software Systems R&D

Elevator Speech
Summary:

This work presents an exploratory method to post-process radiographs to 
allow for maximum information extraction.  Specifically, can one identify 
material contain within the field-of-view.

What benefit could TSA obtain from this technology?
Increased detection capacity
Reduced false-positive rates
Precise material classification

So what? 
This technology potentially leads to increased separation between 
materials with similar properties.

Who cares?
Medical, security, manufacturing, industrial NDT/NDE.
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Detection

Object is scanned 
X-ray Image(s) produced
Displayed on a monitor (LCD-type)

Image is processed by designated algorithm
Pixel Thresholding

Usually utilize Dual-Energy Radiography
Color coding

Exploratory work

Avoid the approximation , and try to estimate 
directly.

Very challenging, is it possible?

Radiation detection hardware has evolved significantly in recent 
years.

Decreasing cost has allowed for new types of data acquisition.
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Multi-Energy Attempt

Acquire images with an energy discriminating detector and apply 
mediated-reality simulation-based optimization

Past Work
1st: acquire images at multiple energies, solve effective 
attenuation (does not work!)
Next: Approach: Use basis function to create candidate 

materials, simulate the image and compare it to the acquired 
image.

Limited success
Simulated X−ray Image, Polyethylene

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
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Results

Water:

Results:

Tin:
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Results cont.

Lead:

Conclusion

Even for narrow energy ranges, direct evaluation of attenuation 
values introduce non-trivial error.

Leveraging simulation-based optimizations could lead to 
increased numerical stability.

Future work: Laboratory-based validation experiments 
underway.

Thanks!  Questions?
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Dual Radiography

X-rays follow Beer’s law, for images:

But, is approximated as:

Using this approximation, 2-4 radiographs measured
Low energy (object present, absent)
High energy (object present, absent)

Continued

A ratio image of high-to-low energies is created

This ratio approximates “effective atomic number”

This ratio can then be subject to a threshold to separate material 
types

Drawback: due to noise and other factors, only general 
classifications can be made.
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SNL Applications
Current Radiography technology leveraged at SNL

3D Computed Tomography
Digital Radiography
Computed Radiography
Flash Radiography

Applications
Defect detection
Anomaly detection
Materials characterizations
Feature extraction

Sandia National Laboratories has many sources, up to 6 MeV.

First Attempt

How far off would we be using approximations?
Approach: acquire images at multiple energies, solve effective 
attenuation 
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Results

Polyethylene and Water

…not too bad!

Results Cont.

Tin and Lead

….This is problematic
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Relative error WRT Energy – Direct Evaluation

Relative error WRT Thickness – Direct Evaluation
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Second Attempt

Mediated Reality and Simulation-based Optimization

Approach: Use basis function to create candidate materials, 
simulate the image and compare it to the acquired image.

Goal: Try different basis functions, try to resolve discontinuities 
in the attenuation profile.

Optimize:

Results:
Using a very large search space (~450 dimensions)
Copper:

…Problematic
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Results cont.
Smaller space, interval-based basis functions
Tin:

No k-edge resolved…but promising!
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16.26 Dan Cristian Dinca: Simulating XBS for Personnel Screening
 and Handheld X-Ray Backscatter Imaging

Dan Cristian Dinca 
American Science and Engineering, Inc. 

May 13, 2015 
 

Simulating XBS for Personnel Screening & 
Handheld X Ray Backscatter Imaging 

 

Simulating X-ray Backscatter for Personnel Screening 

• Benefits of using simulations 
• Indirect 

Faster and easier to develop, lower NRE leading to lower price and shorter 
time to market 
Retire/mitigate risk earlier in the development process 
Virtual testing  
– Model system response to “exotic” materials that cannot be safely 

handled in an regular lab 
– Study effects of changing different components or configurations 

• Direct
Lower cost of estimating the performance of a new system, without the need 
to build a prototype or demonstrator 

• Drawbacks 
• Results are model dependent (GIGO effect)  

 
 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 2 
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How Common XBS Systems Work 

• X-rays are collimated in the shape of a pencil beam 

• The pencil beam raster scans the person being imaged 

• Detectors collect the scattered X-rays and create 
electrical signals 

• Signals are converted into an X-ray image 

Figure from US Patent 7,796,734 B2 
Image from B. Tracey et al., Combined use of backscattered and transmitted 
images in X-ray personnel screening systems, DOI: 10.1117/12.917114 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 3 

X-ray Backscatter System Components 

• X-ray source 

• Pencil beam formation and sweeping 

• Detectors 

• Electronics and signal processing algorithms 

• Image processing algorithms 

All figures from US Patent 5,181,234 

X-ray detector 

Pencil beam formation system 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 4 
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System Parameters from Different Perspectives 

• Ability to identify a small and thin organic layer (e.g. explosives) or small object 
(e.g. ceramic knife) attached to a non-uniform surface (human body) with similar 
density and effective atomic number.  

• Conflicting requirements of image quality and radiation safety and scan speed 

 

• X-ray tube: energy, current, filtration, 
leakage, focal spot size and 
distribution 

• Collimators, apertures, other parts of 
the pencil beam formation 
components 

• Detectors: scintillators, stopping 
power, light collection, light readout, 
front-end electronics 

• Dose to person, operator, environment 
(exclusion zone) 

• Contrast sensitivity for thin objects 
• Spatial resolution 
• Scan time 
• Image graininess 

Customer’s Side Designer’s Side 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 5 

Modeling and Simulation 

• Physics – X-ray source, beam formation, detection, input to front-end electronics, raw 
X-ray image 

• Mechanical and electrical engineering – mechanical stresses, thermal management, 
air flow, electronics, safety, controls 

• Software and image processing – user interface, processing algorithms 

• Human factors and ergonomics – usability 

 

 

 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 6 
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Sample System Parameters 

• Example of system parameters (taken from US Patent 5,181,234) 
• X-ray source: 50 kV, 5 mA 
• Raw image size: 120 pixels horizontal x 320 lines vertical 
• Time to acquire 1 pixel: 50 microseconds 
• X-rays on object per pixel: 11500 
• Backscattered X-rays intercepted by detectors per pixel: 800 (~7%) 
• DQE ~ 50% 
• 8 MHz total count rate. Not uniformly distributed over all detectors 
• Total detector area: 4 CaWO4 detectors, 35.5 cm × 43.0 cm front face, 80 

mg/cm2
• Dose to person: 3 microRem/scan 

 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 7 

Simulation Tools and Challenges 

Challenges 

• In transmission X-ray, in the first approximation, scatter can be neglected. For 
backscatter this is not possible  Limited use analytical models 

• Near-surface imaging  Optimize for high contrast sensitivity for thin objects on 
background with similar density and Zeff 

• Low dose to scanned object  Need to account for all sources of variance (Poisson, 
electronics, etc.) 

• Conflicting requirements of image quality and radiation safety and scan speed 

Tools 

• Semi-analytical models based on experimental data 

• Monte Carlo radiation transport codes (e.g. Geant4, MCNP) 

• Deterministic codes (e.g. discrete ordinates), mainly for shielding of complicated 
geometries 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 8 
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What is Simulated 
• X-ray tube (energy, beam current, target type, angle, focal 

spot) 

• Beam formation (direct/internal scattered beam, 
apertures, collimators) 

• Interaction with simulated threats of different 
compositions and thicknesses 

• Performance prediction based on simulated ANSI test 
objects 

• Detector response (stopping power, sensitivity in specific 
energy ranges, light collection efficiency) 

• System configurations 

• Radiation safety (leakage, dose to person/operator) 

• Raw image data fed into image processing algorithms 

 

Image taken from Brian H. Tracey et al., Denoising approaches for X-ray 
personnel screening systems, DOI: 10.1109/THS.2012.6459848 

XBS raw image (left) denoised using Weiner filtering 
(middle) and NLM (right)  

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 9 

Simulating X-ray Backscatter for Personnel Screening 

• Benefits of using simulations 
• Indirect 

Easier to develop, lower NRE leading to lower price 
Retire risk earlier in the development process 
Virtual testing  
– Model system response to “exotic” materials that cannot 

be safely handled in an regular lab 
– Study effects of changing different components or 

configurations
• Direct

Lower cost of estimating the performance of a new system, 
without the need to build a prototype or demonstrator 

• Drawbacks 
• Results are model dependent (GIGO effect)  

 
 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 10 
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Handheld X Ray Backscatter Imaging 

• Portable, easy to carry and operate 

• No setup time, fast scanning 

• One-sided inspection 
• Fits multiple inspection scenarios  
• Useful when access to the far side of the object is limited or impractical 
• Smaller footprint 

• Images highlight organic materials - organic threats or contraband 
materials such as explosives and drugs can be more easily detected in the 
backscatter images than in the corresponding transmission images 

• Photographic in appearance - easier to interpret 

• Battery operated 

• Negligible dose to scanned object, operator, and environment 

 

 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 11 

The world’s first handheld Z Backscatter screening system that delivers fast, 
real-time images to detect drugs, contraband, and explosives in hard-to-

reach locations 

MINI Z™  
HANDHELD Z BACKSCATTER® SCREENING SYSTEM 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 12 
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MINI Z™ On-the-Go Detection 

Z Backscatter technology in the palm of your hands 
• Using the same technology that made the ZBV® system 

the top-selling cargo and vehicle inspection system, but 
in a small form factor. 

• Provides effective detection of organic threats, 
contraband, and explosives for public safety, customs 
and border enforcement, and security officials. 

Goes where other systems can’t reach 
• Compact, single-sided imager that can be used to scan 

objects in hard-to-reach areas, such as: 
Walls, furniture, small boats, aircraft, vehicle tires, 
and car interiors. 

• Unlike density meters, trace detectors, or portable 
transmission X-ray systems, MINI Z produces an easy-
to-interpret image to quickly locate organic contraband 
behind non-metallic surfaces.  

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 13 

Completely self-contained 
• Does not require physical set-up: enabling immediate 

operation
• Battery operated, wireless communications  

(Wi-Fi)
• Intuitive operation: as an operator scans a  

target, an image appears in real-time on  
the system’s dedicated tablet. 

Tablet-based GUI provides simple operation  
• Windows 8.1 tablet with ASEInspection Software-Tablet Edition for dedicated image viewing 

and analysis 
Provides simple operation and management of the scan data. 
Contains suite of tools for enhancing and analyzing images 

• Training materials already loaded onto the companion  image viewer tablet 
Accessed through the home screen help icon 

MINI Z Easy-to-Use 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 14 
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See Through Non-metallic or Thin Metallic Objects and 
Produces Images of Potential Threats and Contraband 

Narcotic simulant in bumper Narcotic simulant 
concealed in tire 

Dose to operator less than 50 urem/h for 100% duty cycle 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 15 

Narcotic simulant in a car seat 

Image Objects in Places Hard to Screen 

Fast, portable detection of organic objects (drugs, explosives, etc.)  located in voids behind 
non-metallic surfaces 
• Examination of walls, vehicle interiors, airplane interiors, pleasure boats, packages, 

furniture…  

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 16 
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Multiple Security Applications 

Passenger Vehicles  
• Screening vehicle bumpers, tires, and interiors for contraband 

Public Spaces 
• Screening left behind/suspicious bags for threats/contraband 

Drug Enforcement 
• Searching suspected drug labs/houses for hidden drugs and currency 

VIP Security 
• Screening rooms, walls, and furniture for threats 

Maritime 
• Screening boat walls/hulls/bulkheads for drugs or currency 

General Aviation 
• Screening small planes for contraband 

Commercial Airliners 
•  Screening the interior of commercial aircraft for drugs 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 17 

MINI Z Images 
Aircraft Overhead Bin with Simulated Drugs 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 18 
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MINI Z Images 
Shoe and iPad with Simulated Explosives 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 19 

MINI Z Images 
Objects Containing Simulated Threats 

Fake can 

Cell phone 
Pills inside drywall 

Gun on top of money in duffel bag 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 20 
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Handheld X Ray Backscatter Imaging 

• Portable, easy to carry and operate 

• No setup time, fast scanning 

• One-sided inspection 
• Fits multiple inspection scenarios  
• Useful when access to the far side of the object is limited or impractical 
• Smaller footprint 

• Images highlight organic materials - organic threats or contraband 
materials such as explosives and drugs can be more easily detected in the 
backscatter images than in the corresponding transmission images 

• Photographic in appearance - easier to interpret 

• Battery operated 

• Negligible dose to scanned object, operator, and environment 

 

 

© 2015 AS&E, Inc. 21 
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16.27 Thomas Ormerod and Coral Dando: Find a Needle in a 
 Haystack

ADSA 12, May 2015, North Eastern University

Funding: UK MoD, EU, US DHS

Finding a Needle in a Haystack: Toward a 
Psychologically Informed Method for Aviation 

Security Screening

Thomas C. Ormerod & Coral J. Dando

Who Are We?
Dr. Coral Dando, BSc, PhD, Forensic Psychologist

Cognition & Memory
Investigative Interviewing
cjdando@wlv.ac.uk

Prof. Tom Ormerod, BSc, MSc, PhD, F.BPS.
Cognition & Thinking
Investigative decision-making
t.ormerod@sussex.ac.uk

Products are marketed through
Controlled Cognitive Engagement™ Ltd
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What Do We Do?

UK Govt
‘Contest’
program

‘Protect’

Behavioural
security

screening

Forensic
linguistics &
deception
detection

‘Pursue’

Decision/policy
logs &

investigative
decision making

Investigative
interviewing &

evidence
handling

‘Prevent’ ‘Prepare’

Why Should TSA be Interested ?
• Post 9 11, behavioral methods for threat

detection have been based on Suspicious Signs
– ASSOP Chapter 11
– SPOT

• There are concerns but not enough evidence
– Incidents
– Forensic psychology evidence

• We show how to enhance threat detection
rates
– Provide an evidence base
– increase rates from 5% to 70%
– Integrate with customer service
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Aviation Screening Study (2008)

• RL10 47-48 No check

Security agent stops an IC5 (late teens- 20s). Says that he 
hasn't heard any of the conversation with immigrations. 
Why is he here? He is studying business at a northern 
university. Who sponsors him? Father. What does he do? 
The pax says his father has goods, moves them around, 
Agent says 'import and export'. Yes. How much longer will 
you stay here? 2 years.
• Agent says he stopped him as he thought he could be 

Korean. An interest in nuclear counter-proliferation. 
Actually PRC but the same colour passport.
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Specifying a New Approach

• The aviation study tells us:
– Avoid ‘over resolving’ suspicions
– Make veracity testing an explicit goal

• Forensic literature tells us:
– Allow the interviewer to listen and watch
– Unpredictability – interfere with the ‘lie script’
– Make the sender ‘work’ – Cognitive load

• The current process:

Controlled Cognitive Engagement (CCE) ™

• Controlled
– Screener controls the conversation
– Incremental phased questioning
– Clear exit points

• Cognitive
– Screener decision making skills
– Asymmetric cognitive loading
– Unpredictable

• Engagement
– Enhanced customer service
– Reducing stereotype biases
– Timeline to observe behaviour change.

“Confidence to fly in three minutes”
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Stages of CCE

• Stage 1: Baselining
– Build rapport and open a dialogue
– Establish a behavioural baseline

• Stage 2: Information gathering
– Gather information using open unpredictable questions 
– Commit passenger to version of truth 

• Stage 3: Veracity testing
– Test the truth of the account using probe questioning
– Observe behaviour change

• After 3 cycles, agent makes safe/selectee decision

Evaluation: Detection testing
• $500k field trial

– Major EU hub airports
– Two major international carriers

• Aim
– To compare detection rates for CCE and suspicious signs method
– To test method under pressure

• Method
– CCE training

• 10 accredited CCE trainers & 80 accredited CCE screeners
– Double-blind randomised-control trial
– 200 participants per method
– Diverse participant sample (non-stereotyped)
– Participant-generated deceptions
– Incentivised performance
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Results: Detection Rate
January 2012 June 2012

CCE 63.4% 74.1% 

Current method 2.7% 0% 

3,000,000+ passengers CCE-screened to date
Paedophile ring disrupted!

Passenger Experience Survey

• How enjoyable did you find the security screening
process?

• How happy were you to share information with
the security staff?

• Was the time taken during the procedure too
long/short:

• How acceptable did you find the security
screening procedure?

• Based solely on the security procedure… how
likely is it that you would recommend travelling
with this airline to someone else?
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Passenger experience survey (red = 
CCE; Blue = suspicious signs)

1

2

3

4

5

Enjoyable** Share Info Duration Acceptable Recommend**

Conclusions
• CCE is:

– Effective, Efficient, Equal, and (often) Enjoyable

• CCE principles can be applied to:
– Monitoring offenders, Vetting, Immigration, IRS.
– Event/infrastructure protection

• CCE is based upon:
– Theoretical principles
– Field experience
– Controlled empirical evaluation
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Can Machines Do the Job?
• On the one hand:

– Computer based face & document
processing is better than human
performance

– Potential for remote covert detection
– Potential to de bias procedures

• On the other hand:
– Machines give false confidence, create new

vulnerabilities, and de skill ‘irony of
automation’

– There are no reliable standalone signs of
deception

– Current technologies cannot detect
behavior change

– Deceit is embedded in truth – targets must
be verbally challenged
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16.28 Vicki Bier: Is Game Theory Ready for Prime Time?

Is Game Theory Ready for 
Prime Time?  

May 2015

Vicki M. Bier
University of Wisconsin-Madison 

Is Game Theory Ready 
for Prime Time?

– Yes: Models are getting more realistic (multiple attributes, 
defender uncertainty, deterrence, more complex systems)

– No: Quantification and validation are still a challenge
– Hopefully soon: 

– Some models make extensive use of empirical data
– Project on adaptive-adversary models (2010-2011) 

proved that game theory could generate useful 
quantitative results through convergent validation

– Interview methods can be used to quantify deterrence
– Methods for empirical calibration of expert opinion using 

seed questions have been applied to terrorism
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Game Theory

Determine the optimal defense against an 
optimal attack
Game theory is a useful model for security and 
critical infrastructure protection:
– Appropriate when protecting against intelligent and 

adaptable adversaries
– Recognizes that defensive strategies must account for 

attacker behavior

Early applications of game theory to homeland security 
by academics were unrealistically simple
Assumptions included:
–Adversaries care about one thing (e.g., maximize fatalities), 
rather than having multiple goals
–Defender knows adversary goal with no uncertainty
–No adversary deterrence
–Models considered only individual assets (e.g., buildings), 
rather than systems (e.g., multiple screening methods)

– Little or no thought about how to quantify models

Early after September 11
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– Multi-attribute adversary goals (John/Beitel)
– Treatment of defender uncertainty (Bier):

–But difficult to get adequate hedging
– Considering simple series/parallel systems: 

–But large networks are still challenging to analyze
– Models of adversary deterrence (Bier/John):

–E.g., using target-oriented utility theory
– More thought devoted to model quantification

Models Now More Realistic

Terrorism models can be quantified with empirical data
Enders and Sandler (2002): 

“the installation of screening devices in US airports in 
January 1973 made skyjackings more difficult”
“thus encouraging terrorists to substitute into other kinds of 
hostage missions or to stage a skyjacking from an airport 
outside of the United States”

Barros and Proença (2005): 
“attacks that result in assassination have a higher probability 
of being Islamic”

Mohtadi and Murshid (2009): 
“a credible worst-case scenario would involve losses of about 
5000 to 10,000 lives”
“return time for events of such magnitude is shortening”

Work on Model Validation
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– Project on adaptive-adversary models (2010-2011) 
proved game theory can generate useful realistic results:
–With reasonable levels of effort

– Two approaches to quantify adversary attribute weights:
–Detailed elicitation of “proxy” experts
–Probabilistic inversion of target rankings

– Multiple methods give convergent validity:
–Do different approaches yield similar results?
–Are differences of practical significance? 

Model Quantification

– Applications of game theory to aviation: 
–Research has questioned the merits of protection against man-
portable air defense systems (Bier, von Winterfeldt)
–Tambe has shown that game theory can be used to improve on 
random or subjective allocation of air marshals or airport 
security (better protection for the same resources)

Model Quantification
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Interview methods can be used to quantify deterrence:
Anthony, “A calibrated model of the psychology of deterrence," 

Bulletin on Narcotics, 2004
Loughran et al., "Re-examining the functional form of the 

certainty effect in deterrence theory," Justice Quarterly, 2011
(serious youth offenders)

Quantifying Deterrence

Use of empirical data (when available)
Use of “seed questions” when directly relevant data not available

Approaches to Validation
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Methods for calibration of expert opinion using seed questions:
Cooke, “Experts in Uncertainty” (1991)

Bier showed that seed questions can be developed for terrorism: 
But the resulting confidence intervals in a sample application 
were too broad to be of practical usefulness

Work on Model Validation

Work on Model Validation

First conference on Validating Models of Adversary Behavior,
Buffalo/Niagara Falls, NY, June 2013
Model validation in adversary modeling is challenging and 
sometimes not feasible, due to lack of data for rare events:
– But many alternative were presented and discussed

Conference included exercises using real/hypothetical data:
– To encourage model builders/developers to engage data

Second conference planned for August 2015
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16.29 Harry Martz and Carl Crawford: Perspectives on: Screening
 of personnel and divested items at the checkpoint

Perspectives on: 
Screening of personnel and divested 

items at the checkpoint 
What was heard?  

What was not heard?  
What’s next?  

Harry Martz, Carl Crawford 
ADSA12, May 13, 2015 

LLNL-PRES-671537 

This work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract DE-AC52-07NA27344.  

LLNL-PRES-671537 

What Did We Hear? 

• APEX checkpoint program (Industry Day June15)   
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=724e08ed
ebe2284ad069274c49d4380b&tab=core&_cview=0 

• EU AT screening up to 500 bags/hr. (not 
optimized for all three categories) 

• Demonstrated integrated checkpoints 
• Risk based screening (under-screening) is 

essential to security 
• BDO is more important in spite of contrarians 

LLNL-PRES-671537 
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What Did We Hear? continued 

• War gaming 
– It is acceptable to fail in a training environment 
– It is NOT acceptable to fail in an operational environment. 
– Assumptions are the mother of all screw ups. 
– Bring in an intelligent adversary for training.  

• Simulations are useful 
• Standoff trace detection 
• Controlled Cognitive Engagement behavioral 

screening is effective, efficient, equal and enjoyable 

LLNL-PRES-671537 

What Did We Hear? continued 

• Vendor neutral airports and 3rd parties desired 
• Open platform checkpoint test bed available 
• We cannot afford perfect security 
– What is adequate/acceptable by politicians/public? 

• Under-screening is better use of limited security 
systems than over-screening 

• CT at the checkpoint 
– Stationary for reduced footprint 

• NQR and NMR electronic and bottle screening  

LLNL-PRES-671537 
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What We Did Not Hear? 
• RBS metrics and how will they be measured/used 
• How algorithms will adapt in real time  

– How will they be certified 
– How will they be determined to maintain Pd in field 

• Video tracking people. Tag and track  
• Integrated perspective on Level 1, 2, 3 etc. 
• THz the great hope. Is there an update? 
• Mass transit? Federal buildings, non aviation other applications. 
• Protecting the checkpoint, airports, etc. 
• System of systems PD, PFA for the entire checkpoint, airport, etc. 
• Talk about the threats, what we are trying to look for, etc. 
• Human factors it touches upon all aspects of screening, etc. T&E, 

etc. 
• We need to hear from the airlines, TSOs, etc. 
• Quantifying deterrence and displacement 

LLNL-PRES-671537 

Additional Audience Comments on  
“What We Heard”  

• How will 3rd parties be implemented? What is 
interaction amongst TSA, 3rd parties, vendors? 

• Incentive is needed to raise the bar after passing 
CERT to improve performance 

• Secretary of DHS said that security hardware/ 
technology is a commodity 

• Is there a framework for API?  
• TSA needs to better engage stakeholders 
• Portable X-ray radiography, backscatter, MMW, etc. 
• Game theory as applied to TSOs 

LLNL-PRES-671537 
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What Can Be Done To Solve the 
Checkpoint Problem? 

• Risk based screening (under-screening) 
• Better CONOPS 
• System and data integration 
• Standards 
– Systems interfacing 
– Data integration 
– Testing in lab and field 

• Better MMW, NMR, NQR and X-ray hardware and 
reconstruction software 

• New/orthogonal technologies 
 
 

LLNL-PRES-671537 

What Can Be Done To Solve the 
Checkpoint Problem? continued 

• Grand challenges/task orders 
– Reconstruction and ATR for sparse view CT, MMW and 

X-ray Backscatter 
– Integrated/fused systems 
– Speeding up CERT/QUAL testing 

• More statistical 
• Human in the loop 

– Simulated system, bag and people data sets 
– Delayering to extract more information from 

projections 
– Quantifying deterrence and displacement 

 
 

LLNL-PRES-671537 
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? 

LLNL-PRES-671537 

Checkpoint Industry Day 
Solicitation Number: HSHQDC-15-00078 

 https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=72
4e08edebe2284ad069274c49d4380b&tab=core&_cview=0 

Event: DHS S&T EXD is hosting a Checkpoint Industry day to discuss with stakeholders in 
an open forum the specific intentions of DHS S&T and TSA regarding the newly authorized 
Apex Checkpoint Program. 
Sponsorship:  Department of Homeland Security, Science & Technology Directorate, 
Homeland Security Advanced Research Programs Agency, Explosives Division (DHS, S&T, 
HSARPA, EXD) 
Date/Time:  June 15, 2015, 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Registration begins at 7:30 a.m. 
Where:  Wilbur J. Cohen Building, 330 Independence Avenue SW, Washington, DC 20202 
Deadlines:  

• May 18, 2015 Registration Closes for Foreign National Participants 
• May 26, 2015 Last Day to switch Foreign National Participants 
• May 26, 2015 Registration Closes for US Citizens 

 
 

LLNL-PRES-671537 
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